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ABBREVIATIONS

Ai - Agricultural Bank
ACS - Agricultural Cooperative Society
ADPB - Agricultural Development Planning Bureau

AERC - Agricultural Engineering Research Center

AERTTC - Agricultural Engineering Research, Training and Testing Center

ARTEO - Agricultural Research, Training, Extension Organization
ASC - Agricultural Service Center

ASID - Agricultural Statistics and Information Department

ASN - Agricultural Sector Note (World Bank, May 4, 1992)

ASS - Agricultural Statistics Service

CAPES - Center for Agricultural Planning and Economic Studies

DPS - Data Processing Service
FDPPC - Fertilizer Distribution and Pesticide Production Company

FFYP - First Five-Year Plan

FRO - Forestry and Range Organization

GIS - Geographic Information System

GTC - Government Trading Corporation

ICM Co - Iranian Combine Manufacturing Corporation

IFRTO - Iranian Fisheries Research and Training Organization

IIP - Integrated Informatics Plan

IMSS - Industry & Mining Sector Study (World Bank, August 7, 1992)

IARC - International Agricultural Research Center
IFAD - International Fund for Agricultural Development

ISC - Iranian Statistical Center

ITM Co - Iran Tractor Manufacturing Corporation

MOA - Ministry of Agriculture

MOE - Ministry of Energy and Water

MOJ - Ministry of Jehad-e-Sazandegi

NAO - Nomad Affairs Organization

NFMC - National Farm Mechanization Committee

PARCC - Provincial Agricultural Research Consultative Committee

PBO - Planning and Budget Organization
PC - Production Cooperative

PDRI - Pests and Diseases Research Institute

PPO - Plant Protection Organization
RLDP - Rangelands and Livestock Development Project

RSC - Rural Service Cooperative

RSS - Remote Sensing Service
RWA - Regional Water Authority

SFYP - Second Five-Year Plan
SPII - Seed and Pland Improvement Institute

SWRI - Soil & Water Research Institute

WAD - Water Affairs Department

YEARS

Iranian Western March 21st to March 20th

1368 1969/90 1989 1990

1369 1990/1 1990 1991

1370 1991/2 1991 1992

1371 1992/3 1992 1993

EXCHANGE RATE

Up to March 20, 1993, a multiple exchange rate system operated.
In 1991-3, there were three rates:

The Official Rate Rls 70 - US$1

The Competitive Rate Rls 600 = US$1

The Floating Rate Rls 1450-1550 - US$1

Since March 21st, 1993, the rates have been unified. On September 10,

1993, the Unified Rate stood at Rls 1,584 * US$1.
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ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN

IRAN: SERVICES FOR AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT'

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Aariculture Sector (Chapter I)

1. Agriculture remains important to the Iranian economy, contributing a
fifth of GDP, one-third of employment, four-fifths of food needs and one third
of non-oil exports. Agriculture is predominantly a smallholder activity and
involves significant use of fertilizers and mechanization. Policy in the 1980s
aimed at self-sufficiency in basic products and at maintaining low consumer
prices, and used input subsidies, guaranteed procurement prices and consumer
subsidies to achieve these goals. These policies were implemented through
extensive parastatal involvement in marketing and processing. The sector did
respond to these incentives but inefficiently, and the cost was high - Rls 575
billion (US$385 million) in economic subsidies to the sector in 1991/2. The
policy also encouraged the non-sustainable exploitation of groundwater and
marginal lands.

2. Since 1990, and in parallel with changes throughout the economy, the
Government has been moving towards economic liberalization in the sector. Input
subsidies are being phased out, Government procurement is limited to a few crops
and producer prices are now close to import parity level. Consumer subsidies are
also being phased out. These adjustments set the stage for the necessary move
away from control and intervention to concentrate on support to the private
sector, on the efficient provision of essentially public services, and on the
protection of vulnerable groups.

3. The evolution of public services also needs to take account of longer
term shifts taking place in agriculture and rural society. As price distortions
disappear, farmers have started to shift to more to high value added products,
like horticulture and animal fattening. Some products appear to be economically
marginal, which underlines the urgency of good research on rainfed smallholder
farming. There is a trend to reduction in farm sizes under demographic pressure,
greater demand for off-farm employment and for investments in rural
infrastructure and communications, and a redefinition of the role of women in
smallholder farming.

4. In the face of these changes, it is imperative for the agricultural
strategy to be formulated on the basis of precise national objectives for the
sector, including: (i) specifying production programs for each agro ecological
zone-based on products with comparative advantage; (ii) sustaining the small farm
economy through producer services and rural development; (iii) boosting
commercial production and the trade balance by setting up the policy and legal
framework that will encourage private investment and enterprise; (iv) working
towards sustainability through regulatory and control systems; and (v) relieving
poverty through social and investment programs. Services will need to focus more
on profitability and sustainability, on poorer farms, on marginal systems and on
women, and on rural development and off-farm employment.

Services to Agriculture and Rural Development (Chapter II)

5. A broad range of services is provided to the rural sector. Government's
role grew during the 1970's, taking over activities in input supply, marketing

1/ A broad overview of the agriculture sector and of sector policies and trends is provided by the 1992 Agriculture Sector Note (ASN -
World Bank, May 4, 1992). The present Study relies on the ASN for its context, and focuses in detail on the public and private

provision of services to producers.
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and processing. The Ministry of Agriculture (McA) provides services to crop
production, including research and extension, and - through parastatals - input
supply, credit, and marketing and processing for a number of crops. MoA employs
68,000 staff and has a budget of about US$140 million a year. The Ministry of
Jehad-e-Sazandegi (MoJ) provides services to livestock and range, forestry and
fisheries. It is also responsible for fostering civil works development through
rural communities. MoJ employs 80,000 staff and has a budget of about US$310
million annually. As part of the structural adjustment program, MoA and MoJ were
restructured in April 1993. The objective was to bring services into line with
the changed environment, reducing control functions, putting more emphasis on
conservation and resource management and decentralizing services to the provinces
and giving autonomous status to those slated for privatization. The change did
not, however, address the key problems of coordinated planning and the
organization of research and extension, that are currently split between MoA and
MoJ.

6. In the era of adjustment, Government has to determine the appropriate
distribution of responsibility for services between the public and the private
sector. Some services have a public character - policy analysis and public
resource allocation, much of research, extension and plant protection, land and
water resource management, and rural development. Other services are better
provided by the private sector, e.g. production, marketing, processing, and
livestock services. The challenge is twofold: to encourage private sector
delivery, and to reinforce essentially public services in a cost effective
manner. Affordability is a key criterion: the total cost of Government support
to the rural sector is approximately Rls. 1.7 trillion (US$1.1 billion) each
year.

Policy Analysis and Resource Allocation (Chapter III)

7. Structural adjustment will change the nature of demand for planning and
economic analysis. The increased role for the private sector and the process of
decentralization will reduce the role of central planning and underline the
private sector's need for information on Government policy and investment
programs, on market prospects, etc. The decline in Government's share of
resources and its reduced role in the economy will create a demand for more
rigorous analysis of public spending. The emphasis on comparative advantage as
the determinant of policy will create a strong demand for skills in economic
analysis. Finally, the stresses of the adjustment process and the introduction
of targeted interventions to help the poor will call for more socio-economic
monitoring and poverty analysis, together with transparent protection measures.

8. The 1993 reorganization of MOA created a structure better adapted to
meeting these demands. This structure needs to be built up and there is a need
for training, equipment and the development of new tools like Geographical
Information Systems (GIS), remote sensing, analysis of subsectors and projects,
and an integrated informatics plan. As a precondition to these investments,
there is a need for better integration of planning and resource allocation in the
sector: MOA's Center for Agricultural Planning and Economic Studies (CAPES) could
take a more prominent role in coordinating planning for land and water resources;
preparation of a national master plan would help coordinate remote sensing
activities; and responsibilities for agricultural statistics need to be defined
among MoA, MoJ and the Iranian Statistical Center.

Farmer Information (Chapter IV)

9. Iran has well-established services for research and extension working
basically on a top down transfer of technology model. This has been successful
with larger farmers but has done less for the mass of smallholders. The
separation of crops services from livestock and forestry services has led to
overlap, gaps and a fragmented approach to farmers' problems. There has been no
encouragement of private participation in research and extension.

10. The Study recommends a progressive change of approach, to put research
and extension at the service of the farmer, including consolidation of MoA and

M:\IRAN\IRAGS\EXE-SUM
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MoJ research and extension, joining MoA's structured approach and technical
expertise to MoJ's bottom-up philosophy. It is recommended that research and
extension work together with farmers in a Farming Systems Approach (FSA). The
existing research policy needs to be reviewed and a master plan and an investment
program need to be worked out. Extension needs to develop participatory
approaches, learn diagnostic skills, promote farmer groups, and use highly-geared
and innovative delivery media. Human resource development is vital - education,
training, incentives - to maintain morale and to raise production standards. The
involvement of the private sector and of the universities in both research and
extension could also be actively promoted.

11. The role of women in farming is important and there is scope to focus
current initiatives in women's extension by an improved data base feeding into
a women-oriented research and extension agenda. Training facilities for women
farmers and technicians are a priority.

12. Technical training for agriculture produces about 1,500 graduates
annually but few are ready for employment or go to work as farmers. A review of
the system is recommended to upgrade quality and to match the training to demand
from potential employers.

InDuts (Chapter V)

13. The heavy subsidization of inputs of the 1980s and the concentration on
parastatal monopolies are now being dismantled and competition in input supply
is being proposed. It is important to help private businesses to develop and so
avoid disruptions in supply during the transition. It is also important to
protect the vulnerable poor from the effects of the price rises.

14. For fertilizer, it is recommended that prices be brought to border level
in three stages by 1998, and imports and distribution be opened up to the private
sector on demand. There is scope to privatize the Fertilizer Company and promote
the creation of private soil laboratories. Where Government has some control
over output prices, there would be an advantage in bringing these to border
levels. Research and extension need to evaluate the effect of changes in
relative prices, and make revisions to fertilizer recommendations.

15. For plant protection, there is a clear role for public intervention in
regulation, environmental protection and the control of common pests. The Plant
Protection Organization requires reinforcement to carry out these roles, with
special emphasis on the promotion of Integrated Pest Management (IPM).
Formulation, crop spraying and distribution may be left to the private sector.
It is recommended that parastatal pesticide and crop spraying businesses be sold
to the private sector.

16. There is scope for private involvement in seed production and
distribution. Preconditions are the elimination of subsidies and a legal
framework to protect breeders' interests. Government has a role in then
encouraging local seed production and exchange, and in promoting larger scale
production by local and international firms. The seed multiplication operations
of the parastatal Seed Company could be privatized.

17. Iranian agriculture has a very high machinery force, however, it is
largely under-utilized. Prices are moving to international levels and there is
scope for privatization of the manufacturing and distribution parastatals. A
single institution needs to have responsibility for mechanization, and a single
organization, possibly with private participation, should conduct adaptive
research.

18. Lending rates for agricultural credit are set at levels below those for
other sectors. As a result, the Agricultural Bank (AB) is dependent on
Government lines of credit for funds and is experiencing financial problems. The
Study recommends that deposit and lending rates for AB be set to allow it to
compete for deposits and to cover its costs. AB's future role, probably as a

M: \IRAN\I RAGS\EXE-SUM
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full service rural financial institution, could be determined by the upcoming
rural finance study.

19. Since 1980, rural cooperatives in Iran have been used as instruments of
Government policy and lack any institutional independence. The system has
potential to evolve into a farmer based and managed movement, with help from the
international cooperative community. It is recommended that Government's role
be limited to setting up and monitoring a framework to protect members'
interests. Where farmer demand exists, cooperatives could develop new roles,
e.g. in input supply, crop marketing and processing, savings and loans, and
machinery services.

Livestock. Forestry and Fisheries (Chapter VI)

20. The separation of natural resource management and livestock from crop
production caused by the transfer of departments to MoJ, has created a fragmented
approach to mixed farming. Animal husbandry and range management are two areas
that have suffered most. In general, there is a need to redefine the role of
public services in these subsectors, to privatize some services and parastatals
and to increase cost recovery.

21. In livestock, a start has been made to privatize breeding and veterinary
services. Other areas for privatization are: feed production and meat imports.
There is scope too for using registered technicians for drug provision and for
subcontracting public services like meat inspection and compulsory vaccinations.
Charges for clinical treatments and non-compulsory vaccinations are being raised
to increase revenues and allow the private sector to compete.

22. In range management, the priority is to reverse the degradation of range
lands and to recover marginal land that was ploughed for arable crops in the
1980s. This requires more concerted efforts on extension, training and
enforcement of rules. The Government program has already made significant
demonstrations in this direction and need to be expanded-with direct involvement
of range users. Watershed management needs to be improved by accelerating
conservation programs; the fusion of MoA and MoJ services would help this
process.

23. In forestry, there is scope to privatize the state-owned forest industry
plants. Government role in afforestation can move progressively to providing the
incentive framework and management support, particularly in social forestry where
socio-economic studies and pilot projects are suggested to help define a national
strategy.

24. Fisheries are a large resource and fishing is a fast growing industry.
The Government has made significant progress towards privatizing these
operations. The Study recommends that the privatization of large-scale
operations be completed and that public services focus on developing a viable
cooperative artisanal fishing industry.

Rural Development (Chapter VII)

25. To counter rural-urban drift, Government has invested in rural
development, including infrastructure, economic diversification and job creation.
MoJ implements the program, working through traditional and modern structures to
obtain participation in programs and in costs. Traditional user groups are
common in Iran and it is recommended that the potential for more participatory
development programs based on these structures be studied.

26. The physical achievements of MoJ's rural infrastructure program (costing
Rls 132 billion, US$88 million in 1992/93) are considerable: potable water in
18,000 villages, electricity for two-thirds of the rural population, 60,000 km
of rural roads. Now the challenge is to ensure sustainable operation and
maintenance through transfer of responsibility to village communities. It is
suggested that MoJ also review the whole program to determine a cost-effective
strategy for the next decade.

M:\1RAN\IRAGS\EXE-SUM



27. Small-scale industry, including rural handicrafts, accounts for over
half of industrial employment. Mod services include extension, procurement,
marketing and rural industrial estates. During the dirigiste 1980s, this support
was essential, but now public support could focus more on providing information,
training and marketing support. Private promotion of rural enterprises is being
encouraged by Government and should be accelerated. Associated finance and
procurement services could be provided by the market. Priority should be given
to reviewing the industrial estates program, where progress has been slow and
costs high.

28. MoJ's support to nomads is moving into a new phase with an ambitious
voluntary settlement program. It will be necessary to ensure the economic
viability - without continuing subsidies - of the settled production systems.
Services to nomads need coordination among departments and between MoA and MoJ,
which would be aided by the fusion of MOA and MOJ services.

Marketing and Processinc (Chapter VIII)2

29. Government remains dominant in the marketing, processing and pricing of
wheat and many industrial crops - sugar, oilseeds, cotton and tea. Policy is
liberalization and privatization, but the scope for this depends on economic
viability and on the extent of any remaining subsidies.

30. For industrial crops, it is recommended than early analysis should be
made of competitiveness in order to define the most appropriate phased
development approach. First, a review of their viability could be conducted and
decisions taken on protection levels; in any case, protection would be better
effected through tariffs rather than quantity restrictions. The relative
advantages of sugar cane and sugar beet merit examination and investments in cane
should await the outcome of this study. The review might also show which parts
of the industrial capacity are surplus to requirements and need to be considered
for closure. Removal of price distortions needs to be completed by eliminating
input and consumer subsidies and by bringing prices to border levels. In a
second phase, privatization could be considered. For wheat, privatization can
be envisaged as Government phases out the bread subsidy. The import and
distribution of feed grains could be left to the private sector. For
horticulture, a market development program needs to be further encouraged with
the private sector.

A Greater Role for the Private Sector (Chanter Ix)

31. The fundamental prerequisite to private participation is a policy
environment that fosters competition and promotes investment. Unification of the
exchange rate, liberalization of trade and the removal of subsidies are part of
this environment. The completion of this process will contribute to the enabling
environment. This could be complemented by defining the objectives and policy
for each subsector and stating the role of the public sector and plans for
investment and privatization. This should be a mainstay of the Second Five Year
Plan (SFYP).

32. In general, the development of private markets requires equal access,
and Government has to ensure that private firms suffer no discrimination in
access to banking facilities, licenses, etc. In addition, public enterprises,
foundations and cooperatives need to operate under the same competitive
environment as the private sector, without subsidies and in a transparent and
accountable manner.

33. Other preconditions to private sector participation are the lifting of
entry restrictions, elimination of price distortions and, in some cases,
legislation to protect private interests, such as intellectual property

3] This section, and the subsequent ection on the private ector, draw on the analysis and recomrnendations of the World Bank
Industrl and MirSinector Studv (March 31, 1993).
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legislation to protect research results and breeders' rights legislation for seed
production.

34. Government can also encourage the private provision of formerly public
services by contracting services to private agents (e.g., some research, meat
inspection, vaccination, forest inventory, rural infrastructure), by promoting
development of private institutions (e.g., cooperatives, soil laboratories, trade
organizations); by increasing charges for public services to make private
provision profitable (e.g., seeds, veterinary care); and by privatization (input
supply, tractor production and distribution, feed production and trade, and
fishery operations).

Development of Public Services (Chavter X)

35. There are significant constraints on the efficient provision of those
services that Government should provide. The biggest challenge is cooperation
among public institutions. The best solution would be reorganization that would
unify planning, research and extension, fuse forestry, livestock and crop
production services, and consolidate planning and management of land and water
resources. Reorganization needs to be carried through by decentralization and
joint practical field activities.

36. Staff of public institutions need to change in both quality and
quantity. New skills in economics, business management, sociology and
sustainable resource management are required. Staff may be retrained, and many
will transfer into the private sector. A human resources development plan is
recommended. In order to meet their obligations to the public and to promote
internal efficiency, public services need to develop an information culture.

37. The cost of public services is high. A public expenditure review is
recommended, to identify areas for cutting or for increasing efficiency.
Increasing cost recovery would raise revenues and give market-drive to services.

38. Perhaps the most important and all-pervading change recommended is from
the previous top-down approach to one that gives priority to farmers' needs. To
become responsive to farmers requires an urgent change of culture, development
of new diagnostic and participatory techniques, a shift of resources to field
level and decentralization of management responsibility. The development of
cooperatives and farmers' groups will be a key element in the future.

39. As better-off farmers respond to market incentives, public services can
be concentrated increasingly on smaller farmers, poorer areas and special target
groups like women. Part of Government's role will become the protection of
vulnerable groups through a safety net that does not distort economic incentives.

Investment Proposals (Chalter XI)

40. Some recommendations require simply a policy decision, many require
studies, most require some kind of investment. The Study identifies possible
project ideas, of which the most important are:

* a program to develop research, extension and farmer organization,
with a focus on the neglected smaller farmer and under a farming
systems approach.

* a program to assist the process of adjustment through support to the
institutional development of MoA and MOJ, a public expenditure
review, support to planning, policy analysis and statistics, and
support to privatization.

* a program to assist in modernizing and privatizing production and
distribution of chemical inputs, seeds, mechanization, and animal
feed, and to reinforce Government's residual role.

M:\IRAN\IRAGS\EXE-SUM



Islamic Reaublic of Iran
Anoregate Economic Indicators

billions of
GOP (1992) current Hs Share GDP Share of labor force
total, market price 67,811 100.0% 100.0%
agriculture 15,392 22.7% 27.7%
industry 13,033 19.2% 25.7%

manufacturing 9,218 13.6%
services 31,912 47.1% 46.6%

Rate of Inflation, 1992: Merchandise Trade Accounts (millions of *)
implicit GOP deflator 27.9% | (1992)
consumer prices 21.7% Exports 19,279
wholesale prices 30.7% I oil 16,343 85%

sagricultural 879 5%
Government (1992 billions of current rls) I Imports 21,150
Government receipts 11,652 food 2,519 12%
Government expenditures 12,849 consumer goods 830 3%

of which: agric. subsidies 668 I intermediate goods 14,875 77%

Rate of growth, real GDP (1992): 6.4%

IAgricultural land use I Agricultural Input Use (199112)
Land Use (1990) 1(1988) ('000 ha) l
Tractors (estimated) 215,000
Mountains, steep slopes 29% ITotal 16,872 j Avg.HPlhectare 1
Desert, degraded land 21% I annual crops 10,296 I Urea use ('000 tons) 920
Rangeland, marginal I irrigated 4,620 I Other fertilizers ('000 tons) 1,195

land 30% I rainfed 5,676 I Avg fertilizer use
Forest, scrubland 7% I fallow 5,364 I (kglirrigated ha) 378
Agricultural land 11% I orchard 1,211 l
Cities 2% I irrigated 1,006

I rainfed 205

Cropping Patterns - main crops (1988-89)
area avg. yield prodn % change in

CrOD Ith ha W Ikglha) Ith. tons) area 1982-1989 DRC
wheat 6,257 961 6,010 +4%

irrigated 2,039 2,034 4,146 +4% 0.8
rainfed 4,217 442 1,864 +4% 0.7

barley 2,651 1,074 2,847 +30%
irigated 1,046 1,982 2,073 +33% 1.0
rainfed 1,605 482 1,982 +27% 1.3

rice (paddy) 519 3,572 1,854 +27% 0.8
cotton 228 1,732 395 +5% 0.4
sugarbeet 149 23,661 2,535 +1% 0.7
foragelfeed 978 5,805 5,678 +31% 1.1-2.3

Landownership size of holding (ha) % of households
# of landholders avg holding (ha) 0-1 20%
2,834,201 5.78 1.2 20%

2-10 40%
10+ 20%

M:WIRANIIRAGSISTAT.BOX
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Introduction - Obiectives and Methodology of the Study

Objectives. A broad overview of the agriculture sector and of sector policies
and trends is provided by the 1992 Agriculture Sector Note (ASN - World Bank,
May, 1992). The present study relies on the ASN for its context and focusses in
detail on the provision of services to producers. In the era of structural
adjustment, a focus on agricultural services is important for many reasons. On
the demand side, liberalization will create manifold new opportunities and a
shifting set of relative prices; services are important to enable producers to
take advantage of the new market signals. Adjustment too will have a differing
impact on various segments of the population; services will need tQ focus
assistance on small farmers, hitherto largely neglected. On the suiplv side,
Government investment and recurrent resources are likely to be increasingly
constrained, and public expenditures need to be prioritized. The potential for
private sector investment and a parallel strategic redefinition of Government's
role in service provision are corollaries of liberalization.

The objectives of this Study are thus to analyze what should be the respective
roles of Government and the private sector; to suggest priorities for change; and
to draft an agenda for reinforcement of the services that will remain in the
public sector. The Study is timely as Government is deciding options for change
and investment under the Second Five Year Plan (SFYP). This process will result
in strategies and investment programs for agriculture and rural development.

Scope of the Study. The specific services covered by the Study are:

* Policy and planning services for the sector, including policy analysis
capability, physical and financial resource planning and allocation,
statistics and information services, and economic and social
monitoring.

* Producer services including research, extension, chemical input
production and supply, seeds, farm equipment, plant protection,
agricultural credit, and services to livestock, range and forestry, and
fisheries.

* Rural development, including support to rural infrastructure, rural
industry and the nomadic peoples.

Methodologv. The Study is set in the context of changes. First, the changes in
the agriculture sector and the rural economy that will come about as a result of
policy adiustment, particularly the impact on incentives of the lifting of price
controls and monopolies, the ending of subsidies and the reduction in Government
interventions. Second, the changes that result from the process of develoDment -
modernization of the economy, urbanization, developments in education and

M: \IRAN\IRAJGS\CHAPTER.1 C



society, expansion of the media. Within this vision of the future of agriculture
and its role in the economy, the methodology of the Study is to:

* analyze current service provision - institutions, programs, financing,
strengths and weaknesses.

* project farmers' requirements for the services over the next decade.

* distinguish essentially public services from those that could also - or
instead - be provided by the private sector, and evaluate the
advantages and feasibility of transfer.

* identify the policy, institutional, human and financial prerequisites
for development of services, both public and private.

* suggest a program for sequenced development of agricultural services.

MY \IRAN\ IRAGS\CIHAPTER. lC



PART ONE - THE SECTOR

ChaRter I - Agriculture in an Era of Change

A. The Sector Today

1.1 The Importance of AFriculture. The agricultural sector currently accounts
for about one-fifth of Iran's GDP, worth about US$9 billion at international
prices, and nearly one-third of total employment - 15 million people live
principally from farming. It supplies about 80% of domestic food requirements
(including crops, livestock and fish products), contributes about one third of
the value of non-oil exports of goods (US$880 million a year), and provides raw
materials for industry. Imports for agriculture and animal husbandry are around
US$ 400-500 million per year, while annual food imports amount to some
US$ 2.5 billion, about half of which for cereals (mainly wheat).

1.2 FarmincF Systems. About a
third of Iran's land area has some Box Are: 1an milloh
economic use, and about 11% of the
land area is under some form of
cropping system (Box 1.1). There
are 16.5 million hectares of arable
land (35% irrigated, 45% rainfed
and 20% fallow) and 1 million Mountains. Steep
hectares under perennial crops. Desert B
Livestock includes 45 million Degraded Lands

sheep, 30 million goats, 6.5 21%
million cattle, and 550 million
chickens. About 60% of
agricultural value added comes from Cities

crops, 35% from livestock and 5% 2%
from fisheries (Box 1.2). Cereals Agricultural
and pulses account for three Lands
quarters of the cropped area (Box Rangelande

1.3) - but only 30% of value added. & Marginl Lends

There are over three million farm 7% For-st
households in the country. The Scrublands

typical farm is family-run (91% of
land is owner-operated). About 350,000 households (13%) can be classed as
commercial farmers: they own 40% of the arable land, contribute half of
agricultural valued added and 80 percent of marketed output.1 Most farms are
smaller, subsistence farms and households generally supplement farm income from
other sources. Traditional farming systems, using animal or manual land
preparation and practicing rainfed agriculture or traditional (Coanat) irrigation,
were employed by four-fifths of the nation's farmers up to the mid-1970s. Since
then, the use of chemical inputs, tractors and pumps has led to a wholesale

1/ See Volume II, Annex 25 for discussion of farm size and productivity.
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change and now most farms are mechanized and traditional irrigation has declined
sharply.

B. The Farminz Population

1.3 Human Capital 2 /. Health and nutrition indicators show Iran to be little
different from other countries in the region or with similar income. However,
Iran's annual population growth rate of 3.6 percent per annum is much higher than
for the other countries. Average rural family size is six. Iran's education
indicators are below those of countries at a similar income level. Although
government is committed to universal education, illiteracy in 1990 was estimated
at nearly half the total adult population, and 57 percent of females. School
enrollment rates are significantly lower for rural children than for urban ones
and there is a growing shortage of teachers in rural areas.

1.4 Farmers and Farminc. Twenty five years ago, two out of every three
Iranians lived in rural areas. In the year 2000, only one out of every three
Iranians will live in rural areas - but the number of people living from farming
will have gone up - from 12 million in 1975 to 17 million (Box 1.4). Half the
population is under the age of 17 and rural unemployment, particularly among
young people, is becoming a problem. Women form only 11i of the formal wage
labor force nationally, but provide over half of farm labor. Communications in
rural areas are on the whole good. Although only half of the population speak
Farsi as their mother tongue, the language is understood by almost everyone.
Radios are owned by almost every family and television sets by one household in
two.

Box 1.3: Contribution to Agri. GDP Box 1.2: Percentage ot Cropped Area

*ndustrial Crop.,suCrl & P¶Zl5 | Cereals, & Pulses
101 301 6

FISbaYiS \ 1CFodder
lAvogtock ~~~51 71

351 utra

12%

cottoo.efugar beet.ollse.d.t.obacco.tet. *cotton,sugar boot.oilseed.tobacco..t.e.

2/ See Appendix Table 1-for Key Human Capital Indicatorx.
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Box 1.4: Changes in the Farming Pogulation

Po~~uIation P~~opulation Pulation

1975 40 
Current 276mer

2000

1.5 Rural Poverty. A fifth of farm
households have less than one hectare Box 1.5: Land Ownershiv
of land and half a million households
are engaged in agriculture but do not Sfze of family WMldin Per?entaeof

own any land. Under the criteria hetars - - I2ld.

proposed for the social safety net I ha 20 X
program, all landless agricultural 1- ha 20X
workers and families farming less than -- > lh.a 20 x
four ha would be considered for social
assistance. Under this definition, as SourcI Amnne 6
much as half of the rural population
could be considered needy.

C. Sector Policy and Performance

1.6 Anriculture Policy in the 1980s. Throughout the last decade, Government's
overriding policy objective in agriculture has been to achieve self-sufficiency
in major "strategic" products, while maintaining consumer prices for staples at
a low level. This inward-looking policy translated into an array of support
mechanisms involving large subsidies on farm inputs and mechanization, guaranteed
crop procurement prices for staples, and consumer subsidies on basic items.
These mechanisms have shaped a market which is characterized by an almost
complete disconnection between producer and consumer prices (the case of wheat)
or the emergence of dual markets (e.g. meat, vegetable oil), and by an extensive
role for parapublic agencies in the marketing and processing of agricultural
products and inputs. This role was imposed by the need to manage prices of both

M:\IRAN\\IRAGS\CBAPTR. IC



imported and domestic produce. Several agro-processing industries (e.g. cotton,
sugar beet, edible oil) were nationalized, and in some cases, production itself

is under direct Government control (sugarcane, several agri-business farms) . The

cooperative sector was mobilized to implement Government marketing policy, and
has thereby undergone a distortion of its essentially private character.
Government also introduced an array of controls on foreign trade, with
quantitative restrictions on imports and exports for most agricultural products.
The Government Trading Company (GTC) handled imports of essential goods at the
official exchange rate. Exports of food products were banned or controlled.

1.7 Despite the predominantly private : gowtIh in Outout
and small farm nature of agricultural (Amuat Percettaq Geathotft.

production, Government has had a high X

degree of influence on the pattern of
output through these various policy 1heat,Cottion
instruments. The role of markets and Swarbet -0 6%
private enterprise in resource allocation
has remained accordingly limited. Feee t4rket Croo
Output did grow during the decade - but Sarley 79%
production of freely marketed crops like Paddy 1.6X

barley, pulses and fodder crops grew much Pulses 3. ex
faster than production of the controlled Fodder Crop 8.E
strategic crops like wheat, cotton and
sugarbeet (see Box 1.6). In addition, Source: Annex Table 3
Government's policies had significant
negative effects, including: (i) the

virtual elimination of competition and

BOx 1.7: Saw Aaricuttural Prtces Comeredw its attendant efficiency effects, from
fin IRalS WLnpgj UfIlidl- the cereals market; (ii) the diversion

00(1993) 0 :0 0 of resources from more efficient uses;

Boit 8rder, (iii) the nonsustainable exploitation

EfI Fna ; oof groundwater and marginal lands; and
(iv) high costs for the Government -
Rls 90 billion (US$60 million) in

Ura (per kg) 12 272 direct fertilizer subsidies in 1992/3
Tractor (MF285) 5 mIltlon 12 miLlion

ctorine2IH5) m.9 illion 4 mitlion - and for the country - Rls 575
Land P"eparation billion (US$385 million) in total
(per ha) 50,000 95,000 economic subsidies in 1991/2.

IAeat (per kg) ,80 - 250
Agriculturl: Credit
(Average tnterst1: 1.8 Recent and on-Qoinc Dolicy
Rate) 5% 12-24% chances. Government has begun moving

towards economic liberalization.

Source: Chapter VI and AnnexTablet .4 Consumer price controls have been
lifted for most products. The

exchange rate has been unified at
close to the market rate, and Government intends to phase out subsidies and to
privatize most commercial and production parastatals. In agriculture,

procurement prices are set closer to border prices. Subsidies, including those

on agricultural inputs, are being gradually removed, although in 1992/93 there
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was still a considerable gap (Box 1.7). A bill is being introduced into the
Majlis (Parliament) that would replace quantitative restrictions on imports and
exports by tariffs. Input distribution is being opened up slowly and the
possibilities of privatization of marketing and processing activities and

companies are being considered in many subsectors - tea, cotton, sugar, dairy,
fisheries, input and equipment manufacturing and distribution. To date,

several privatizations have occurred in the fisheries subsector. Some service
provision is also being privatized - notably some input supply and livestock
services. These adjustments set the stage for changes in the role of Government,
which, as recommended in the World Bank's 1992 Agriculture Sector Note (May 4,
1992), will need to move away from control and intervention (still considerable -
see Box 1.8) to concentrate on support to the private sector - particularly the
maintenance of a policy environment conducive to enterprise, on the efficient
provision of essentially public services, on the strategic public investment,

particularly in the rehabilitation of infrastructure, and on the protection of
the environment.

Box 1.B; Role of the Private Sector in Asriculture

Productio Effective Private Marketina Effective Private
Sector Participation and Processing Sector Partlcisation

Crops and Livestock Yes, dominant Wheat Very little
Fisheries Yes, dominant Tea Subsidiary role
Forestry LittLe Cotton Yes, same
Fertilizer Beginning Sugar No
Pesticides Yes, some Oil Crops No
Seeds Outgrowers only All Other Crops Yes, dominant
Feed No
Tractors & Combines No Services
Other Equipment Yes, dominant

Research No
Extension No
Fertilizer Supply Very Limited
Pesticide Supply 50X at retall LeveL
Seed Supply No
Tractors & Combines No
Other Equipment Yes
Artificial Insemination Yes, some

D. Agriculture in the Next Decade

1.9 The evolution of public services will also need to take account of longer
term shifts in agriculture and rural society. Prospects for agriculture are good
economically; Domestic Resource Costs (DRCs) 3 were calculated for major crops
and production systems (Box 1.9) and confirm that most activities have good long-

3/ Competitiveness has been analyzed through the calculation of domestic resource costs
(DRCs). DRCs were calculated using the simple Balassa approach, dividing the economic
value of domestic resource inputs by the net economic value added through production.
Domestic resources are land, labor, capital (where included) and water. The net economic
value added is the shadow value of output less the shadow (border) costs of tradeable
inputs, in this case farm chemicals, tractors, and seeds. A DRC below 1 indicates the
existence of a cost advantage in the production of the specific commodity.
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term viability. A number of crops
are both economically viable and Sox 1.9: Economic Viability of Msior Crows

also currently profitable, and the Economic Profitable at
best crops economically are DRC current Prices?

currently very profitable * The Best Activities EconomicallY

(irrigated horticulture, intensive (DRC 0. 5)
fattening) . But the current prices Irrigated Apples 0.3 very

also reward the less viable and Irrigated/Rainfed Cotton 0.3 very

some of the unviable crops (barley, Sheep Fattening 0.2 very
alfalfa) equally highly. It is CaLf Fattening 0.2 very

likely that farmers' priorities * Viable Activities EconomicalLy (DRC 0.5 -1.0)
will shift towards the more viable Irrigated Rice 0.6 very
crops as price distortions, Sugarbeet 0.7 very

particularly those on chemical Wheat 0.8 very
inputs and credit, disappear. Rainfed Vegetables 0.7 quite

Future incentives will, however, TrWditional Sheep Rearing 0.8 marginally

continue to favor modern irrigated
systems over traditional irrigated * Economically Unviabte Activities (DRC > 1.0)
and rainfed systems as long as Irrigated/Rainfed BArley f 23 quvie

capital and operating cost recovery Rainfed Sugarbeet n.a. no

remains as low as at present on
public irrigation perimeters.

1.10 In the long run, the emphasis will shift more to intensive high value added
activities in fruit, vegetables and animal fattening, creating demands for
research, extension and market development. Cotton has good long-term prospects
and might benefit from liberalization and the removal of protection, although
this needs research on crop varieties and pest control. Many of the current
mainstays of agriculture - wheat in major production systems, rice, some oil
crops, irrigated sugarbeet - have reasonable long-term prospects under current
technologies and could, with appropriate research and extension, become more
attractive. Marginal production of barley, alfalfa, sugarbeet and traditional
migratory sheep and goats is likely to decline. This underlines the urgency of
good research on alternative crops and rotations and on improved technologies for
these marginal farming systems, especially rainfed smallholder farming.

1.11 Other long-term shifts in rural economy and society are likely to include:

* a widening disparity between the larger commercial farms and the
smaller traditional farms. More traditional farmers will fall to the
poverty line as fragmentation reduces farm sizes further.

* a growth in part-time farming as the population increases and farms get
smaller. In parallel, there is likely to be an increased demand for

off-farm employment opportunities in rural areas, and for investments
in rural infrastructure and communications.

* an increase in male migrant working and a parallel increase in women's
role in agriculture.
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0 some decapitalization of agriculture as higher replacement and fuel
costs reveal the underlying unprofitability of some tractor and pump
use.

1.12 LonQ-Term Obiectives in the Sector. In the face of these changes, there
is a need for a clear vision of national objectives for agriculture - in the long
term can the sector contribute more to the foreign exchange balance, and if so
should import substitution or export diversification be pursued, what is the
expected contribution of the sector to GDP, to what extent can agriculture - or
off-farm enterprise - employ the growing labor force and sustain incomes, is the
future of agriculture in larger modern farms or can small mixed farms provide a
decent livelihood into the next century? These questions were explored in the
1992 Agriculture Sector Note, and will be the subject of a formal policy
statement in the forthcoming Second Five-Year Plan (Chapter III). It is likely
that objectives would include:

* sustaining the small farm economy as the mainstay of rural life and the
highest potential employer of surplus labor. To reach this objective
would require a sustained commitment to research and extension on mixed
farming systems; public and private programs to assist the growth of
rural industry and handicrafts; and a strong rural development program
to enhance village amenities and services.

- increasing output, incomes and foreign exchange earnings and savings on
larger, commercial holdings. This objective would best be achieved by
policy instruments rather than by public investment - if Government
ensures that prices are market-determined, that the legal and
regulatory environment gives scope for enterprise, and that Government
involvement in production and trade is phased out, then producers will
have incentives to invest in commercial farming and to raise
productivity by more efficient use of factors, including existing
installations and equipment.

- sustainability and a reduction in some activities that have an adverse
environmental impact - steppes now cropped should revert to rangeland,
some groundwater irrigation that is depleting the resource will have to
cease, forest exploitation and reforestation will need to be more
carefully managed. Government's role will be within a free market
incentive structure, that will reduce the profitability of some
marginal and erosive cropping, but which will also require increased
regulation and control over public goods and common resources.

1.12 These objectives will pose challenges for service provision: research and
extension will need to focus on profitability, productivity and sustainability,
and on outreach to poorer farmers and to women; rural development, handicrafts
and industry will require closer attention; and programs - both social and
production - will need to build in an explicit poverty focus to combat rural
pauperization and the drift to towns.
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ChaRter II - Services to Agriculture and Rural Development in an Era of Change

A. Public Services Today

2.1 Background. A broad range of services is provided to the rural sector in
Iran. Government has always been dominant in these services and this dominance
has increased since the Revolution with the crowding out of formerly private
services in input supply, marketing and processing. In the post-Revolution era,
the services philosophy followed two axes (and was not always coherent and
consistent between the two). Producer services such as research, extension,
marketing were harnessed to centrally determined production strategies: driven
by strategic production imperatives, they worked top-down to meet national goals.
Similarly, irrigation development services were planned to maximize output with
little regard for economics, least-cost approach or social impacts. By contrast,
rural development services had an explicit mandate to boost rural incomes and
maintain the rural way of life, with a strong focus on poorer areas and
populations. Liberalization is progressively replacing dirigisme and services
will need to adapt, moving away from their former directive functions towards
farmer-oriented support. It will be important in the transition to preserve
strong points of the old orientations, like Government's commitment to
maintaining rural/urban balance through its rural development program.

2.2 Current Programs and Institutions4 /. Services to agriculture and rural
development are fairly comprehensive and professional, delivered largely by two
ministries. The Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) employs about 68,000 people.
Headquarters staff is relatively slim and most staff work in the provincial
agricultural departments, in extension and research or in the parastatals that
deal with inputs, machinery and marketing and processing. The ministry operating
budget is about $70 million a year, some 1% of the total Government recurrent
budget. The investment budget of about $200 million a year represents some 6%
of total public investment. MOA is responsible for services to crop production.
Attached to MOA are a number of parapublic bodies, notably the Agricultural Bank
(AB, see Chapter V); Fertilizer Company, Plant Protection Organization, and Seed
Company (Chapter V); a number of specialized crop promotion, processing and
marketing agencies - Iran Tea Organization, Oilseed Research and Development
Company, Cotton and Oilseed Organization (Chapter VIII); and several
agroindustrial enterprises, including sugar estates (Chapter VIII).

2.3 The Ministry of Jehad-e-Sazandegi(MOJ) was created in 1979 as a movement
with a mission for physical and social development in rural areas and was
reorganized as a ministry in 1989/90. MOJ employs about 80,000 people. Its
budget resources run around $125 million annually for recurrent costs and $400
million for investment. In 1990, MOJ took over responsibility from MOA for
livestock and range, forestry and fisheries. Preparation of a Rangeland and
Livestock Development Project (RLDP) for Bank financing has started; this project

4/ This section provides only a brief summary. A full description of institutions is in
World Bank Agriculture Sector Note (May 4, 1992), Volume I, Chapter III, and Volume II,
Annexes 6-9 passim.
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will begin to strengthen MOJ services in livestock and range management. MOJ
runs a large program of rural development, including infrastructure (roads,
water, village amenities, electrification), promotion of cottage and small-scale
industry, and programs of popular participation and support to nomadic peoples.
Attached to MOJ are a number of processing and marketing firms for fisheries,
meat and dairy, and three wood industry firms.

2.4 A third public institution, the Ministry of Enercy (MOE), is responsible
for planning, development, and management of water resources. Fourteen publicly
owned regional water companies or authorities (RWAs) reporting directly to MOE
are responsible for feasibility studies, execution and subsequent management;
MOE's Water Affairs Department (WAD) provides supervision, coordination and
technical back-up to these water companies. The MOE employs 33,000 people in WAD
and in the water companies. Budget resources were around Rls 420 billion in 1991
(US$ 280 million). The RWAs have substantial autonomy and their technical and
financial management appears adequate. Partial cost recovery is practiced, and
new initiatives to further decentralize to user-owned companies at the irrigation
scheme level could increase user participation.

The Becrinning of Chancre

2.5 With liberalization and structural adjustment, the reorientation of
services to the rural sector has begun. Government has started to withdraw from
input supply, production, marketing and processing, and input and output
subsidies are being phased out (Chapter I). Parallel to this, Government has
initiated a restructuring of institutions, with a reorganization of MOA and MOJ
announced in April 1993 (see Appendix 1). For MOA, this entails consolidating
functions and departments at headquarters, further decentralizing services to the
provinces and giving autonomous status to some services, as a prelude to transfer
to the private sector - including the input supply organizations, agroindustries
and area development agencies. All the services dealing with economic analysis,
policy and planning have been brought together in one department for Procrrammincr.
New departments have been created for resource utilization (land resource
management) and infrastructure (water management, on-farm development).
Research. training and extension have been consolidated in an autonomous agency.
A new department for horticulture gives focus to development of market garden
crops. The Provincial Agriculture Departments receive new responsibility for all
MOA services in the provinces. For MOJ, the changes are less sweeping; a number
of agencies were already outside the MOJ structure - Veterinary Organization,
Forestry and Range Organization, Nomad Affairs Organization, Shillat (Fisheries
Company) and their autonomous status is confirmed in the new structure.

2.6 The personnel implications of the reorganization are being worked out. No
redundancies of higher level staff are expected, but there will be a process of
internal reassignment and retraining. At lower levels, reductions will be
effected through a hiring freeze coupled with natural wastage. The new
structures are a first step towards greater involvement of the private sector and
towards a more limited role for Government, with a new focus on conservation and
resource management. In the future, a more radical reorganization could bring
research, extension and technical services currently split between MOA and MOJ
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together in a single institution. This move is recommended later in this Study
(Chapter X).

B. The Respective Roles of Government and the Private Sector

2.7 As adjustment proceeds,

Government has to determine Box 2.1: Cost to Goverrnent and the Econom of
the appropriate distribution S :rtin 62duttvre S Ruret Devtoanent
of responsibility for 8. IZ
services between the public 0 X o
and the private sector. Some MOA Recurrent Budget 1991/2 ASH II

6 1.4 $6.6
services belong genuinely to Investment Budget -"- ASK It
Government because of their 6.1.5 ¶51.6
public service character -

policy analysis and public 0OJ Recurrent Budget 1992/3 AnAex 131.1
resource allocation, some nvestment Budget ¶992/3 ) Tebte4 Ta1 4
research, extension and plant X462.

and animal protection, land WOE Irrigation Budget 1991/2 ASN II 420.0
and water resources Amex 6.2
management, r u r a 1 Susidies on:l

development. Other services Peticides ) n.a.
are normally better provided seds /191/2 )Amex 16.1
by the private sector. This Tractors 1991/2 ) table 2 104.0
is particularly true of ¶Comi'ne9901/2 )12.t
production, marketing and 575.6

processing activities where

decentralizing decisions and TOTAt SUPPORT TO
creating competition usually AGRICULTURE
lowers costs and increases
efficiency, and where the AGRICUTURE GOP 1991/2
greater mobility and Source: Various, as indicated.
adaptability of the private ___

sector allows quick
adjustments difficult to achieve in the public sector. Finally, there are some
activities where public and private services can complement each other, reaching
different market niches or providing stimulus through competition - research and
extension, agricultural credit, technical training. The challenge in the
transition is twofold: to encourage private sector delivery, and to reinforce
essentially public services in a cost-effective manner.

2.8 Affordability is a key criterion. The total bill to Government for its
services to the rural sector is considerable; Box 2.1 is an attempt to work out
an approximate total, Rls 1.7 trillion (US$ 1.1 billion), equal to 12% of
agricultural GDP and 16% of Government spending. The financing of public
services is likely to change during the adjustment period: in the past, much of
this cost has been financed by the "easy" subsidies that came from arbitrage
between market and official exchange rates. With unification of the exchange,
this facility will disappear; and public finances themselves are likely to be
constrained in order to contain inflation. The cost of public services will also
go up with the move to market exchange rates and with the generally high
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inflation. It is, therefore, advisable that Government prioritize its spending
on the most productive programs that are of an essentially public service
character, encouraging the maximum private sector delivery and trimming down
programs that are less cost-effective.

2.9 Another dimension of change is human resources, in both quality and
quantity. At present, many staff are taken up with control and administration
functions that may either disappear or move to the private sector - MOA employs
20,000 higher level staff in input supply, agricultural production and crop
marketing and processing - most of the staff of its former Farming Affairs and
Agroindustry Departments (Box 2.2). A major challenge of the transition will be
to manage the necessary process of reassignment, retraining and transfer to the
private sector.

Box 2.2: WGA Hiaher Level Staff

EssentSal
Publie

Totat service

Research 6,933 6,933
Infrastructure 167 167
Farming Affairs 5,966 331
Training & Extension 4,062 4,062
Agroindustry 14,134 151
ProJects & Ptannino 280 280
AdSn. & Finance 625 625
Minister's Cabinet 13Z .132

Source: ASN, Annex 6, Attachment 1, Table 2,
Mission Figures
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PART TWO - THE SERVICES

Chapter III - Policy Analysis & Resource Allocation

A. Planning and Policy Analysis

3.1 Planning Culture. Several factors have contributed to the formation of
a strong planning function in Iran, which began with a seven-year plan in 1949.
First, the country has a cultural tradition of strong centralized government.
Second, over the last two decades the relative isolation of the country has meant
an almost complete autonomy of decision making, free from external influences.
Finally, despite a decade of war, resource constraints have not dominated
decision making, and resources have been allocated in pursuit of policy goals
rather than as a reaction to constraints. All of this gave considerable emphasis
to the First Five Year Plan (FFYP 1989-93) which revived the tradition of
planning at the end of the war.

National Planning

3.2 The First Five Year Plan (FFYP). The process of preparation of five
year plans in Iran has been described and evaluated in the ASN'. In summary,
the planning system pursued under the FFYP was a highly structured, top-down
system which aimed to channel resources in a predetermined way in pursuit of set
national objectives. The FFYP had two principal goals: reconstruction, and
self-sufficiency in strategic products. In agriculture, the FFYP represented a
poor trade off between correct economic analysis based on comparative advantage
and political imperatives which imposed a cereals production strategy. The ASN
recommended that the next plan include more fundamental economic analysis, that
more voice should be given to decentralized services and local communities, that
planning for agricultural production and natural resources should be integrated
between MOA, MOJ and MOE, and that MOA and MOJ should develop project appraisal
capabilities.

3.3 The Second Five Year Plan (SFYP). In view of changes in economic policy
and particularly the shifts of emphasis from public to private sector, the SFYP
(1994-9) will have an important role as a statement of Government policy and
programs for the information of the private sector, in addition to its role of
allocating public resources. Preparation for the SFYP incorporates many
improvements. The process started in 1992 with a statement of the macroeconomic
framework and policy orientations that included unification of the exchange rate,
progressive removal of subsidies and withdrawal of Government from commercial
operations. These orientations are being translated into specific programs and
projects through an iterative process under which local MOA services and MOJ-
supported local organizations have a chance to express their views. The MOA has
created a multi-department task force to steer and integrate the process and to
ensure at least coordination with MOJ and MOE.

Policy Analysis

3.4 The principal institution for agricultural policy is MOA's Center for
Agricultural Planning and Economic Studies (CAPES), although MOJ is responsible

1/ VoL. 1, para. 4.30 ff, and VoL. II, Annex 6, Attachment 1, p. 11 ff.
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for livestock and natural resources policy. During the 1980s, policy analysis
became focussed on setting input and output prices, a function now being phased

out. By contrast, the era of adjustment will create a greater need for policy
analysis of quite a different kind, notably assessment of comparative advantage

to drive research, extension and public investment; market analysis to support
the private sector and to link research and extension to markets; and socio-
economic analysis to track income impacts of policy changes and service
provision, to support an increased farmer orientation in services and to monitor

the welfare of vulnerable or impoverished populations. The structure of CAPES,
created in the 1993 reorganization of MOA, is well-adapted to meet these needs,
with units for Socio-Economic Studies, Agricultural Economics and Agricultural

Development Planning. CAPES is developing a work program that, in principle,

covers commodity analysis, impacts of adjustment, the role of women, food
security, etc. The challenge will be to keep programs relevant and focussed as
the field is vast and staff resources are limited.

B. Physical Planning

3.5 Institutions. Within MOA, the Agricultural Development Planning Bureau
(ADPB) has been established within CAPES to correct the previous narrowly

sectoral planning approaches; ADPB is responsible for all aspects of physical
planning on an integrated, cross-sectoral basis with the objective of optimal and

sustainable land use. ADPB has project support to develop land use planning, set

up a Geographic Information System (GIS) and prepare a Comprehensive National

Agricultural Planning System (CNAPS) on the basis of linear programming models.
The Soil and Water Research Institute (SWRI) is responsible for resource mapping
and has nearly completed coverage of agroclimatic, soil and water resources. Its
work program in the next few years will concentrate on updating and standardizing
existing maps.

3.6 Assessment. ADPB has hitherto been staffed by consultants and loaned

staff. Lacking authority, the unit became taken up with "state of the art"
technologies. Now that ADPB has been brought firmly within MOA's structure, the

unit should develop more authority and consistency. A further question is ADPB's
ability to achieve coordination. Links to MOJ and MOE are weak, yet linkages

between crops, range and forestry and between resource exploitation and water and
watershed management are vital areas for physical planning.

C. Financial Resource Allocation

3.7 The annual budget process has followed Plan objectives and resource
allocations quite closely, and this risks introducing rigidity into the
investment budget. However, both Plan and annual processes involve participation

at many levels and proceed by iterations; and a substantial portion of the budget
- about half the recurrent budget and 25% of the investment budget - is

decentralized to provincial level or below.

3.8 Assessment. Budget preparation and execution procedures do not seem
to constitute a bottleneck in project implementation and they provide some

flexibility to carry forward resources from one budget year to the next and to
use savings from one operation to the other. However, there is no overview of
spending for the sector integrating the expenditures of the different ministries
(MOA, MOJ, MOE). Later in this Study (Chapter X), it is recommended that a

public expenditure review be conducted for agriculture to determine whether there
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is a case for increasing public expenditures in the sector, to assess the value
for money of public investments and services in relation to government targets,
real productivity and poverty reduction, and to highlight the proper role of
government in providing public goods and services.

D. Statistics and Information

3.9 Institutions. Agricultural statistics are under the responsibility of
the Agricultural Statistics and Information Department (ASID) of MOA.
ASID works through three services: (i) the Agricultural Statistics Service (ASS),
with a total staff of 180, manages annual surveys on 134,000 farms in 10,000
villages, and collects cost of production data every year on 20,000 farms; (ii)
the Remote Sensing Service (RSS), with a staff of only 5 professionals, monitors
land use and vegetation, and has developed a methodology for integrating the use
of remote sensing into statistics; and (iii) the Data Processing Service (DPS),
staffed with 22 professionals, operates the mainframe computers at headquarters
and provide technical support to some 130 PCs in MOA. Statistics on livestock,
forestry and fisheries are under the responsibility of the Data and Information
Department of MOJ. National statistics are compiled by the Iranian Statistical
Center (ISC) which organizes an agricultural census every ten years. The last
agricultural census was conducted in 1988. ISC has begun to publish annual
statistics on agriculture (first year 1992) which basically duplicate ASID
publications.

3.10 Assessment. The biggest problem is coordination. In statistics, data
originating from the ISC and from ASID are often contradictory. Production
estimates by ISC are usually lower than those of the ASID. The Integrated
Informatics Plan (IIP) which MOA is developing may help resolve this problem.
IIP will collect, store, analyze and make accessible agricultural information
through a nation-wide computer network linked to a central server. The IIP is
expected to result in sector-wide improvement in cost effectiveness of
information management; improvement of cooperation among MOA departments; and
increased efficiency in computer use through systematic training of MOA staff.
In remote sensing, several institutions are developing uses in parallel. What
is needed is a master plan and coordination from a single lead institution within

Government. Within a coordinated framework, there is a scope for investing in
equipment and training for RSS. Finally, there is a need for some new staff,
particularly in remote sensing, and for training and new equipment for
statistics, remote sensing and the IIP.

E. Economic & Social Monitoring

3.11 The principal economic monitoring tool is the ISC annual household
income survey conducted on 10,000 households. Monitoring of special target
groups is carried out by MOJ (nomadic peoples), by MOA's CRRAE (socio-economic
studies) and the PBO (deprived areas monitoring). The methodology for poverty
assessment, monitoring and evaluation which has been developed for special groups
and areas should be improved to cover other forms of poverty (rural poor outside
deprived areas, landless farmers, etc). This could become a powerful tool to
prepare a program of policy reforms, public expenditure, and institutional
development to reduce poverty in rural areas.
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3.12 Proiect Monitoring. In principle, all public sector projects are
appraised and subsequently supervised according to norms established by PBO. In
practice, neither MOA nor MOJ has a project appraisal capability. Implementation
of MOA projects is monitored on a sample basis by its Evaluation and Supervision
Department. Ex-post evaluation is not adequate and should be strengthened
through improved methodology and training and sub-contracting to independent
consultants. The evaluation of the impact of sectoral policy does not seem to
be done systematically. However, the CRRAE has done some ad hoc studies - for
example, a recent study of input use and production in relation to agricultural
research.

F. Issues and Proposals

3.13 Structural adjustment will change the nature of demand for planning and
economic analysis. The increased role for the private sector and the process of
decentralization will reduce the role of central planning and underline the
private sector's need for information on Government policy and investment
programs, on market prospects, etc.2 The decline in Government's share of
resources and its reduced role in the economy will create a demand for more
rigorous analysis of public spending. The emphasis on comparative advantage as
the determinant of policy will create a strong demand for skills in economic
analysis. Finally, the stresses of the adjustment process and the introduction
of targeted interventions to help the poor will call for more socio-economic
monitoring and poverty analysis.

3.14 Public institutions are at present poorly equipped to meet the changing
demands. Microeconomic tools (cost-benefit analysis, linear programming, etc.)
are relatively well mastered but improvements are needed in: the analysis of
commodity chains (using DRC techniques); in project appraisal and supervision;
in socio-economic monitoring; and in a range of planning tools like remote
sensing, GIS, mapping, agricultural statistics and informatics. Finally, support
is needed for the decentralization of the planning process to the provinces,
which is an objective of the SFYP.

3.15 All this creates a rich agenda for support with a focus on: human
resource development, equipment, and the implementation of key projects - GIS
remote sensing, policy analysis and monitoring, and project evaluation and the
IIP. The policy and institutional preconditions to this support would include:

* better integration of planning and resource allocation functions
for the rural sector - a start should be made with the ADSB
physical planning function, which should bring together planning
for MOA, MOJ and MOE, and with a public expenditure review covering
the expenditures of the three ministries.

* a master plan for remote sensing.

* a rationalization of the allocation of responsibilities for
agricultural statistics - ISC could be responsible for the ten year
census and ASID for annual statistics.

2/ This should be part of a more general "information culture" within
MOA - see Chapter X (para. 10.8).
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Chapter IV - Farmer Information

A. The Farmer Information System

Background

4.1 Research, extension and training in Iran have a long and reputable
tradition. Some momentum was lost during the war years but government commitment
was renewed in the FFYP and the services are expanding. Virtually all
agricultural research, extension and training are provided through public
services - the private sector has little incentive as Government dominates input
and output marketing. The division of tasks between MOA and MOJ is under review.
The services do have an impact: farmers who benefit certainly achieve higher
yields, but these are generally the larger farmers who have had priority in
Government's food production strategy. There has been little emphasis given to
special segments of the farming population like poor farmers or women, although
this is now beginning. Commitment within the system is high - for example,
courses in extension are an integral part of the agriculture curriculum in
Iranian universities and scientists show a high level of dedication.

The Challenge for the System

4.2 Crop yields improved Box 4.1 Chlds im Yfilda A4ti e 1th 0 
moderately over the last decade
(see Box 4.1), with bigger i/1982 198690 % Cheang
increases for irrigated crops than Irrigated
for rainfed. Much bigger increases weat 1.75 1.97, +:3%

Bartey 1.13 2.08 +14%,
were achieved by a small number of R." B3.51 +1ax
larger farmers. In general, yields Legumes 1.13 1.12 0-
are low by international standards. Potatoes 13.15 1R.54 -5%
Part of the reason for this lies in ot 16.24 22.19 +97%
the policy context in the 1980s - Cotton 1.73 1.94 +12%
distorted incentives, lack of Foder Crops 6.467 7.52 +13%
investment in infrastructure, OiL Crop.s 1.39 1.86 +34%X
absence of private sector hdni
initiative.' For some rainfed AJheat O.6Q 0.66 6X6I

Barley 0.76 0.466 -3
crops, average yields actually fell Le§.es 0.44 0.4 0
as subsidies encouraged cropping on IPotatoes 6.56 7.92 +21%
more marginal lands. But there are onfons 6.10 8.59 *25%

cotton 1.11 1.27 +14%
also significant issues facing FoWer Crops 6.10 5.30 -13%
research and extension - notably Ot I Crops 1.36 1.05 -2%
the generally "top-down" culture, Source. ASN I I Amex 3, Table 10.
the bias towards crops seen as

priority by Government, and
the lack of cooperation between
institutions.

1/ See ASN passim, but especially para 5.02
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4.3 Yet the potential is considerable and current policy adjustments should
create the right environment to exploit it. For the smallholder, despite limited
resources, there is scope to increase income from both on-farm and off-farm
activities. Larger farmers can reduce production costs, make better use of
inputs and manage natural resources sustainably. The challenge is to reorient
the information system to meet farmers, changing needs as the development of
markets creates choices. Changes in the economy and society create challenges,
too. The growing population, land fragmentation, increased off-farm employment,
a more important role for women increase demand for information of a different
kind. The rising level of education and improving communications create new
possibilities for delivery.

B. Agricultural Research

4.4 Structure. Almost all practical agricultural research in Iran is conducted
by MOA and MOJ. Research at the universities is associated with post-graduate
training and tends to be of a basic nature. There is virtually no privately
funded research. At the beginning of 1993, the Government research establishment
comprised: nine central research institutes2 responsible for basic and applied
research (five MOA, four MOJ, see Box 4.2) and 26 provincial research centers and
8o substations responsible both for execution of trials on behalf of the research
institutes and for adaptive research for the province. There are about 3,600
staff employed in the central institutes (MOA 2,100, MOJ about 1,500) and about
7,600 staff in the provincial centers and substations (MOA 4,644, MOJ about
3,000). The research institutes and the provincial research centers report
directly to the Deputy Ministers responsible within MOA (Deputy for Research,
Extension and Education) and MOJ (Deputy for Education and Research). The MOA
Deputy Minister maintains a research secretariat, the Agricultural Research,
Training and Extension Organization (ARTEO), responsible for research strategy,
and for approving, financing and monitoring research programs. Within MOJ, a
Research Commission of ministry staff prioritizes and vets programs before
presentation to the MOJ Research Council, which includes representatives from the
universities and from the MOJ Training and Extension Department.

4.5 Resources. Public expenditure on agricultural research in 1992 was Rls 62
billion (US$42 million, Box 4.3), equivalent to 0.5 percent of agricultural GDP,
which is low for a country with Iran's resources (the international norm is 1-
2%) . The size of the system in terms of infrastructure and number of researchers
is appropriate to the size and state of development of the sector. The recurrent
budget appears adequate and is well balanced between salaries (60*) and research
operations (40%). Maintenance of buildings and equipment is good but libraries
are not always adequate or up to date. Investment funds are insufficient; all
installations visited need improved facilities. Laboratories have been well

2/ In 1993, both MOA and MOJ created additional research institutes with quite narrow remits.
MOA set up a Dryland Farming Research Institute (at Maraghe), a Pistachio Research
Institute (at Rafsanjan) and a Rice Research Institute (at Rasht). Plans are afoot to
create three more commodity research institutes for olives (at Rudbar), for dates (at
Ahwaz), and for citrus (at Ramsar). These creations are part of a policy to move towards
commodity specialization in the central institutes. Some staff and financial resources
will come from existing institutes. Some will be additional. MOJ has created a new
institute for watershed management research.
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equipped but much of the equipment is old or obsolete. At the more remote
stations, facilities and accommodation are inadequate. Vehicles and agricultural
equipment generally need to be replaced. Staff are generally well qualified and
dedicated; however, there was significant loss of staff in the 1980s, which has
resulted in a shortage of experienced staff at the middle level. There is a
surplus of unskilled labor at lower levels. Staff morale has suffered from the
erosion of the value of public sector salaries, and is particularly poor in the
more remote stations.

4.6 Research Proqrams. Most

activities of the system are at the Box 4.3: Spending on Agricultural Research
basic/applied end of the research (Rts Million)
spectrum (basic research consumes MOA Moi
60 percent of the budget). Most 01991/2) (192/3)
research results are thus only of
marginal practical value, although Operating 10,657 ) 22,234
some have made a real impact - HYVs Investment 29.843 )
for rice, wheat and sugar beet, 4
drip irrigation for citrus and Total _____

dates. The bias towards basic Ministry Budget 0 172 4§A ; 104
research results from the top-down Research hare 20
programming by the central
institutes. The provincial _ _ _

research centers have begun to
overcome this bias by setting up AgricuLtural QOP kts 13,500,000 miLLion
Provincial Agricultural Research
Consultative Committees (PARCCs) X 0.48X
and by carrying out demonstration Sourcest: Appendix Tbles 4.2 and4.3; MN An 6
trials on farmers' fields jointly
with the extension service ("Joint
Projects") .3

4.7 Evaluation. The strong points of agricultural research in Iran are its
basically sound infrastructure, facilities and staffing. Research carried out
is generally well planned and executed. Points that require attention are:

(i) tho content of research, which is biased towards academic topics and
centrally determined priorities, not the real needs of farmers. The
reasons for this bias include:

* a largely technology-transfer, commodity-based approach that can
cause neglect of diagnosis of real farmer problems, the integrated
nature of crop and livestock systems, and comparative economics at
the farm level

* absence of farmer involvement in the system

}/ The Joint Projects have begun to bring research and extension together; much remains to be
done, however, to improve technical standards and make the trials useful to farmers. Above
all, more farmer involvement in design and execution is essential.
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Box 4.2: AaricuLturat Research Institutions

MOA Agricultural Research. Training and Extension Organization

189 research staff, headquarters within *OA in Tehran, responsible for
planning, financing, monitoring and evaluating the research program for
all of Iran; controls research budgets, approves research strategy and
programs for Centrat Institutes and the Provincial Centers. The
organization incLudes an economics bureau.

MOA Central Research Institutes

Agric. Engineering 15 research staff, headquarters in Karaj, responsible for physical
systems for irrigation and soil conservation, Irrigation water
management and mechanization.

Soil and Water 270 graduate staff, headquarters in Tehran, responsible for soil survey
and mapping; quality control of fertilizer ipports; water requirements
of different crops; soil and.water conservation; soil reclamation and
drainage, Laboratory analysis of soil samples.

Sugarbeet 200 staff, headquarters In Karaj, responisible for production and
quality control of beet seed (both multigerm and monogerm), plant
breeding, crop agronomy and suOar analysis.

Seed and Plant 328 staff (including 200 grsduates and above), headquarters in Keraj,
Iamrovement 14 divisions: Cereals, Norticulture, Maize Plant Physiology, Dry Land

Farming, Cotton 8 Kenaf, 5enetic Resources, Seed Technology,
Vegetables, Food Legumes, Oil Seeds, Rice, Forages and Statistics.
Emphasis on biotechnology, on gertmptsm conservation (in conjunction
with IoPOR) and on pro*jction of breeder and registered seed Cup to and
including 1).

Pests and 223 graduates and above, 191 technicians, headqusrters in Evin,
Diseases responsible for weed science, plant diseases, pests, termites and

nematodes and viruses in 10 research departments.

MOA also runs a Center for Agricultural Planning and Economic Studies (CAPES). CAPES has 96
staff, is based in Tehran and reports to the Planning.Deputy Minister.

MOf1 Central Research Institutes

Livestock 38 scientific staff, headquarters in K4r i, five departments: Cattle &
Buffalo, Sheep & Goats, Poultry, Bee Keeping, and Feed & Feeding;
research an local breeds of sheep and cattle, and on feeds.

Forestry and 500 staff, headquarters in Kara, respons-ible for wood testing and
Range for research on ranreltnd reaeheration and:afforestation, soil and

water conservation, and range productivity.

Animal Diseases the "Razi InstitUte#, 70 scientific staff, responsible for vaccine
and vaccines production and epidemiology research.

Fisheries, seven research centors head uartered in Tehran (100 staff), responsible
Research and for Fishertes research and trainirn.
training
Organization
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* lack of effective links with extension and the technical departments
of MOA and MOJ

* absence of links between market opportunities and the choice of
research topics

* a programming system that begins at the top

* lack of contact between professionals in different institutes
* lack of a national research policy or master plan

(ii) separation of crops research from livestock and forestry research, which
is undesirable and wasteful. Animals are part of the farming system.
Since the 1990 reorganization between MOA and MOJ, some forage research is
undertaken by MOA.

(iii) the management of research and control of its quality - both ARO and the
central institutes in some sense "control" the programs of the provincial
research centers but the system for deciding priorities and approving
programs is unclear. Management systems are not computer based and there
is no system of formal external review of research programs and results.

(iv) the human resource base, which is good at the top, thin in quantity and
quality in the middle, and oversized at the bottom. In-service and
external training are no more than adequate and there is little overseas
training. As the old cadre of researchers trained before the Revolution
retire, the middle level staff will be poorly equipped to take over. In
addition, incentives are becoming inadequate to attract and keep bright
researchers. At the bottom, the plethora of unskilled staff drain
resources away from productive uses.

(v) the monopoly of the public sector - virtually all research is done by
public institutions and paid for by Government. Government has not
contracted out research tasks to private institutions either. Research by
non-Government institutions could help introduce a market-drive into the
research agenda and create efficiency through competition. Private
funding could ultimately begin to reduce the cost to the exchequer.

(vi) physical facilities - much equipment is reaching the end of its useful
life and there is a need to upgrade and modernize. Libraries and
information resources need particular attention.

Recommendations

4.8 Change in any set of activities and institutions as large and complex as
those concerned with agricultural research in Iran is a major challenge.
Certainly change will be gradual. The biggest change that is recommended is that
research (and extension with it) move towards a farming systems aDDroach (FSA).
FSA brings research, extension and farmers together to analyze local farming
systems constraints and to generate a research and extension agenda tailored to
the needs of specific localities. In Iran, the seeds have been sown with the
Joint Projects. However, this beginning has been quite weak and it will be
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Box 4.4: Private Role in Agricultural Research

Wortdwide, public institutes, universities and international agricultural research
centers dominate basic research. Private firms and non-profit organizations display greater
participation in apptied research. Since private sector research is dictated by the potential
economic returns from the research activity and the appropriability of those returns, private
sector participation can be promoted by enhancing the factors that improve these
preconditions. These factors include: a liberalized input and output marketing regime that
altows scope for profitable production, processing and commerce on a large scale; a pottcy of
cooperation that makes public research evailable to the private sector; and a legat framework,
including intelloctual property legislation, that allows private firms to make a return on
their investmcnt In research. The right enabling envirornent could also encourage the Import
of technology by multinationaL firms.

Basic and manageriat research and apptied research in crop and livestock production,
and the agricultural machinery and chemical industries Where firms cannot keep the results for
their own profit, will not generate sufficient economic Incentives for private sector
research. Some research wilt thus atways remain in the public hands. But research can be
contracted out to private firms, universities or non-Goverrnentat organizations.

Adapted from: Public and Private Sector Roles in
Agricultural Research (World Bank Discussion
Paper go. 176).

essential to devote substantial professional management to FSA if it is to be a

success. With this fundamental shift, the following actions are recommended in

the short-term (within three years):

(i) clarify the mandates of the various institutions, to take advantage of

the comparative advantages of each. Research substations are the

frontline for FSA. With farmers and extension, they should conduct
diagnostic surveys, demonstration plots etc. The recrional research

centers should back up the FSA fieldwork with regionally relevant

applied and adaptive research in conjunction with extension. The
central research institutes should concentrate on basic and applied

research on a commodity or factor basis on nation-wide problems; they

should conduct research on components of the farming system (economics,

agronomics, zootechnics, technology), and be responsible for
coordinating component and thematic research by different institutions

on specific commodities. Finally, they should give technical support

to the regional research centers.

(ii) work out a means of practical collaboration between research programs,
from planning on through implementation. A major recommendation of this
Study (Chapter X) is that the producer services of MOA and MOJ,

including research, should be fused. This proposed institutional

framework needs to be put into practice by collaboration between

institutes at all levels through joint policy and master plan
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formulation and joint annual programming (see below), through the PARCCs and
through practical fieldwork together, for example in the Joint Projects.

(iii) prepare a research policy and master plan, giving full weight to farmers
needs, and interpret the master plan through annual programs. The
policy should specify the system for setting research priorities; and
spell out the mechanism and criteria for selecting research topics.

(iv) reinforce links with the IARCs, which have a research capacity well
beyond the reach of national resources. Some basic research currently
being carried out could probably be borrowed from the IARCs. A specific
institute should be made responsible for relations and programs with
each IARC.

(v) improve research management and quality control, by introducing
computer-based management information systems and setting up a formal
external review system of both the quality of research in progress and
the efficiency of management.

(vi) invest in human resources, with a human resources development plan,
covering training and career development, and dealing with the excess
unskilled labor. In the short term attention should be given to
improving conditions for staff away from Tehran or provincial capitals,
and to training, including overseas training. In the longer term,
consideration should be given to an independent legal status for
research institutions that would allow better salaries.

(vii) encourage private sector research. Liberalization of input supply and
output marketing should create increasing opportunities for private
research (see Box 4.4) and Government should encourage this by providing
the legal framework for protection of intellectual property and by
actively promoting collaboration between public and private sectors,
including the sharing of public sector results with the private sector
and contracting out certain analyses to help develop private
laboratories. A research grant system4 should be introduced to finance
private, university and other non-Governmental research.

(viii) upgrade facilities. This would require an investment program to replace
and upgrade laboratory equipment, machinery and vehicles, to acquire
computers, to complete some installations and to build up libraries.

4.9 Carrying out these recommendations would require sustained commitment from
decision-makers, participation of staff at all levels, and financing for
investment, technical assistance and studies. If the changes can be successfully
made, research would be more oriented to farmer needs, and better able to respond
to the demands of integrated and sustainable resource management at both macro
and micro levels. Results would be better linked to economic realities - notably

Research grant schemes are running in several countries including Indonesia, Bangladesh
and Kenya.
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comparative advantage and market opportunities - and to socio-political
priorities such as the productivity of small farms, rainfed cropping and the role
of women in farming. A major shift from emphasis on irrigated largeholdings
towards the rainfed smallholdings end of the farmer spectrum will result. This
matches not only farmers' needs and economic logic - the least-cost productivity
gains are concentrated here - but also social policy of increasing incomes for
the mass of rural people.

C. AQricultural Extension

The System

4.10 Agricultural extension is conducted by MOA and MOJ. MOA is responsible for
all services related to crops, including forage, and to on-farm water use,
employing about 3,000 extension staff, mostly in the provinces. Extension for
certain industrial crops is provided by specialized agencies 5 reporting to MOA
-Iran Tea Organization for tea, Cotton and Oilseeds Organization for cotton and
edible oils - or by quasi-autonomous industry bodies - Oilseed
Research and Development Company for edible oils, the sugar companies for sugar.
At field level, MOA extension is organized from the 800 Agricultural Service
Centers (ASCs) which in recent years have
focussed mainly on managing the allocation of
inputs (Chapter V) and on providing extension- BoX 4.5: -MA Extension Staff
the policy now is to shift the main emphasis to

PhD1
extension. MOA extension staff are quite well- W 85
qualified - about one third are graduates and BSc 697
most of the rest are agricultural high school Junfor Coiteue 357

$igh schoot 1,690graduates (Box 4.5). There is no evident Lghen ih Schoot _JM
resource constraint - MOA allocates over half totat 2,994
its recurrent budget to extension and the ASCs
(Box 4.6). Extension methodology is based on a Saurre: "O

transfer of technology model: messages
generated by research are delivered to farmers
by training sessions in the ASCs, on-farm
demonstrations and contacts with selected "key" farmers, and through the mass
media (radio, television, magazines) . MOA maintains continuous contact with
27,000 "key" farmers who are used as local leaders. Other farmers benefit on an
occasional basis and MOA estimates that it reaches indirectly 1 million farmers
(one-third of the total) through demonstration plots. Development of extension
is a priority for MOA. Over the next ten years, MOA plans to expand the ASC
network and triple the number of agents, to 9,000, reassigning staff from control
and allocation functions that are becoming redundant.

4.11 MOJ is responsible for all services related to livestock, rangeland,
forestry and fisheries. MOJ inherited a small livestock extension system when
the Livestock Affairs Department was transferred to its jurisdiction in 1990

5/ Field staff of these agencies are responsible mainly for arranging
contracts with farmers and input supply. In the case of cotton,
oilseeds and sugarbeet, MOA staff now provide technical advice.
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(Chapter VI). MOJ also provides

extension through its Extension and Box 4,6: 4A Extensionet Iu,ne 19911
Popular Participation Department. The h
Department has privileged access to ShTret of"DA
village life through the 35,000 Islamic billion Budget
Rural Councils, and is in the process of i E 1
establishing specialized outreach Recurrent Exteson 162 2)turrt
centers: 3,000 "village centers" provide ASCs 12.4 22X)
a base for extensionists; 200 "extension
houses" established to date provide more Inestmet ASCs 143 9 invstmet
elaborate facilities. MOJ has about Total 42.9
1,000 employed agents split between the
Livestock Affairs, Forestry and Extension US2.5 million
Departments. In addition, MOJ'S Source: ASN 11 Anmex 6
watchword of popular participation is

reflected in its program of rural
extension agents (about 5,200), volunteers who are at present involved mainly
in animal health. Community mobilization for common activities, cooperative
development and an integrated approach to rural development are further facets
of MOJ's extension philosophy (see Chapter VII). MOJ is keen to develop its
extension services and reinforcement of the livestock extension service is
foreseen under the proposed Rangelands and Livestock Development Project (RLDP)
as part of a proposed unified crop/livestock extension program. Development of
a nationwide extension system is the subject of a major MOJ study launched in
1990 and to be completed by mid-1994.

Evaluation

4.12 There is a relatively small extension establishment in Iran - MOA agents
are 1:1,500 farmers. MOJ's volunteer animal health agents are more numerous -
about 1:600. Technical specialist staff are few and lacking in training. Both
ministries see scope for expansion of activities, but before further investment
in the system there are some issues which should be considered. Of these, the
most important is the overall organization of extension. At present, there are
overlapping responsibilities between MOA and MOJ for extension - and some
important gaps (notably animal husbandry, range management). Working exchanges
and pooling of resources are infrequent, and there is no chance of an FSA
approach based on a farmer's whole production system and natural resource
management. Both MOJ and MOA extension approaches have strong points - in MOJ's
case, its philosophy of encouraging participation, in MOA's case a stronger
technical track record. If these strengths could be combined, Iran could have
the institutional basis for effective public extension. A related question is the
existence of specialized agencies for industrial crops independent of the regular
extension effort.6 In general, specialized extension is an appropriate approach
for specialty or integrated industrial crops (see Box 4.8). The existence of
autonomous extension can provide a degree of competition that should promote
efficiency, but this needs to be set in a context where farmers are able also to

6/ There is a proposal, too, to create a specialized public horticulture extension service.
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get advice on overall farm management and systems from general extension that
will allow them to choose between crops. Otherwise, competing extension will
only provoke confusion.

4.13 MOJ's field extension activities are still in the early stages. MOA's
extension service has a longer track record, from which the following issues
emerge:

* the system is supply driven, conceived as the delivery of messages from
the center to the farmer. This can be an effective means to transfer
technology to larger farms growing a few main crops but is not well-
adapted to smaller, mixed farms (see Box 4.8). This "supply drive"
became very pronounced during the Iran/Iraq War, when programs were
determined with little farmer participation. Extension became focused
on very few crops and producers, and extension workers spent a lot of
time in the office administering production contracts and allocating
subsidized inputs. In the last few years, the service has made a big
effort to improve its farmer orientation and outreach.

* extension methodology should be reassessed. The MOA extension service
works primarily through "key" farmers who should set examples for other
farmers to follow. Results have been mixed because the packages
transferred have largely focused on large-scale cereals cultivation,
whereas most farmers have only small fragmented farms.

- MOA extension has been biased in favor of a small section of the farming
community. In addition to equity concerns, this approach can be faulted
economically, as the highest yielding and least-cost improvements are
available at the smallholder end of the farmer spectrum.

* organization and management are inadequate. Extension staff are
relatively well-qualified but they have no clear objectives. Training
in both technical matters and in management is weak. Incentives have
been eroded by inflation.

Recommendations

4.14 Government should move progressively towards an FSA approach in research
and extension. At present, MOA is pursuing the general extension approach (Box
4.7), with some agencies pursuing the commodity specific approach. It is
more difficult to characterize MOJ extension: livestock and forestry extension,
such as they are, could be described as commodity specific, while the community
development programs most resemble the participatory approach. The MOA approach
was well-adapted to Government's drive to increase output on relatively
homogeneous large irrigated farms, where standard technologies could be applied.
In future, the challenge will be to assist the vast mass of small heterogeneous
mixed farms, and here FSA is the best-adapted approach. Introduction of FSA
could be combined with a test of the possibilities of cost sharing, and also
increased participation of the universities in field extension programs
(see Box 4.8) . Over the next five years, this could translate into an
operational plan as follows:
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Box 4.7: Extension Amuoaches

The General ADDroach transfers technology "top-down" to rural people. Imple_mtation uses
demonstration plots, visits to individual farmers, farmers' meetings and tours, supported by radioi pd tcr
etc. This approach is easy to control and gives rapid communication from the center to rural people, but
it lacks two way flow of information, fails to adjust messages to localities and is eenie because it
needs a large staff. Since the messages are often inappropriate, their impact is low. Smaller ubers of
more competent staff - or people recruited locally who know the area - would be more cost effective; but
a centralized system discourages such innovation with personnel management.

The Commodity Specific ADPro_cb aims to increase production of a particular commoity byproviding
a complete service package. Program planning is controlled by the commodity organization,
implementation is by instructions given to farmers. The technology tends to fit the production problems,
and therefore the messages are appropriate. Research and marketing are coordinated. The aoach can
be cost-effective because of the focus on a narrow range of technical concerns, the higeir salary
incentives for personnel, closer management and supervision, and fewer iarmest for each extension
worker. This approach does not deal with other aspects of farming.

The TrainalD and Visit Anuroach is highly disciplined - ftxed schedules for trainig of extensinists by
subject matter specialists and for visits to farmers by extensionists. Links between research and extension
are reinfotced, extension is unified in a single service. Communication is in two steps: the extenionist
works with imitable contact farmers, who then spread the messages to others. Efforts are concentrated on
the most important crops and practices. The approach is "top-down". Advantages are a imie Xservice, O
field orientation, regular training. If simple low-ost technology is available, this approach can have a big
impact. The disadvantages are the high long-term costs and lack of twb4way commumicat0ionl.

Ike Pariclgor ArOMh emphasizes paricipation by research, extension and farmers, and covers a
broad range of subjects determined by farmers' expression of their eneed. The system assumeswthat
farmers have much wisdom about their farming, resources and constrait, and&that0 eganings best
carried out in groups and by empirical means. Programming is controlled locally, farmes's aations
are active. Extensionists need to be educators, animators and catasts. The approach is gerlly low.
cost and leads to the growth of structured local groups. The advantages are good fit, with needs, low:
cost, good cooperation and motivation. Disadvantages are that it appears slow, and it is difficult to plan
and control - both of which make such programs vulnerable politically.

The Farminf Systems Anroach (FSA assumes that technology is not available and should be gener4ted
locally by cooperation between research, extension and farmers, Each pogramO i.holistic ie.* take .
account of all factors in the farmning system - and is specific to each locality. The advantages are goiod
fit, good extension/research/farmer cooperation, good farmer commitment. Disadvaares: m highi
cost, slow pace of development, and difficulty of introducing such a change of culture. Monitoring.
planning and control are hard.

Adapted from- Alternative Extension Approaches
by George Axinn, FAO 1988
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(i) create "demand drive" and
improve the relevance of Box 4,8: InnoyWyl Idles In ELxtenion
extension7

Cost ShariM. Farmers can be asked to pay part
of the cost of extension - for exawpte,

* help farmer organizations to providing housing or an office. the approach is
develop as the "farmers' based on evidence that in non-formal education,

the commitment of learners is greater - and the
voice" quality and relevance of programs higher - if

* invite farmers and research ben*ficiaries pay part of the coSt. The
to participate in planning, contribution atso lowers the cost to government.

Control is shared with the participating
implementing and monitoring cOnIUnity.
of extension programs

* use diagnostic and rapid Getting Collecies Involved. InvoLving colleges
etc in extension can help both farmers and

rural appraisal techniques to colleges at little extra cost. It can be a
improve diagnosis of farmer useful adjunct, but requires careful management
problems (jointly with to avoid the messages being too academic.

farmers and research) Adapted from: Alternative Extension Approaches
* orient programs towards the by George Axinn, FAO 1988

needs expressed

* deliver programs by the
highest-geared and least-cost medium (using radio, television, videos,
"hot-line" phone-in facilities)8

consider testing user fees as signals of demand

(ii) improve the motivation and efficiency of extension staff

* draw up objectives and terms of reference for extension, and job
descriptions for staff

- carry out a skills gap analysis and develop a training plan, including
training of trainers

* open up career development paths

(iii) get effective strategic leadership

* prepare an agricultural information policy defining the role of
public and private sectors

* take top level decisions about the organization of extension, the
resources to be allocated, the media to be adopted for different
programs

* begin bringing in other public and private institutions to respond to
farmers' demands

* create an extension support group that would develop ideas,
conduct training, back-up field staff

7/ Demand can only arise in the context of choices, and the relevance of "demand drive, will
increase with the progress of liberalization in the sector.

8/ There is about half an hour of rural radio per day and one and a half hours of rural
television per week. There are 2.1 million telephone connections in the country (one for
every 23 people)
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4.15 As in the case of research, the question of the MOA/MOJ split has to be
faced. There is a strong logic for the reunification of the technical,
production-oriented parts of the two extension services, especially as this would
give a strong impetus to FSA, and this reunification is a major recommendation
of this Study (Chapter X). In this process, it would be important to preserve
MOJ' s bottom up participatory approach. The community development aspects of MOJ
extension should perhaps be handled by a separate extension force built on MOJ's
cadre of locally recruited agents. This could form the foundation of a
"community development extension force" closely integrated with MOJ's rural
development activities. As a first step, MOA and MOJ should work together to
develop the recommendations above through a joint process of study and discussion
(MOJ's ongoing study would be a useful input to the process). The findings could
be discussed at a national conference, leading to an agricultural information
policy for Iran, and an action and investment plan for five years, which could
form the basis of project preparation for different donors.

D. Women. Extension and Agricultural Services

4.16 Women in Farming. Women provide about half the agricultural labor input
overall. It has been estimated that nationally women provide:

- about a quarter of the labor for post-planting crop production
* over 80 percent of labor for post-harvest processing
3 about 40 percent of labor for feeding and cleaning out livestock
* 80 percent of labor for milking and processing milk products

The nature and the extent of the input varies considerably between regions and
economic systems: rice areas and livestock systems have the greatest involvement
of women. In marginal areas, where handicrafts are an essential element in
household viability9, women provide around 90W of the labor for all handicrafts
and hence their economic power and role in decision taking is greater. Where
farms are smaller, women tend to do more of the farm work and consequently have
a more important role in decision-making. Few women are heads of farming
households or members of cooperatives. Women's access to credit is quite
limited. Most loans that go to women are for carpet weaving and other
handicrafts.

4.17 Trends. Two changes are taking place in women's involvement in agriculture
as the structure of the sector evolves. On smaller, less viable family farms,
women's participation is increasing as men move into off-farm employment.
Increasing numbers of de facto female farm managers could be the long-term
result. On larger farms, there is a trend in the opposite direction, less field
work for women as agriculture is mechanized. On these larger farms women are
moving more into off-farm income-generating activities.

9/ In marginal areas households can only stay on the land if the women do handicrafts. MOJ
estimates that up to 75t of household income in desert and mountainous areas comes from
carpet weaving.
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Support Services for Women

4.18 MOA Proqrams. Growing attention to women's issues is being paid by the
government. An Office of Women's Affairs was established in the President's
Office in 1992. MOA restarted extension to rural women in 1986 and now within
the Extension Department has the Rural Women's Training Program (RWTP) with 60
female extension staff (2t of MOA's extension agents); quality is high -- all
have university degrees. RWTP works exclusively with women. RWTP coordinators
have been appointed at headquarters and at provincial level. RWTP is
concentrated in Gilan, Mazandaran and East Azerbaijan where women are important
in agriculture. There are annual RWTP workshops - at the first, the Deputy

Box 4.9: The Economic Justiflcation for Services Taretina Rural Women

In developing counes women play an important role in agriculture. In the past,
agsrilwo services have gnerw y been deslgno4by men and delivered to men.. Ovor the last two
decades, rmome attentfon ha been paid to the rles plyed by women within farWnWg households
and to the dffaiwt che fwterle*e of male gat4 female farmer. Men and Women h ow fhno

differ in hree maof respeOt.. Men and women. face diffmnt farming Cconsrs. Compad to
M.n, women have 0r0eonsoWnts on thei ftme due to their multiple responsibilities on and off
the *m; they hae -less access to education; less control over the fhctos of production, lahd and
mney; an d less access to support seneces lke taning, extension and credit. ut women are not

mere rteorepoo versions of male- farmer. Men and woman undertak deh
i .8frequent they have different tasks, grow different crops or keep dIfferent lfvestock, and

have diffeent incoegnrtin actiites. _.rn pe 1 ~revp ece r fe o
eauaA suitable for menand women. For example, some cuftures restict interaction between male
agnts and rurl women; women are ess abl than men to leave home for meetings; women are
occupid with the household fn the mornig when extension meetings are usualty held; and women
are less lkOly to: be lterate end to speak the ofial uage

Studies In Atica have shown hat female farmers have higher yields than men at the same
levels of Inputs. Howoever the dsadt ntages under which women operate constrin their
pfrducdtWliy and reduce oiut4. n s1udy found that if women were to apply the same voltume
and quaity of inputs as:men now da, ftir productivty wood Incroase by 20%. Rral women and
ruraf poverty are ifnked. Assistnce to women will Improv their productivi y, alleviate rural poverty,
and be a WONtwhi Moninstent fore nton.

Sourwes: Saito and Sputng, 1992. "Doveloping Agricuiltual Extension for Women Farmers' World
Bank iscuso Paper:No. 156, WuhInt ,h, 'D.C-
Saito with Mekoen and Sp ig thoming). 'Raising te Productivity of Woman Farmers In

Aftfa Wol Bank Disssion Paper, Washinto D.C._

Minister of Agriculture underlined the ministry's commitment to training women.
MOA is also trying to integrate women's considerations into regular programs and
has started a radio program for rural women. MOA wants to expand its women's
extension effort, with the target of having male and female staff in proportion
to men's and women's agricultural activities within five years. A start is being
made under the IFAD extension project which provided for a large increase in the
number of female agents and the establishment of training centers for rural
women.
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4.19 MOJ Procrams. Although rural women are overwhelmingly responsible for
poultry production, milking and milk processing, MOJ extension for women is
confined to silkworm rearing and handicrafts. MOJ apparently intends to correct
this, and is setting a target that within five years (the end of the SFYP period)
at least 30% of clients for MOJ extension should be women. MOJ plans to give
priority to livestock training for women and to residential training in both home
economics and production themes.

Evaluation and Issues

4.20 Women's involvement in farming and the markedly different characteristics
of many women's farming activities justify research and extension addressed to
women's activities. There are cultural and socio-economic constraints on women
receiving training or extension through the regular male-organized delivery
system, and this would argue for the kind of women-focussed program that MOA is
setting up. MOA's commitment to extension for women is thus justified and worth
encouraging, as are MOJ's proposals for the future. Trends towards more female
participation in farming, and to a growth in the importance of off-farm
activities in which women often predominate, underline the importance of these
developments. However, there are some areas that deserve attention:

(i) data are inadequate to define and focus a women'B development program.
There is very little hard information on women in farming that would allow
definition of the specific research and extension agenda. A better
information base is essential for programs like RWTP to have maximum
efficiency.

(ii) the programs need to be prioritized. Resources are scarce and programs
should focus on groups with particular potential and needs. Elsewhere in
this Study the fusion of MOA and MOJ research and extension is
recommended, and this would allow better definition of priorities. These
are likely to include: (i) independent female farmers everywhere; (ii)
livestock and dairying extension country-wide; (iii) women on small farms
in those regions where women play important roles in crop production; and
(iv) extension on off-farm activities in marginal farming areas.

(iii) research iB needed. There is no research agenda on women's activities,
and no gender awareness in the research establishment.

(iv) RWTP extension methodology needs to be improved. MOA's extension to women
demonstrates the same top-down, transfer-of-technology approach and lack
of critical analysis as in the extension service generally. Extension
outreach is generally by low-geared contacts.

(v) technical training is non-existent. There are currently no training
facilities open to women below degree level. Hence there is no source for
technical level staff, nor training for rural women or girls.
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Recommendations

4.21 There are several areas where an adjustment in policv could provide a

relatively quick and cheap impetus to Government's efforts towards women. These

efforts could be summarized as mainstreaminq efforts to help rural women.
Examples are:

* promote women to the positions they deserve - at present, female staff
in MOA and MOJ lack authority.

* spread the net wider - while the government was right to concentrate

initial efforts in the Caspian area, there is a lot of potential in

other areas.

* recruit women at all levels - at present, there is a big gap at the

technician level.

* adapt training centers to train female staff or young rural women for
part of the year when they are not otherwise used.

4.22 There are also some specific prioritv programs that need to be undertaken
in the near future:

3 improve the data base - this can be done by specific studies and by

ensuring that gender analysis is written into the terms of reference of
all relevant studies (e.g. the upcoming rural finance study, Chapter V).

3 improve training for women. This should include: (i) residential
training facilities for female staff and rural women; (ii) more female

students doing agricultural studies at universities"0; (iii) overseas
training, workshops, international networking, publications for female

staff; and (iv) training facilities for married rural women, with
training courses broken into small modules and taken to the village.

3 factor women into research and extension, by working up from diagnostic

surveys to a relevant research and extension agenda that includes
women's activities, and by testing highly-geared delivery mechanisms
like television.

E. Technical Trainina

4.23 In Iran, where there is a shortage of skilled labor in all sectors, public

and private, technical training is important. However, such training is

expensive - unit costs are higher than for all other pre-university programs.

Generally, the immediate users - the nation's farm enterprises, agriculture-
related businesses and public services - are in the best position to provide this

kind of training, or at the least, to be involved in design and implementation.

10/ Scholarships could be provided to female rural high school graduates on the condition that
they return as agricultural extension agents.
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4.24 After eight years at school, boys" can opt to specialize in agriculture,
either at an Agricultural High School (AHS) run by MOA, or at a Technical High

School (THS), run by the Ministry of Education. There are 26 AHS and about 50

THS, both providing a diploma after a four-year course. Annual output is about

600-700 graduates for the AHS and 800-900 for the THS. There is an effort to

favor rural backgrounds among students. Official selection criteria set a 9:1

rural:urban ratio, but in practice many more urban students get in. About 80%

of time is spent on academic subjects. Very few of the students actually go backc

to the family farm.

Evaluation

4.25 There is a Supreme Council on Technical Education but it is not clear that

coordination for agricultural training between MOA, MOJ and the Ministry of
Education is effective. As a result, there is no policy framework and it is not

evident what demand is being met by the system. Students consider the training
as a "second best" pathway towards university admission, while employers are

disillusioned by the quality of the output. Concerns about quality appear

justified: internal efficiency, as measured by repetition and drop-out rates, is

low; external efficiency is probably low too, as few graduates are ready for

employment, and the success rate with university entrance is also very low.

There is a problem of curriculum content (the 48 hour school week is too long and

the number of subjects taught too many), and teaching conditions are difficult

(inadequate in-service training, inadequate equipment etc.) AHS generally have

better facilities for practical instruction than the THS but the efficiency of

the practical sessions leaves something to be desired: they are more focused on

observation and demonstration than on hands-on skills training; and

teacher:student ratios - sometimes 1:50 - are far too low for this kind of

training. Regarding the intake, an urban bias has grown up in student selection.

The limitation to boys deprives the nation of human potential and the public

sector of trained female technical staff. There is also a growing academic focus

in the curriculum, to the detriment of demand-driven, practical training.

4.26 It is recommended that a review of the value of the system be conducted.

A first exercise should consist of "tracer studies" which would look at what

actually happens to graduates of the system. In a second phase, a study should

be carried out concentrating on issues of policy and organization, of demand-

driven design, and of efficiency and value for money.

11/ Girls are not provided for in the technical training system.
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Chapter V - InRuts

A. The Input SuDply System

5.1 There has always been a measure of Government intervention in the input
supply system in Iran. Before the Revolution, there was also an active private
sector but in the 1980's inputs were heavily subsidized and delivered through
parastatal monopolies. Now Government policy is changing and the decision has
been taken to cut out the subsidies, to dismantle the monopoly and to allow
competition in input supply. Some steps have begun in this direction, including
increases in input prices - although fertilizer prices were still highly
subsidized in 1992/3 - and some private sector involvement in pesticides
production and distribution. It will be important to ensure rapid development
of competitive private businesses to avoid disruptions in supply during the
transition. Government will also need to evaluate the impact on incomes of
different parts of the farming population, and take measures to protect the
vulnerable poor.

B. Fertilizer

5.2 The System up to 1993. Fertilizer consumption in Iran has been erratic
over the last decade (Box 5.2), with supply being affected by war damage to
domestic production capacity. Consumption topped the 2 million tons mark in
1992/93. About 60 percent of fertilizer is now produced locally. Up to 1993,
fertilizer needs were assessed by MOA. The Ministry of Petrochemicals contracted
with MOA's Fertilizer Distribution and Pesticide Production Company (FDPPC) for
what could be produced domestically, and the Government Trading Corporation (GTC)
was responsible
for importing Box 5.1: Subsidies on Urea 1992/3
the balance. (Rlsfkg)

Distribution was Imported Locally Produced

carried out at Import Price (USc/kg) 16

the wholesale
level by the Import Price in Rials 232 Ex Factory Cost 63level by the ~(0 Rls 1450 -1$)
F e r t i 1 i z e r Local Handling and Local Handling and

which Distribution 10 Distribution 10
Company, which Wholesale 15 Wholesale 15
delivered to the Wholesale to retail 15 Wholesale to retail 15

c ooperat e Total imputed cost 272 Total imputed cost 03
c oop e r a tive Selling price .U Selling price_ 
unions and to Subsidy 260 Subsidy 91

the industrial
crop promotion
agencies (sugar
companies, Iran Tea Organization, Cotton & Oil Seeds Company) . Farmers received
fertilizer rations according to the crops that they agreed to grow in contracts
with the extension service or the crop promotion agencies. Prices were set by
the Consumers and Producers Protection Organization. Although prices were
doubled in 1992, they were still only 5% of import parity price (see Box 5.1).
Since 1993, FDPPC has assumed full responsibility from GTC.
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5.3 Issues Previously Raised. The ASN discussed three important issues on
the fertilizer system. First, the system allocated fertilizer administratively
to crops and areas that MOA decided; as a result, cereals and some industrial
crops could be saturated with fertilizer while other crops for which the country
might have a real comparative advantage were starved; for example, the official
system provided very little of the potassium sulphate needed by vineyards,
although grapes are a high potential crop in Azerbaijan. The larger farmers
also benefitted in unequal measure because they were better able to pass

contracts with the official
IRAN: Fertilizer Use, 1983-1991 a a r

(000to; agencies; at Zarrineh Rud in
1992, for example, only

1200 farmers who could contract
for more than two hectares of

_ ........................ ...... wheat were accepted for
contracts and could access
fertilizer officially.

800 . .... . . . . Farmers had to make up for

shortfalls by buying on the

goo ., . .... [ .. . .. . parallel market at higher
prices. Second, the system
excluded the private sector,

400 . . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. so that there was no

competition that could make
200 .the system efficient and no

feed-back from the market as
to what farmers really

o193 1984 1988 198e 1987 l98 1909 1990 1991 needed. Finally, the pricing
system led to a wasteful use

= Urea Ammonium Phsphate of fertilizer. Average
mB AMMOt Sulfate 9th fertilizer use of 135 kg/ha

is not excessive, but use wasmyrs in_l C.ere iE l

concentrated on irrigated
crops, particularly cereals.

Standard prescriptions for irrigated wheat, for example, are 150 kg urea and 200
kg DAP but farmers often applied much more.

5.4 Further Technical Issues. For the preparation of this study, further
analysis was carried out on the technical aspects of fertilizer use in Iran. The
following issues were identified:

* There is a mismatch between fertilizer available and what is needed.
Under the present "monolithic" system, the two basic fertilizers - urea
and DAP - represent 90 percent of fertilizer use. There is a definite
shortage of potassium fertilizers, where needs are estimated at four times
the current availability of 100,000 t a year. There is underuse (and
misuse) of phosphate fertilizers and overuse of nitrogen (urea)
fertilizer. There are no NPK compounds or soluble fertilizers available,
and coated urea - which can double efficiency - is not available. There
is a general shortage of acidic fertilizers like ammonium sulphate which
are needed for the generally high pH soils. Finally, micronutrients
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usually needed more under alkaline soil conditions (Zn, Fe, Bo, Mn etc.)
are not available.

Box 5.3 Fertilizer Consumption 1991/92 ('000 tons)

Urea 751

690~~~~2

Amm.8uipilt 1 1 _
PhphtuMI HnHp16 h.tei + Phaphat

that fertilizer prs ae ce o s

Sulphatelt Rsac 347

Amm. 100

Importedairt

Locally Produced

Total: 962,000 tons Total: 1,208,000 tons

* fertilizer use suffers from the weakness of research and extension, in
that fertilizer prescriptions are concentrated on strategic irrigated
crops and tend to be little adapted to regional situations. Research has
lagged - present advice from SWRI is based on work twenty years ago.

* Farmers need to be trained in proper use of fertilizer - for example, urea
is currently wasted by being applied with DAP at the time of planting
winter wheat, when it could better be used as a spring top dressing.
There are no soil testing facilities available to farmers at local level.

5.5 Changes in the Fertilizer Business. Government is aware of the issues
raised above and is introducing some important changes in the fertilizer
business. First, prices are to move towards import parity levels. Prices were
doubled in 1992, and Government signalled that it intended to phase out subsidies
to fertilizer. In 1993, Government announced that prices would move straight
away to import parity levels. However, when prices shot up from R1 12-20/kg to
Rls 400/kg, the decision was taken to peg prices for 1993/4 at Rlc 100/kg and
allow further increases over time. Second, Government is trying to encourage
private sector entrants to come into the fertilizer business. Already in 1992/3
private firms were allowed to import compound fertilizers and micro-elements for
their own account; so far only very limited quantities have been imported.
Private companies were also being licensed to blend and bag fertilizer adapted
to regional conditions. From 1993, bulk fertilizer imports are being handled by
the private sector under contract with, and for the account of, the Fertilizer
Company. The fertilizer-producing plants have begun to sell a portion of their
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fertilizer direct ex-factory at cost-plus to paraetatal clients. At the retail
level, the Fertilizer Company is using private firms to sell fertilizer on
consignment parallel with the sales through the cooperatives. Finally, a new
factory is under construction, to produce sulphur-coated urea; this will bring
total national fertilizer production up from the present 1.2 million tons per
year to 2.5 million tons (1.9 million tons urea).

5.6 The Challenge for the Future. The fertilizer sector is poized for major
change, and there are some important questions:

* There will be a big impact on the incentives for farmers as fertilizer
prices move up rapidly. At Moghan, for example, the cost of using
recommended fertilizer applications on wheat will go up from 2% of total
production cost in 1992 to 18% under full liberalization.

* Fertilizer use could vell drop. Adjustment in the fertilizer sector will
be difficult as price distortions are so huge and the monopoly of
Government so extensive. Bringing prices to import parity level could
create a drop in demand, and lead to both a fall in production and
commercial problems for the distribution system.

There is a need to promote private investment and competition actively.
Government has begun to offer a share of the market to private interests
but there has been a reluctance to take advantage of the new conditions as
long as uncertainty remains over Government's intentions and as long as
price controls and licensing remain in force. What is needed is the
correct legal and commercial environment and an active and sustained
policy from Government to promote private sector involvement.

- The present institutional set-up vill have to change. The Fertilizer
Company will lose its monopolies and administered margins; its future will
have to be determined. In addition, Government and the emerging private
sector will have to work out ways of conducting research, extension and
fertilizer development.

5.7 Recommendations. It is recommended that:

* Government complete the transition to border prices in three years at most
in order to eliminate distortions and allow full private sector
participation.

* the Fertilizer Company be privatized, preferably in parts in order to
avoid an initial over-large market share.

* licensing of fertilizer firms be replaced by simple registration on
demand.

* fertilizer imports be liberalized.

* a study, steered by MOA and by representatives of the fertilizer industry,
be carried out to determine the desirability of setting up a fertilizer
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development institute, with a role in testing and development of
fertilizer and related farming practices.'

* the impact on price changes on crop profitability should be studied and
revisions made to fertilizer recommendations. Where Government has some
control over output prices, these should be brought up to border price
levels.

* Government should adopt a proactive approach to promoting private sector
involvement. The opportunities are many - for example, the creation of
private soil laboratories in the provinces should be encouraged in order
to allow farmers to select the correct fertilizer packages.

C. Plant Protection

5.8 Organization. The current organization of plant protection gives a
predominant role to public agencies under MOA's aegis. The Pests and Diseases
Research Institute (PDRI) is responsible for research and testing new products.
The Pesticides Advisory Board approves the list of permitted pesticides. The
Plant Protection Organization (PPO), employing about 2,700 staff, including 500
graduates, is responsible for public interventions to control pests, for
controlling imports, local formulation and distribution of pesticides, for
residue monitoring and for quarantine. The Fertilizer Company supervises the two
parastatals and the four private companies that produce or formulate
pesticides.2 The Fertilizer Company also distributes pesticides through
cooperatives and licensed private retailers. In 1992/3, prices were very low.
From 1993, Government began a liberalization of the sector. Under PPO control,
private importers may import and distribute specific pesticides or materials for
formulation, and private retail trade is now subject to no quantity restrictions.
However, price controls keep margins low and there has been little response from
the private sector. Finally, the Government's Special Aviation Services Company
(SASC) provides services in crop spraying and common pest control (including
locusts) . SASC has 290 employees and 40 aging planes. SASC operates on a cost
recovery basis but in 1991/2 lost Rls 100 million (on a turnover of Rls 1.5
billion) which was made up by a subsidy from MOA. At present, the only role in
all this for the private sector is a partial one in formulation and in retailing.

5.9 Assessment. Plant protection is generally well handled, although the
use of integrated pest management (IPM) techniques is still at an embryonic
stage3. In the area of pesticides regulation, vital for environmental
protection, the framework and institutions are generally adequate. The pesticide
application and environmental protection laws are clear and PPO has the
appropriate legal authority to carry out supervision on quality and use of
pesticides. However, pesticide residue monitoring is inadequate. There is
interest and ability in the private sector to take over pesticide import,

1/ Such institutes exist in many countries; they usually enjoy an independent status and are
funded by the fertilizer industry.

2/ Of total pesticide consumption of about 50,000 t in 1991/2, about 28,000 t (55%) was
formulated in Iran.

3/ The Pests and Diseases Research Institute is working on IPM models but there is little as yet
being promoted in the field by the extension service.
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formulation and distribution, once the
pricing system is regularized, and this
should be a priority. PPO's Box 5.4. FOrNat#d P*%e Consumoiti
laboratories are reasonably well
equipped and have dedicated staff,
although there is a shortage of well- 3650
trained junior staff. AcaIicides 2,600

Funic ,s 3, 0Z
5.10 Recommendation. There is a role 8,000Rodenticides, ¶00
for public intervention in regulation, MotluscicidOs And others
environmental protection and the Totat 30,600
control of common pests. Formulation
and selling of products, together with Source: Ppo
crop spraying, are, by contrast,
operations usually better carried out
by the private sector. A development
plan for the sector should include:

* a review of current legislation to adapt it to the new economic
environment.

* opening up the business to the private sector. Parastatal pesticide
formulation businesses should be sold to the private sector. SASC is also
a good candidate for privatization; public services could then be
purchased on contract.

* preparation of an adapted mandate and a development plan for PPO. This
should include additional facilities for analyzing pesticide residues4,
an incineration plant, and upgrading of quarantine facilities. Government
could prepare this plan, with specialized consultant assistance in
pesticide residue monitoring and in quarantine.

* development of IPM.

D. Seed Production & Supply

5.11 Organization. In contrast to more developed economies (Box 5.5), the
seed industry in Iran is the almost exclusive domain of the public sector, with
limited private sector participation in contract production and preparation. The
Seed Company, a parastatal under MOA employing 500 staff, produces and
distributes annually some 230,000 tons of seed, largely cereals. Two other
government controlled seed companies produce together some 15,000 tons of seed
annually for sugar beet, cotton and oil crops. Small amounts of foundation,
hybrid and vegetable seed are imported annually by the three companies. There
are no private seed production or importing companies in Iran. The three
parastatal companies receive registered basic seed from MOA's Seed and Plant
Improvement Institute (SPII) and multiply these seeds countrywide under contract
arrangements with farmers to produce certified seed. SPII and PPO check the
growing crop, and the seed companies test the harvested seed for varietal purity
and quality before bagging. Packaging and small seed treatment is done under
contract by specialized private firms. Distribution is through the cooperatives

4/ See Annex 11 in Part II of the Study.
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and ASCs. Prices are subsidized - for example, the 1992 direct cost of
production for wheat seed varied from Rls 250 to 260/kg, while the selling price
to farmers was Rls 170 to Rls 190/kg.

Box 5.l: Develomet of a Pdivated InIur

In the developed market economies, the private sector has long held responsibility for virtually all seed production,
processing and distribution. The public sector is responsible for basic research, seed crop inspection and seed
certification services, enforcement of plant variety protection statutes, and regulation of fair trading practices. This
complementarity between private and public sector toles has been an :imporant factor in expanded domestic seed output
and spread of high-yielding varieties.

There is no ideal institutional structure for a seed system. The most efficient mix of public and private activities varies
among countries, types of crops, and stages of seed system development. Both the public and private sectors have
important roles, yet there are substantial limitations on what each can do separately. The public sector has a very
importa role in supporting R&D work, in protnoting seed industry entry and competition, in implementing quality
standards, in promoting farmer adoption of improved seeds, and in compensating for externalities and information-
related problems in seed production and trade. Varietal development work is undertaken by the public sector throughout
the world. The private sector can play an important role in production, where flexibility of action and responsiveness to
maket demand give the private sector advantages over the public sector.

In ptomoting seed system development, a legal and economic environment should be created to allow a broad rage of
institutions and participants to develop. Policies and programs should be designed which will induce investments in (1)
informal, village-level seed production and exchange operations, (2) small-to-medium-scale private local companies, (3)
large local, foreign or joint venture companies, and (4) seed associations and cooperatives.

In the early stages, the public sector will need to initiate or support plant breeding R&D activities and produce breeder
and foundation seed, It can support nascet private sector development by making the foundation seed widely available,
by providing financial and technical backing to seed multiplication pilot projects and to firms seeking to manufacture
seed processing equipment, by traing seed technicians, by encouraging the formation of seed producing associations or
cooperatives, by instituting national seed policies, seed quality standards, and quality control programs, and by actively
promoting the adoption by farmers of new ctop varieties.

At later stages, the public sector can further stimulate private plant breeding R&D by providing enhanced germplasm
and technical raining, by facilitating the import of germplasm, and by making inbred lines available to private firms.
Such efforts reduce the costs of entry for private firms and reduce the time period required for them to develop fiishe
varieties and hybrids. For equity reasons or in pursuit of other objectives, governments may also subsidize the
distribution of seeds in relatively remote or sparsely populated areas. Otherwise, seed subsidies are not necessary.

Adapted from Seed System Developtment by Jaffee and Srivastava
(World Bank Discussion Paper No. 167, 1992)

5.12 Issues. The following are the main problems in the Iranian seed industry:

* There is, at present, no scope for private competition - seed production
is not a legal monopoly but the subsidy system crowds out the private
sector. Moreover there are no seed laws to protect breeders' rights and
stimulate local seed development and production.
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* The subsidies inflate demand and cost public money - subsidies are
universal, not limited to promoting the adoption of newly-released
varieties.

* Seed is of mixed quality - grading and purity are inadequate.

* The emphasis is on irrigated cereals - production is overwhelmingly of
cereals (90%), and largely of irrigated varieties.

5.13 Recommendations. Government has announced its intention to open up the
seed industry to the private sector. This will require development of a seed
policy and strategy, and actions on the commercial, institutional and legal
aspects. Box 5.5 gives a summary of the considerations likely to be involved.
In preparation for privatization, action is needed on the pricing structure:
subsidies need to be eliminated. This needs to be coupled with legislation to
protect breeders interests. Government should invite an agency such as UPOV 5
to Iran to advise on the legal framework for seed production. Government should
also conduct a consultant study on possibilities for partial privatization of its
seed multiplication operations and on other ways and means of encouraging private
sector participation, including promotion through the extension service of local
seed production and exchange: assistance to small- to medium-scale private local
companies, and encouragement to local and international firms to set up large-
scale operations. In a first phase, the privatte sector could be interested in

the multiplication of certain varieties and in seed marketing. However,
Government should expect to retain a role in developing new cultivars, in
producing foundation seed and in multiplication of seed for self-pollinating
crops, as well as in quality control.

E. Agricultural Mechanization

5.14 The Pattern of Mechanization. Box 5.5: Horse Power Per Hectare

The development of mechanized
agriculture has been a Government 2.5

objective for many years. Policy has W.Eurp

been to promote mechanization through 2

subsidies; to promote domestic
manufacture; and to avoid having too
many different models of equipment in FSU

the country. The objective has been Ia

attained: the number of tractor units --m-,--

has grown from 8,000 in 1961 to over US

215,000, giving 1 h.p. of tractor 0.; _ Ema_

EEB *d-r- c-PM P--, unR ma t-
E3 Uit KA M W mn ddi...A

5/ UPOV is the International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants, a Geneva-based
international organization.
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power per arable hectare6, a higher level of mechanization than the US (see Box

5.6). Over 90% of irrigated land is prepared by tractor. Most tractors,

combines and equipment are made locally, with domestic value added of about 70%.

Standardization is very high - about two thirds of tractors are of one make, and

a second make accounts for almost all the balance. About 90% of combines are of

one make. Very low, subsidized prices have stimulated this high degree of

mechanization but have also resulted in over-rapid substitution of mechanical

traction for traditional means, labor displacement, a less than optimal capacity

utilization and adverse environmental consequences as cheap mechanization has

encouraged the ploughing up of marginal rangelands. Government policy for the

SFYP is to eliminate subsidies, privatize manufacture and liberalize

distribution. The challenge is to manage the transition to an economic and

sustainable system of agricultural mechanization.

5.15 Institutions. MOA is responsible lox 5.7: MechsnIzation Invtory in 1991

for mechanization policy. Until 1990 a

National Farm Mechanization Committee (NFMC) Tracn Hrv 5,600

coordinated production and imports, advised Moldoard PLoughs 175,00O

on education and research and maintained a Disk narrowas 100,000
Chiset Ploughs 20,000

data base. Now responsibility is shared Self Prope led Reapers 17,000

among four separate MOA departments. At the Threshing Machines 112,000

production level there are two large

manufacturers, both parastatal: the Iran

Tractor Manufacturing Company (ITM Co.) which produces about 13,000 tractors a

year at its Tabriz plant; and the Iran Combine Manufacturing Company (ICM Co.),

producing some 750 combines a year at its Arak factory. There are two new

parastatal plants under construction for the production of small tractors and

tillers, and there is a large number of local manufacturers of agricultural

equipment. National production, imports and distribution are supervised by

another MOA parastatal, Bongah. MOA's Karaj Test Center (KTC) tests new

equipment before it is approved for local manufacture or for import. The

Agricultural Engineering Research Center (AERC) was set up in 1989 to conduct

research on mechanization. Eight universities run BSc courses in agricultural

engineering, and 30 technical schools train mechanics.

5.16 Pricing and Comvetitiveness. In 1992/93, machinery prices moved up as

Government reduced subsidies, in particular, access to cheap foreign exchange.

This took the price of a Massey Ferguson 285 tractor, for example, from Rls 1.6

million in 1991 to Rls 9.7 million in 1993. When all subsidies are removed, the

price is likely to go up to Rls 13 million or more (US$8,200, against world

market prices for comparable tractors of US$12,000 to US$16,000). Iranian

manufacturers should thus be able to compete against imports, and perhaps even

to export. Once all subsidies are phased out, the long-run cost of all

mechanical operations required on one ha of irrigated wheat, for example, is

likely to increase from around Rls 50,000 to Rls 95,000. In the short term, the

farmer will be protected by the existence of a quite competitive custom hire

business.

5.17 Issues and Recommendations. There are a number of issues for

mechanization development:

j/ Note, however, that it is estimated that 15% of tractors are working outside agriculture

and 15s are out of commission, so that available horsepower may be only 0.7 h p/ha.
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a coordinated national strategy is required. Even under free market
conditions there will be a need to coordinate services like research,
testing, education and data collection. A structure like the former
NFMC, reinforced with private sector participation, should be
considered. Within MOA, a single department should be responsible for
mechanization policy.'

with liberalization, the role of public sector institutions should
change. The parastatal manufacturers should be privatized. Bongah's
role in allocating subsidized equipment will disappear and the
possibility of privatizing its commercial operations should be
examined. Bongah has extensive skilled staff; and the process of
change should release a number of these to the private sector where
their skills can be readily used. KTC should confine its testing to
prototype equipment, leaving the competitive market to maintain quality
standards.

the research agenda needs to be revived. Adaptive agricultural
mechanization research has been neglected. Current research is rather
theoretical. What is needed is adaptive research by an institution
with industry participation such as the Design & Engineering Company,
which is jointly owned by the private sector and Bongah. Adaptive
research in agricultural mechanization should also be undertaken by
selected MOA research stations.

no special action is needed to promote or, conversely, to avoid
proliferation of equipment models. The range of tractors and equipment
available is currently too limited but this problem should disappear
with liberalization. Given the enormous head start held by existing
makes and by domestically produced equipment, there is little danger of
an unhealthy proliferation of new makes. Liberalization of domestic
manufacture and of imports will act as complementary policies that will
keep prices competitive and offer a wider choice to farmers. In fact,
the world market for agricultural machinery is contracting and this
should lead to keen price competition, to the benefit of farmers.

there should be a program of scholarships, study tours and technical
assistance. Officials and industry managers should visit neighboring
countries which face similar development constraints. A particular
issue is mechanization and land fragmentation. Overseas scholarships
could be funded. Short-term technical assistance would be beneficial
in such areas as mechanized cereal harvesting, and seed production and
harvesting.

F. Agricultural Credit

5.18 The Financial Sector. In 1979, following the Revolution, all banks were
nationalized and several were fused to form three sectorally-specialized banks.
The banking sector is governed by a High Council under the Governor of the
Central Bank. Since 1984, all banking operations are subject to the Islamic

2/ This issue may have been resolved by the creation, in the April 1993 reorganization, of a new
Technology Department responsible for mechanization.
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Banking Law, which prohibits usury and
provides for a number of specialized Box 5.8: Acricultural Bank of Iran
contracts historically recognized by SuIWary Baltene It2
Islam (see Box 5.11). Recent changes in RILs. Bit. X
the banking sector have raised deposit
and lending rates and allowed the Loa 1438 82
creation of private non--banking financial Other Liquid 194 t1

institutions. Lending rates for trade Other Assets 110 7:
and services are now market-determined Total 214-
(around 24* in 1992). Lending rates for Sank & Customer 358 21
industry, mining and housing are set in Deposits
the range 12-16%. Lending rates to tines of Credit 1086 62

other Payabtes 35 2
agriculture are in the range 12-16%, Capital and 263 i5

except for loans to poor farmers and Reserves*
target activities which benefit from Total 1 100-

interest rate subsidies (see Box 5.11). *Includes bad debts reserve.

Source: Agricultural Bank

5.19 Acricultural Credit. In the
agriculture sector, finance is provided by the commercial banking system, by the
Agricultural Bank (AB) and by semi-formal and informal systems, including a
network of village savings and loan associations (Sanduq Qardh al-Hassaneh)
organized on Islamic principles.8 AB is a wholly-owned Government bank
specialized in lending to the agriculture sector. It is run by a Board for which
the Chairman and Managing Director are appointed by the General Assembly, and the
Board members by the High Council. AB has 520 branches and 8,900 employees.
Total assets in 1992 were Rls 1, 742 billion (US$1.1 billion); funds are drawn
from lines of credit (62%) and deposits (21%) and the balance from shareholders'
funds (Box 5.8). Only one loan in ten is secured with collateral; the others are
secured by personal guarantee. 44% of lending goes for crops, 32% for livestock
(Box 5.10). Loan recovery was as low as 41% in 1985/6 but AB has created a
special Collections Department and got the rate up to 87% in 1992/3. Rates and
margins are low; in 1991/2 the net margin of 1.9% was inadequate to cover
operating costs of 2.4% and provisions of 0.7%. The loss was equal to 1.2% of
risk assets, added to a loss of 0.4% in 1990/1 (Box 5.9).

5.20 Issues. AB is a generally well run institution with competent staff,
but its potential is limited by some
structural problems:

lox 1,1: ApricutUrat Bank gf ira
rate controls - AB operates within Costs end arinal 2
Government controls on both deposit and RLs.tIl.
lending rates. These controls have left Risk Assets
small margins - around 2%6 - to cover
operating costs and provisions. For the Interest Income 73 5.1

Interest Expense . i
last two years for which accounts are Margin 28 1.

available (1990/1 and 1991/2) this took
Operating Costs 35 24
Depreciation and
Provisions _, .7:

Profit/(loss) (f U

8/ Rural deposit mobilization and rural lending by the commercial banking system and by the
semi-formal and informal systems will be studied under a Rural Finance Review to be
conducted in 1993/4 by the Government and AB with financing under the Irrigation
Improvement Project.
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AB into loss and the balance sheet
Box 5.10 griu1tureI Bank of [rcn 1991

deteriorated; of IA"tm (Wx

lack of autonomy - AB is an
instrument used to execute
Government's sector development
policy. Investments in Government
projects, for example, have created * 6 
an equity portfolio which has
historically yielded a meager less
than 1% return. This reflects a
comprehensive portfolio, including
profitable, emerging and Oth

unprofitable businesses. Detailed
analyses are required for
commercial investments and
adjustment to divest direct
shareholdings and involvements in 10 

land development should be
emphasized.

lending limited to agriculture - AB's lending is overwhelmingly for agriculture,
representing an undesirable concentration of risk. AB also loses the chance of
promoting off-farm enterprise and employment creation in rural areas.

5.21 Recent Develorments. Recent changes in the financial sector have
affected AB. With liberalization of the banking sector, AB's resource base is
drying up: the commercial banks now find more profitable uses for their funds,
and AB is now more dependent on Central Bank lines of credit for its resources.
At the same time, demand is going up sharply; with the advent of liberalization,
prices are rising - e.g. for inputs and equipment - and AB will need to expand
its resources in nominal terms just to maintain the real value of its lending.

5.22 In order to tackle the issues discussed above, Government's emerging
policy for AB is to convert it into a banking operation with a broad remit for
supporting the rural sector. This policy includes reliance on market-generated
deposits as the major source of funding, and phasing out of transfers of
Government resources. Interest charged on AB loans was raised (1993) to the
range 12-24 percent. In addition, the Government proposes to grant specific
interest rate subsidies to AB to buy down interest rates for target groups',
rather than to make cheap lines of credit available. AB is responding to these
new conditions with new programs, including: (i) the use of cooperatives as
intermediaries for disbursement and recovery and for the mobilization of rural
savings - a pilot project with 300 cooperatives is underway and Rls 1 billion in
deposits has been generated; (ii) opening of small branches in villages to
decentralize loan disbursement and supervision and to begin deposit mobilization
- a pilot effort will open 168 of these mini-branches in 1993/4; and (iii) an
effort at urban deposit mobilization. However, no decision has been made to
divest AB shareholdings in agricultural companies and AB is still being used as
an instrument of policy, as shown by the commitment to heavy investments in the
sugar sector: AB has 64% of the equity in the new Mianab complex (total cost Rls

91 This system is already being introduced for some contracts - see Box 5.11.
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Sax 5.11: Islamic Bankinc Contracts at AD jI

OutstandIng Share
Contract Characteristics Cost to AS Cost to at the end of 199011 of Total

ro IRCremir (Rlabn)

Qardh at nassaneh Redium to longer term toans. Deposits from 3X /I
Article 3 to individuals in target other banks at )

activities. is. gJ 

262 25
Chardh al Hassaneh Short-term loans to indivi- Annual vote by 2.5X /)
Article 4 duals through cooperatives. Parliament at 3X 2/)

Installment Sale Working capital wnd invest- Standard J/ 681 35
ment loans repaid in fixed
installments with a set rate
of profit.

Jo'aalah Loans up to eight years term Standard 121 11
to finance development
contracts, repaid In fixed
instalLments with a set
rate of profit.

Salaf short-term working capital Standard 88 5
advanees secured on the gro-
wing crop.

Modharabeh Vorking capital Loans up to one lJ Standard 86 3
year for trade, with a contrac-
tual minimum rate of profit
(profit payment not enforceable
in case of demonstrated loss).

Civil Partnership Joint venture with profit sharing. E/ Standard 142 3
Similar to venture capital approach.

Other 194

TOTAL 1482 100

j/ Islamic Ranking was introduced in Iran in 1984, with a number of loan contracts designed to be "usury-f ree"
In order to respect the interdicts in the Qura'n. The system also accoemdates usury-free deposits.

31 AB pays 6X on these resources, and receives a 6X cash subsidy from Goverrtent, so the cost of funds is zero,
/f Cost to borrower represents cooperative, fiarmer beneficiaries pay X in addition.
/ Sta rd terms in July 1993 were: current loans 16X, and investment loans 2X. Deprived areas benefit from an

interest rate subsidy of 70X.
if Rate paid by AP varies between 6% and 8X.

300 billion). It is important that AB business which is development oriented and
carried out as part of Government programs, be contracted and accounted for
separately. This would enable more efficient transfer of assistance for special
purposes, e.g. rural poor.

5.23 Prosoects. AB is facing the challenge of evolving into a full service
rural financial institution in the context of very rapid change in its
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environment. At present, no formal statement of new policy towards AB has been
made and the financial arrangements are not formalized. It is likely that the

SFYP will confirm the policy outlined above. In order to implement these
changes, it is recommended that:

* Government set a policy of deposit and lending rates for AB that
will allow it to compete for deposits and cover its costs,
including bad debts provisions.

* Government and AB carry out the rural financial markets study
(being financed under the Irrigation Improvement Project) as soon
as possible1 0.

* AB's future role in the sector be determined in the light of the
study.

* AB prepare a five-year business plan and conduct an institutional
audit to identify how to adapt its organization and staff to the
evolving mandate of the institution.

* AB should reorganize its planning and accounting procedures to
provide specific portfolios separating each special assignment
delegated under Government development plans (e.g. for under-
privileged areas or rural poor people) from commercial operations
and AB capital.

C. CooDeratives

The Cooperative System

5.24 Iran has a very extensive network of cooperatives in rural areas. The
most widespread form is the Rural Service Cooperative (RSC), of which there are
4,200 branches (companies), 24 provincial associations, and a national federation
- the Agricultural Cooperative Company (ACC). The provincial associations
provide administrative, logistical and marketing support while the ACC issues
branch licenses and coordinates policy making and operations of the provincial
associations . The system covers 90% of the total villages in Iran and has 4.5
million members. The RSCs are multi-purpose cooperatives whose main functions

are: input and equipment supply, purchase of support price commodities (largely
wheat), sale of consumer goods, and credit distribution.

5.25 A second form of service cooperative is the Acricultural Cooperative
Societv (ACS); there are 1,158 ACSs, with 562,000 members. Each is specialized
in a particular activity, such as poultry production or machinery services. The
RSCs and the ACSs are supervised, trained and backed up by the Central
Organization for Rural Cooperatives (CORC), a civil service department attached
to MOA; CORC has 4913 employees. Moshaa Production Cooperatives (12,800
societies with 100,000 members) provide common services to peasants who
benefitted from the land reform. Production in common by Production Cooperatives
is being promoted by MOA as a means of farming small plots efficiently, but these
cooperatives are not common (76 societies with 15,500 members) . MOJ has a policy
of active support to cooperatives, mainly in livestock and carpet weaving.

10/ Outline terms of reference for this study are attached to Annex 16.
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Evaluation

5.26 The cooperative movement is set up, in principle, in accordance with
internationally accepted cooperative principles of autonomy and democracy. There
are no direct subsidies. However, the "supervision" provided by CORC has a
technical assistance content, and the main income of RSCs is the margin on input
supply and cereals procurement on behalf of the State. There is thus a classic
tension between the top-down approach, and the inherently decentralized, private,
democratic nature of true cooperatives (Box 5.12). Through the government's use
of these cooperatives as instruments of input supply and crop marketing policy

Box 5.12 : Coogeratives - Past Proklgs and Futture Potent1al

Decades of cooperative development have fatten short of expectations. The most
significant probtem has been the way in which cooperatives were promoted. Top-down promotion has
prevented menbers from activeLy participating in development. Organization and activities were
determined by externat promoters, and cooperatives falted to develop into true member-based, seLf-
help entities. Goverrnents have used cooperatives as a means to heLp carry out their own
development agendas. The often indiscriminate promotion of cooperatives--without attention to
internal dynamics, incentives, and control structures and membership education--has frequently
resulted in bureaucratic organizations overLy dependent on government support and political
petronage. The main lesson is that the relationship between governments and cooperatives must be
redefined to create an environment more conducive to deveLopment of independent cooperatives.
Direct support to cooperatives should be limited to training of officials and members, and
estabLishment of (preferably self-managed) control mechanisms to protect meorbers' interests.

Cooperatives must not be expected to accept too many responsibiLities within too short
a time. It is unreatistic to think that cooperatives can quickly assume all functions of defunct
parastatals, other government bodies, or private actors. Cooperatives can be vigorous alternatives
or supplements to such institutions in providing ruraL services. But building strong and viable
cooperative systems is an involved and demnding task that cannot succeed if carried out in haste.

Adapted from: Promting Rural Cooperatives, by Braverman et at.
(gortd Bank Discussion Paper N0. 121)

and because of Government's generally interventionist approach to cooperative
development, the movement - particularly the RSCs - has become passive and
administrative. Everybody belongs, but only because it is essential to belong
in order to get access to inputs and to market the wheat; the RSCs take little
initiative and simply do what they are told.

5.27 With the advent of liberalization, cooperative revenues have started to
decline - rationed consumer goods have largely been eliminated and the purchase
of support price commodities is mainly limited now to wheat. The liberalization
of input supply will also reduce cooperative income. The movement thus faces a
problem of viability. The challenge is to breathe new life into the institutions
in order to capitalize on their substantial human and physical assets. It is
recommended that a new cooperative policy be adopted that would help the system
to convert to being a genuinely farmer based and managed movement. The main
objective of a new policy should be to create an enabling environment for the
development of independent cooperatives, with Government's role limited to
setting up and monitoring a framework to protect members' interests. In the
initial stage, Government and the movement should seek the guidance of the
cooperative movement worldwide (the Geneva-based International Cooperative
Alliance, for example) on an appropriate policy and legal framework, and on the
preparation of a plan to restructure the movement and to develop it within the
private sector (including pilot projects). The role of such a movement under the
new economic reality could be in such areas as: input supply on a commercial
basis; crop marketing and processing; technical services such as extension and
pest control; savings and loan activities; and machinery services.
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Chapter VI - Livestock. Forestry & Fisheries

A. General

6.1 In 1990, responsibility for the natural resource subsectors - livestock,
range, forestry, fisheries - was transferred to MOJ. This institutional
affiliation was designed to bring out the complementarity between natural
resource management and the rural development activities which are at the heart
of MOJ's program. In principle, MOJ now provides services to the whole rural
environment. In practice, the separation of natural resource management and
livestock from crop production is a major problem for agricultural services.
This is vividly illustrated by the discussion below of the cases of animal
husbandry (Part B) and of rangeland (Part C). Additional general issues that
emerge in this chapter are the need to define the role of the public sector, the
scope for privatization and the potential for increased cost recovery.

B. Livestock

6.2 Livestock production contributes about one third of value added in the
agricultural sector. Livestock services are treated in detail in the ASN' and
in the preparation documents for the RLDP. Discussion here is confined to a
succinct, issues-oriented summary. MOJ has held responsibility for livestock
since 1990. The Deputy Ministry for Livestock Affairs has a recurrent budget of
Rls 16.5 billion (US$11.0 million) annually and employs over 5,000 staff.

6.3 Animal Husbandr . The Livestock Affairs
Department (LAD) had a budget of Rls 18.4 Boxc 6.1: LAD Budget 199ZL3
billion (US$12.3 million) (Box 6.1) in 1992/3
and employs about 1,500 people. Its main RtabiUioti
activities are in cattle breed improvement Recurrenit 5.8
through AI and stud farms. Smaller programs Investment I 4
deal with sheep breed improvement and promotion TotaL t8.4
of improved husbandry through a limited US$ 12.3 mlliton
extension program and through financial
assistance to livestock buildings and Source: ApMnd1x TabLe 4.1
fattening. The main issues affecting LAD are:

* the dominance of the public sector in breed improvement - the private
sector could certainly play a bigger role, but has been squeezed out by
the subsidized Government programs. LAD has begun privatization of AI
services and this should be completed by raising the price of the service
and transferring responsibility to the private sector. A more open
registration system should be introduced to widen the selection base and
speed up genetic improvement.

1/ Volume II, Annex 5.
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the neglect of animal husbandry themes - little attention has been paid to
improving forage or feed production, or to strengthening interaction with

the overall agricultural extension effort. Yet the majority of farmers

practice both crop and livestock production, and an integrated approach,

especially in fodder production and the use of crop by-products, is

required to achieve more profitable, sustainable production systems. This

will require the institutional reorganization and the pragmatic
collaboration which is a major recommendation of this Study (Chapter X).

* Government monopoly of meat imports - this dominant market position
creates inefficiencies and rents and responsibility should be
progressively transferred to the private sector. MOJ is intending to

commission studies to look at privatization options.

* inadequate hygiene standards - better hygiene regulations for
slaughterhouses and for meat packing and processing need to be set and

enforced.

6.4 Veterinary Services. The Iran Veterinary Organization (IVO) had a budget
in 1992 of Rls 9.4 billion (US$6.3 million) and employs 700 veterinarians and

3,000 veterinary assistants. IVO operates 60 veterinary centers, 120

laboratories and 1,200 mobile teams. Its main activities are free vaccination

against the main endemic diseases (rinderpest, sheep pox, anthrax, foot and

mouth), campaigns against brucellosis and tuberculosis, and clinical treatments.
IVO runs some 500 mobile teams in the provinces. Vaccines used to be supplied

free by the Razi Institute, but the Institute is now required to become

financially self-sufficient and vaccines are being charged to IVO. The main

issues affecting IVO are:

cost recovery is low - Government is reducing subsidies to IVO and the
Razi Institute and increased financial participation of producers should

be sought, primarily for services that benefit individual farmers such as

clinical treatments and non-compulsory vaccinations.

the public sector is dominant - veterinary care is dominated by the public
sector, and only about 20% of veterinarians are in private practice. The
burden on the public purse is considerable. In the future, veterinary
care will be increasingly required for intensive production units where
growth is anticipated (Chapter I). Here, services can be provided by the

private sector, and public services can concentrate on monitoring,

supervision and service to extensive livestock rearing. Privatization
should be accelerated by encouraging private practice through allowing

fees for clinical treatments to rise, testing alternative approaches to

animal drug provision such as using registered technicians (who might also

work as inseminators), and subcontracting public services like meat
inspection and compulsory vaccinations. The vaccine production function
should be privatized, perhaps in a joint venture with a foreign partner
that would give access to more up-to-date technology.
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separation of functions - even after privatization of vaccine production,
Government should still control vaccine quality.

C. Rangeland. Watersheds and Anti-Desertification

6.5 Rangeland. For management purposes, some 90 million ha - 60* of the total
area - is classified as rangeland. The nationalization of rangelands in 1962
interfered with traditional management systems and reduced users' interest in
conservation. Subsidy policies also contributed to degradation; the subsidies
on cereals and mechanization caused some of the best range areas to be ploughed
up to marginal and erosion-prone cropping, and the range area dropped from 110
million ha in 1965 to 90 million ha in 1990. The policy of subsidized feed grain
and high red meat prices further increased pressure on the range by allowing
higher carry over of animals through the winter. As a result of this and of
encroaching cultivations, productivity of rangelands is said to be declining by
2% each year, and only 16% of range is classed as in good condition.
Responsibility within MOJ for range lies with the Forest and Range Organization
(FRO) and its Range Department. Until 1990, range improvement was carried out
by the Range Management Service at Government expense with little participation
from range users. There was no emphasis on subsequent management. Since 1978,
improvement work was implemented over some two million hectares. However, to aim
for sustainability, the approach since 1968 (which was accelerated under the
FFYP) has been to issue 30-year leases as an incentive to range users to
undertake range improvements and subsequent improved management. Leases are
conditional upon acceptance of a range plan, are heritable, and can be sold. To
mid-1992, leases had been issued and range management plans approved and
implemented for 800,000 ha. Acceleration of the programs will be supported under
RLDP.

6.6 The principal recommendations on range are:

* land use regulations should be adopted and enforced to prevent the
continuing loss of rangeland to cultivation

* crop production, livestock and range services have to work together to
avoid the previous pattern of highly negative "competition" between
marginal agricultural uses and livestock uses of range, and to return
marginal land to range use. This recommendation will still need careful
attention even under the restructuring recommended in Chapter X. Services
have to work together on policy and planning, in information-sharing and
in designing and implementing field projects.

* subsidies on feed and concentrates should be phased out in order to reduce
overstocking of the range.
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* the research agenda should be broadened to monitor trends in range
conditions2 and to develop sustainable and cost-effective rehabilitation
methods and management systems.

* information, education and extension should be provided for farmers and
livestock owners nationwide on the serious range degradation and soil
erosion problems the country is facing.

6.7 Watershed Management. Soil erosion is a problem over about half of the
country, and soil conservation measures are required in all upland areas. In
1991 Government created within MOJ a new Deputy Ministry for Watershed Management
from the previous Bureau for Soil Conservation and Watershed Management. The
Deputy Ministry has a total of 1,200 staff, 500 of whom are higher level
specialists. Skills are adequate as many universities have courses in watershed
management. However, political and financial support for the programs is quite
inadequate, and there is little attempt to enforce existing regulations. The
most urgent and important job is the conservation of watersheds in dam
catchments, where siltation is a major problem. Watershed conservation is
relatively low cost, and this investment should be a precondition to any new
project to impound water. Conservation is also a priority in the catchments of
existing schemes. About 14 million ha are now covered by conservation plans but
only about 1 million ha has been implemented to date. The slow rate of
implementation is a major problem. MOJ is beginning to mobilize popular support
for the program, but sustained coordination is required between several branches
of MOJ, as well as with MOE and MOA. Here again institutional reorganization
recommended in Chapter X needs to be followed through by joint planning and
programs.

6.8 Anti-Desertification. The Range and Soil Department's Anti-Desertification
Service has conducted a successful campaign against sand dune encroachment. All
critical areas have been treated and work is now concentrated on preventing
formation of dunes at source. The service has about 100 planting teams operating
in 13 provinces. It is recommended that priority now be given to ensuring
sustainable maintenance, with full play being given to MOJ's community
mobilization.

D. Forestry

6.9 The Sector. Land clearing for
agriculture, firewood and charcoal production Box 6.2: FRO Budaet 1992/3
reduced the area of forest in Iran from 17 -
million ha to 12 million ha in the three Recurret 21.1
decades from 1960 to 1990. Policy is now based Investiwnt
on management, afforestation and community Tota J.QLI
forestry. Within MOJ, the Forest and Range US 68.1 miUio
Organization (FRO), a Deputy Minister, is
responsible; it employs about 10,000 staff, Saurce: Appdix Table 4.1
including 1,250 graduates and had a budget of
Rls 102 billion (US$ 68 million) in 1992/3. In addition, FRO mobilizes

2/ Links should be established with MOA's remote sensing function (Chapter III).
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volunteers from schools and colleges, the army etc. and from the rural
communities themselves. This reduces the cost of programs and increases
ownership of projects by the population.

6.10 Management. Forests belong to the State and FRO's Forestry Department is
responsible for management. The key tool is the management plan which provides
for management for sustainability and profit. These plans exist for only about
1 million ha to date; within these areas, production is controlled and
cooperatives are being promoted. The Forestry Department is piloting a scheme
for assisting the removal of forest dwellers to well-equipped farms outside the
forest; a substantial part of the cost is paid by Government. Preliminary
results suggest that underbrush now left unbrowsed can be a fire hazard,
particularly in the Zagrous forests.

6.11 Afforestation. Afforestation is the responsibility of FRO's Forestry
Department. There are 90 Government forest nurseries and 250-300 nurseries (of
which 5-10 percent are private); Government underwrites the output of the private
nurseries by purchasing unsold plants. Total annual afforestation has increased
sharply from its mid-1980s level of approximately 20,000 ha; in 1991 84,000 ha
were planted. Government subsidizes private planting (Rls 50,000/ha) but
apparently intends to reduce this subsidy. Agroforestry has always been an
important feature in Iranian farming, and scattered in-farm plantings of poplar
are actively managed.

6.12 Forestry Extension. FRO's Training & Extension Department began forestry
extension in 1985. Initially, two or three agents have been assigned to each
province to set up the programs; the intention is to develop a community forestry
program with one contact volunteer in each village (60,000 in all).

6.13 Recommendations. The main issues and recommendations on services to the
forestry sector are:

the slow pace of preparation of inventories and management plans needs to
be accelerated; a private organization specialized in natural resource
management could assist in improving methodology.

most forest industry plants are state-owned. These businesses are
excellent candidates for private ownership and privatization should be
implemented.

the commitment to afforestation is encouraging but the balance of effort
between the public and private sectors requires scrutiny - in the long
run, Government's role should be limited to the incentive framework and
management support.

forestry extension provides a challenge - a socio-economic study should be
conducted and pilot projects launched in the most promising areas. The
scope and form of the national program should be decided progressively as
experience is accumulated. Particular attention should be given to
encouraging agroforestry.
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E. Fisheries

6.14 Resources. Iran has 1,800 km of southern coast on the Persian Gulf, and
900 km of coastline on the inland Caspian Sea. In addition, there are 1.5
million ha of inland lakes and rivers. Fisheries are a large resource and
fishing is a fast growing industry - almost 300,000 t of fish was sold in 1991.
This has allowed an increase in per capita annual fish consumption in urban areas
from 1.07 kg in 1982 to 4.34 kg in 1989. In addition, there is a rich stock of
high value caviar and shrimp.

6.15 Fish stocks in the south are highly variable but sustainable yield is 1.5
million t. Fishing is done by large-scale commercial private firms and by small-
scale fishermen. There are 246 fishing centers, 5,861 fishing vessels and 55,000
fishermen. With allied on-shore employment the total number of people employed
by the industry is 100,000. The industry has been expanding fast, and total
catch has gone up from 59,000 t in 1982 to 260,000 t in 1991. Government has
taken an active role in investment in the industry in the south, constructing
fishing centers, and establishing delivery depots, can making factories, fish
meal plants, a net weaving factory and 40 boatyards to produce 80 vessels a year.
In the north, fishing employs about 14,000 fishermen. The mainstay of the
industry is the sturgeon, the most expensive fish in the world. Sturgeon fishing
and processing is a Government monopoly. Average caviar production is around 300
t a year. There are 51 fishing and processing stations for caviar. Small-scale
fishermen catch white fish and mullet. Total catch of commercial fish is 33,000
t.

6.16. Aauaculture. Aquaculture in Iran started with a sturgeon breeding program
in 1922. Annual fingerling production is now 263 million, mostly for release as
part of Government's stock rehabilitation programs. Nine fish hatcheries and two
shrimp hatcheries are in operation. Fish and shrimp farms cover about 5,000 ha.
Marketed fish production from these farms in 1992 was around 47,000 t.

6.17 Institutions. MOJ has
responsibility for the fisheries sector, Box 6.3: ShiLlat 9udaet 1992/93
which it exercises through a company (Rls biLLion)

Goverrwuent Internet
called the Iranian Fisheries Corp or Budoet Resource
"Shillat". Shillat functions like a
ministry department and its Managing Recurrent - 60.0

Director has the rank of Deputy Minister lr"tmt
within MOJ. Shillat had a budget of Rls Services 2.7
89.4 billion (US$56.4 million) in 1992/3. Aquaculture 6.0

Port Construction 7.2 6.5
Shillat also runs the Iranian Fisheries Research 5.0
Research and Training Organization On-Shore Facitities 1.0
(IFRTO), with headquarters in Tehran and Cnmnications

Facilities 1.0
centers in both north and south. There Tot*a 1.0 __

are three fisheries traininc centers: the
College of Fisheries at Bushehr, and two USS 56.4 milLion
centers in the north. In each fishing Source: Appendix Table A.I and Shil t at
ostan there is a provincial department of
fisheries. About one third of artisanal
fishermen belong to cooperatives - in the
south there are 65 fishery cooperatives, with a total of 17,537 members.
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Provincial cooperative unions are responsible for supplying inputs and they
market part of the catch.

6.18 Resource Management. Shillat is responsible for overseeing sustainable
exploitation of the fisheries resource, through licensinq of vessels, through
controls on net size, through controls on fishing methods - except for shrimp in
season, trawling is now prohibited in the Persian Gulf - and by setting fishing
zones - inshore fisheries being reserved for artisanal fisheries, for example -
and fishing seasons. Legal sanctions are applied under the Illegal Fishing Law
and the Iranian Fisheries Constitution. There is a Commission for Fishing
Violations. Stock assessment is carried out by IFRTO - this allows the
determination of the sustainable yield and the management of stocks in favor of
artisanal fishermen. Statistics are managed by the Iran Statistics Center.

6.19 Development Programs. Government's main objective has been the
modernization of small-scale fisheries, which account for 75% of the catch in the
south, and to develop the substantial underexploited resources. This has been
aided by the ban on trawling and by Shillat's development programs. Shillat is
working to introduce new technology, conducts training programs, and supports
organizational development, focused on cooperatives which are responsible for
marketing. About two-thirds of Shillat's operating budget goes to providing
services to small-scale fisheries. Shillat also has an extensive program to
develop infrastructure and processing at a number of minor fishing ports. Fresh
and brackish water aquaculture is another main area for development.

6.20 Issues. Fisheries production has undergone a rapid and successful
expansion in the last decade. The stimulus was the need for protein during the
Iran-Iraq War, when Government actively promoted development through programs and
subsidies. This policy led to about one-third of large-scale fishing production
being in Government hands. Now the challenge is to encourage a viable industry
that can survive without subsidy, and at the same time to increase value added
in the sector. Government policy now provides for privatization of large-scale
operations and the promotion of cooperative development for small-scale fisheries
combined with assistance to technology transfer, investment and marketing in
order to increase value added. It is recommended that the privatization of the
large-scale operations be completed rapidly, and that Shillat's efforts be
concentrated on developing a viable cooperative artisanal fishing industry. The
World Bank has been asked to assist with a fisheries sector study which will
identify public and private roles and sector investment requirements.3 The
study will examine options for completing the privatization of the commercial
organizations.

A further issue to be examined in the study is the breakdown of international agreements on
the Caspian Sea and the risk to fish resources that may result.
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ChaRter VII - Rural Development

A. Rural Develooment Policy in Iran

7.1 General. The objective of Government's rural development program is to
stem rural-urban drift. Iran's population has gone up rapidly and most of the
increase has been in urban areas. To counter this trend, the post-Revolution
Government gave priority to rural development, including health and basic needs,
rural infrastructure, economic diversification and job creation, and popular
participation and cultural development. There was a considerable shift in the
balance of resource allocation - rural areas received about 26% of total public
investment in the decade after the Revolution. In line with this priority for
rural areas, Government set up MOJ to coordinate rural development. MOJ's
mandate includes rural roads, rural water supply and sanitation, electrification,
rural planning and encouragement of popular participation.

B. PoRular Participation

7.2 MOJ has fashioned a program of institutions and activities that give
primacy to structured participation, with a strategic role for the state as
catalyst and facilitator. Participatory institutions in rural areas include the
Islamic Rural Councils, village centers, rural development houses (Chapter IV),
village libraries, and the cooperative structure. MOJ gives the maximum role to
villagers: the initiative of village institutions is encouraged, facilitators who
are members of the village councils are elected to promote development. MOJ has
training officers at the provincial and local levels who support these efforts.
Popular participation is supposed to be integrated into all MOJ programs and can
be seen in practice in watershed management, in livestock, in the nomads program.
Cost sharing is a pre-requisite to all MOJ programs.

7.3 Traditional Grouvs. In addition to the practices and organizations which
are being promoted as the interface between the rural population and a
modernizing state, there are also traditional groups to be found almost
everywhere. These groups generally have their origins in economic cooperation -
for example, many groups exist for communal operation and maintenance of
irrigation systems; others exist to pool resources for land management and
cultivation.' It would be worthwhile to study the Prevalence and nature of
traditional qrours and local structures as a basis for increasing popular
participation in all aspects of development.

7.4 Islamic Foundations. Islamic institutions are important channels of
information between country and town, and can be vectors of change. The role of
the mosque and the mollah is important in village life. Also noteworthy for
rural development are the activities of the eight Foundations set up after the
Revolution. Endowed with substantial resources, including assets taken over from

1/
See Appendix 2 to this Study, "Land and Water Management" for more information on the origins
and development of these groups.
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the private sector2, the Foundations run big social welfare programs, notably
in rural areas, and are involved in rural development investments, including
construction of dams and other projects.

C. Rural Infrastructure

7.5 Government implements its rural
infrastructure program through MOJ's Box 7,1: MoJ Budat fOr Rural
Rural Infrastructure Deputy Ministry. Infrastructure 192/3
Programs cover: roads; potable water .;4G biltion
supply, waste water drainage and
sanitation; village infrastructure and Recurrent 59.5
environment; and electrification. investmentRural Roads 18.3
Investment is considerable - Rls 132 water Supply 46.1
billion in 1992/3 (US$88 million). other Construction 3.3
Priority is given to regions of dense ELectrific-ti- 4.7;
population in the deprived areas3; and to 131.9
areas with potential for agroindustry and
other off-farm employment. MOJ attaches USS B7.9 milLion
importance to "ownership", particularly Source: Appendix Tables 4.1 and 4.2
through training and organization for
operation and maintenance of communal
facilities.

7.6 MOJ is responsible for planning, implementation and maintenance of rural
roads. Beginning from a low base of about 8,000 km of rural roads prior to the
Revolution, the network has now expanded to about 50,000 km of graveled roads and
6,400 km of asphalted roads. In recent years the pace of new road construction
has slackened and emphasis has been given to maintenance of the existing network.
Eight maintenance centers have been set up and a routine and emergency
maintenance program is in operation.

7.7 MOJ has responsibility for all water services to rural communities. The
program gives priority to larger villages, especially where health coverage is
not good, and to villages dependent on tankered potable water. The program
requires financial participation from villagers and helps organize and train
volunteer villagers to take charge of subsequent operation and maintenance.
Design and construction are kept simple to cut down on cost and to reduce
operation and maintenance problems and costs. Other activities include sewerage
(26,000 toilet facilities constructed 1980-90) and bath houses.

7.8 In the decade 1980-90, MOJ brought electricity to 10,680 villages; about
66% of the rural population now have electricity (FFYP target 80).
Implementation is by specialized MOJ teams. The program has recently slowed down

2/ 60 percent of enterprises taken over now belong to the Foundations.

3/ Deprived area is a legal term for regions of the country that have been gazetted as less-
developed according to a set of criteria established by PBO.
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due to shortages of foreign exchange and materials. A recent innovation has been
small hydropower projects.

7.9 MOA also runs a "villaqe amenities" program: physical planning and
upgrading of village infrastructure. MOJ works with villagers to establish
"guide plans" - master plans for village development, covering planning of
physical development and expansion of the village, land use and construction
licensing. In the implementation phase MOJ works with villages on upgrading
roads, surveying lands within the plan and ceding them to the village, surface
water drainage, road widening, communal spaces and facilities etc.
Implementation of 140 "guide plans" had begun by 1990. MOJ also constructs a
variety of other works in rural areas (see Box 7.2), using its own construction
companies (now being privatized) and private contractors.

7.10 The physical achievements are
considerable (see Box 7.2). The
watchword of popular participation Box 7.2: Achievements of MCO'a Rural

in construction and subsequent infrastructue Proatram
operation and maintenance is a villages served
useful link between responsibility
and economic reality. The linkage
of the construction program to lecntc water S,00 -18039
MOJ's extension and popular Roads <8,000 km >60 000 km

participation effort and to the Yillage Amenities s4a

structure of Islamic Rural Councils (Total villages 60, 000)

is a useful one. Constraints are - --
evidently the budget and foreign
exchange situation, which have Other MOJ construction l9t4-1990

already begun to have an impact on Schools 4,900
the program. Also, the operation clinica 270

and maintenance of constructed
facilities are apparently beginning Source: Annex 20

to be a problem, reflecting the
rapid expansion in the last decade. MOJ reports "big problems and delays" in
road maintenance. There is also perhaps some lacuna in the arrangements for
passing on responsibility to beneficiaries. For example, the number of villagers
trained for operation and maintenance of water facilities is low in relation to
the number of facilities constructed. Finally, linkages between these important
physical developments and other rural development activities are weak. For
example, contacts with MOA's ADSB, which carries out integrated investment and
development planning for river basins, is limited to "exchange of information".

7.11 Recommendation. MOJ staff are well aware of the need to prioritize future
actions within a more constrained budget, and to adjust actions in the light of
experience. For the SFYP, MOJ intends to slow down the pace of construction
still further and to concentrate on maintenance. The next decade will be one of
consolidation, with a focus on sustainability, particularly on operation and
maintenance. But the program should continue to receive high priority in view
of the demographic pressure the country is experiencing (Chapter I). It is
recommended that:
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* MOJ transfer responsibility for operation and maintenance of

installations as a priority

* MOJ, with assistance from international NGOs and consultants, review

the whole program and draw up a development plan. This could

provide for external support for key needs, for example, for the

road maintenance program.

D. Rural Industry

7.12 MOJ Support to Rural

Industrv. The campaign to promote Boxp7.3: MOJ RuratIdYuslry Prgara

rural industry is managed by MOJ's T R : : : 00
Department of Rural Industry (DRI). Servedi by Mi 20,000

DRI has about 1,430 staff, of whom
282 are graduates. Up to 1992/3, FFYP --
DRI received a foreign exchange Taret 1A92)cu
allocation each year. In 1992/3,
this allocation was US$ 55 million. New Factories 6,591 5Z71

(under Constructi6n) (1,489)
Foreign exchange was for long at New Josr 73,835 4897:7

the official rate, more recently at SInustrial Estates 130 35
the competitive rate. DRI (Under Construction) (65)

activities include licensing of new Source:Annx 21

businesses, studies and promotion.

During implementation DRI provides

assistance in obtaining credit and

foreign exchange and in procuring equipment and raw materials. DRI also provides

training, technical assistance and support to marketing. A special unit provides

extension to the carpet weaving industry. DRI manages a program of rural
industrial estates. The concept is a sites and services one. Entrepreneurs pay

5t of the capital cost of the utilities as a contribution towards site

development.

7.13 Evaluation. Small-scale industry is important in Iran. Overall it

accounts for 51% of industrial employment in the country, and is less capital and

import intensive than large industry. There is a long tradition in rural areas
of artisanal production of carpets and other handicrafts. A well-managed rural
industry program could suit government's development objectives and Iran's

comparative advantage very well. However, it is not clear that current

activities exploit the advantages to the best. The projects visited were

sometimes quite capital and import intensive. The cost per job created was

between US$ 3,000 and US$ 7,000, which is high. The rate of development has been
quite slow - 527 factories and under 5000 jobs in the FFYP period. MOJ resources
(1,430 staff) seem disproportionate to the results. Current activities have also

clearly relied heavily on planning and control made easy by the state's ability
to allocate credit and foreign exchange. This has reduced private initiative and

ownership.

7.14 The program needs to be reappraised. Enterprises will face shifting
incentives as relative prices change, and it is quite probable that some existing
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or planned enterprises may no longer be profitable as the cost of credit and
foreign exchange moves to market levels. Incentives will shift more to
enterprises based on local raw materials, on technologies that use local labor
if it is reasonably priced, and on export market prospects. These shifts are
precisely in line with government's policy objectives, and will represent one of
the benefits to be expected from structural adjustment. The transition will need
care, however, as the rural industry program cannot afford to experience
wholesale bankruptcies if it is not to lose credibility.

7.15 The spectacular success of rural enterprises in China, where output has
been doubling every three to four years and hundreds of thousands of new firms
have emerged each year, shows the potential for rural industry. Iran's historic
tradition of artisanal production, the discipline and skill of its inhabitants
and the rapid growth of the rural population (Chapter I) argue for a strong rural
industry development program. Government's role will shrink as credit and
foreign exchange become subjects of market transactions, and the focus of
government's intervention in industry should shift from direction to support.
It is recommended that:

* future Government support be focussed on providing information,
training and help with marketing - finance and procurement services
should be provided by the market.

* an evaluation be conducted of the industrial estates program,
focussed on total cost per job created and the impact and prospects
of the program.

* a program be established, perhaps with seed money, to encourage
private sector promotion of rural enterprise. This program could
work through foundations, chambers of commerce, etc.

E. Nomad SuDRort

7.16 Nomadism In Iran. There are about 1.2
million pastoral nomads in Iran (180,000 families). sox 7,*: Mg BRudot 129?
The nomad population halved from 1960 to 1980 but
has subsequently remained more or less constant. billion
The predominant economic activities are livestock Recurerent 3.4
rearing and handicrafts, largely carpet weaving. IfYtt I"
Over the last half century, economic forces have
brought pressure on the nomad way of life. Through -S$15.3 mitlion
the Nomadic People's Affairs Organization (NAO),
Government provides services to help sustain the $rce: ApPfdi- Table 4.1
nomad way of life, and also to help nomads who wish
to settle. Now part of MOJ, NAO has over 2,300
staff in three executive departments - Infrastructure, Animal Husbandry and
Cooperatives. There are 241 nomad cooperatives, with 2,000 stores, 19 provincial
unions and one national union. The movement has 233,355 members, which covers
a total family population of 1,322,120.
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7.17 For nomads who wish to retain their traditional way of life, NAO provides
a series of support services usually through cooperatives - (i) veterinary
services provided through over 100 mobile teams and veterinary clinics; (ii)
fixed infrastructure, notably water supply and stock trail improvements; (iii)
sheep fattening and carpet weaving support programs. Services are delivered by
mobile teams moving with the nomads along their seasonal migration routes.
Parallel programs are run by the Ministry of Education (notably the justifiably
famous "tent schools"). For nomads who wish to settle, NAO is preparing a
settlement program that will be implemented over twenty years beginning under the
SFYP. NAO insists on the fully voluntary nature of the program and also on the
need for finan-ial and physical participation by the settling nomads.

7.18 Issues. The following issues are important:

* Government proposes, beginning under NRDP, to make a substantial once-for-
all investment in settlement; it is legitimate that the capital costs of
this program be financed in part on Government resources. Subsidies of
recurrent costs - notably the feed program - should be carefully
scrutinized to determine if the proposed settled economy can achieve long-
term sustainability without subsidy.

* There is fracrmentation of responsibility between different Government
departments - in rangeland management, for example, NAO is not responsible
- this is rather the job of the Range Management Service (Chapter VI).
The proposals for creating Coordination Committees under NRDP may go some
way towards resolving this issue. For the settlement program the problem
is more acute, as this requires cooperation between MOJ and MOA. This is
another activity that would benefit for the fusion of MOA and MOJ services
proposed in Chapter X. Working level cooperation will begin on a project
basis in RLDP.
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ChaRter VIII - Marketing and Processing'

A. General

8.1 In the agricultural sector, the marketing and processing of fruit and
vegetables, rice, minor cereals and pulses, cotton and animal products are
largely in the hands of the private sector. Government remains dominant in the
marketing, processing and pricing of key food crops including wheat, sugar,
oilseeds and tea. Government's current economic policy is to liberalize pricing
and marketing, and privatize most production, processing and marketing activities
currently managed by public or parapublic institutions. The scope for
privatization and price liberalization in these industries varies on a case-by-
case basis, depending on their economic and financial viability and the extent
of consumer and producer subsidies.

B. The Scope for Liberalization and Privatization of Marketing Channels

Industrial Crops

8.2 Systems for marketing and
processing of the industrial crops share Box 8.1: Financial and Econmic farmgate
several characteristics. The crops are Prices for IrtdtriaL Cgrpo_
grown in an environment of distorted 199213 (Ris/ka)
input and output prices introduced in Finncial Economic
order to promote self-sufficiency (see

Fertilizer (urea) 12 26Box 8.1). There are quantity Sufloer 355 423
restrictions on imports and subsidies on Sugarbeet 37 47
consumer prices. Parastatals are Cotton 441 857
necessarily involved in order to Source: Amnex 1
administer the pricing and subsidy
systems. For several crops (except
sugar) past investment drives have left industrial over-capacity. For some crops
(e.g. rainfed sugarbeet), there is some doubt about their long term viability,
which limits the scope for liberalization and privatization.2

8.3 Oilseeds are grown by private farmers and purchased at a guaranteed price
(determined by the Government) by the Oilseeds Company, which also provides
extension and inputs. Domestic production meets less than 109 of national
consumption. Industrial capacity utilization is low: domestic production as a
percent of total crushing capacity is 15-30W for cotton seed and 50-60 % for
others; the industry has survived by refining imported crude oil. There are 24
private crushing plants, which also process imported crude oil. These plants are
shareholders in the Oilseeds Company, a private company. However, the Government

1/ This chapter, and Chapter IX, draw on the analysis and recommendations in the World Bank
Industrial and Mining Sector Study (March 31, 1993).

2/ See DRC analysis in Chapter I and Appendix III.
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intervenes in the oilseeds and oil prices. Imported crude oil is sold through
rationing and the Oilseeds company is compensated for costs and some profit. Oil
from domestic oilseeds production is sold on the free market.

8.4 Sugar is grown by private farmers (beet) and by parastatal agribusinesses
(beet and cane). Nationalized mills provide extension and inputs to farmers and
purchase the crop at a set price. Government has an ambitious plan to build an
additional seven sugarcane factories. The respective advantages of beet and cane
need to be carefully studied. Government's involvement in financing the capital
costs of the sugar estates (and perhaps buying their product at a sub-market
price) might also create continued distortions in the domestic market price of
sugar. This could make liberalization and privatization more difficult in the
sugar sector. Tea is grown by private farmers and purchased at a fixed price by
the Iran Tea Organization, which also provides inputs and extension. The
economic viability of tea looks doubtful. At present, the seven Government-owned
tea factories are up for sale, but are unlikely to find buyers until the tea
subsector is liberalized. The only industrial crop which enjoys some measure of
liberalization is cotton, where private and public ginneries compete to buy
farmers' production. At the prssent level of production, the country is basically
self-sufficient but due to heavy investment in the past, ginning capacity is
underused (utilization is about 45-50). The comparative advantage of Iran for
cotton production is obscured by import quantity restrictions and by the
subsidies on inputs. However, DRC analysis (Chapter I) indicates good long-term
prospects.

8.5 Recommendations. In view of doubts about the competitiveness of some
crops, a phased approach is recommended. First, a review of the viability of
each of these industries needs to be conducted. This would provide a basis for
a number of decisions:

* on whether there is a case for protection of domestic production at the
present stage of its development. Protection, if necessary, should be
effected through import tariffs rather than quantitative restrictions.
(Note: The new Trade Bill now before the Majlis proposes this solution).

* on the relative advantages of sugarcane and sugarbeet (in relation to
imports and to each other) . Pending this discussion, plans to develop
cane factories should be shelved.

* on pricing of tea, to liberalize - or at least to allow quality
differentials.

* on the development of the cotton subsector where apparently favorable
economic prospects are clouded by technical problems with pest control.
A research agenda is indicated.

* on closing of excess industrial capacity.

At the same time, in order to get the prices right, consumer subsidies need to
be removed. If maintained, they should be introduced at the consumer level, so
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that domestic and imported produce are on the same footing. In a second phase,
the privatization of the parapublic companies involved can be considered.

Food Crops

8.6 Wheat. As long as the subsidy on bread is maintained, scope for
privatization of wheat marketing will remain limited. Some private purchase and
milling of wheat apparently began in 1993 to satisfy bakers' requirements for
confectionery and pastry production which do not benefit from subsidy. Greater
privatization of wheat marketing can be envisaged as Government phases out the
bread subsidy over the SFYP period and replaces it by targeted subsidies limited
to vulnerable groups.

8.7 Rice. Government involvement in domestic procurement and distribution of
rice is presently minimal. Prices are attractive and there is adequate private
milling capacity. Seasonal price fluctuations are in line with storage and
financing costs. The number of dealers and millers is apparently large enough
to give a choice to the producers. Overall, rice marketing is efficient and
producers and consumers are adequately served at little or no cost to the
Government.

8.8 Other Grains. Government has been heavily involved in the barlev trade.
In 1990/1, Government procured a total of about 650,000 tons of barley locally,
and imported a further 650,000 tons. However, Government has announced that in
future the trade will be left to the private sector, and MOJ's feed operation
will be privatized. Imports of maize, mainly for animal feed, are substantial -
1.5 million tons in 1991. This, too, is to be privatized.

Fruit and Veqetables

8.9 Marketing efficiency for fresh fruit and vegetables is low, as the
necessary infrastructure is underdeveloped and investment has not kept pace with
production. There are shortages of cold storage and refrigerated trucks,
activities dominated by parastatals which are unreliable and expensive. This has
been a constraint to exports, which have concentrated on non-perishable products.
Losses are very high, estimated at about 40%, and fresh produce is generally sold
ungraded. The technological level in the processing industry is variable.
Foreign exchange allocations for investment at preferential exchange rates have
gone mainly to parapublic and cooperative organizations. Although the
Government's Export Promotion Center does provide some useful information and
promotion services, exporters need more information on foreign market
opportunities and requirements.

8.10 Recommendation. Government should work with the private sector on a market
development program for fruit and vegetables. Components could include: a market
information system; common quality standards; the promotion of Iranian exports
on external markets, etc.
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PART THREE - PROPOSALS

Chapter IX - A Greater Role for the Private Sector

A. General

9.1 Increased competition and flexibility, with resulting efficiency gains, are
the main justifications for liberalization and privatization. Competition forces
operators to minimize costs and improve the quality of their services, and the
greater mobility and adaptability of the private sector allows quick adjustments
which are more difficult to achieve in the public sector. The Study has
described Government's comprehensive approach to services - the philosophy has
been that Government can and should do almost everything. Some of these services
could more appropriately be provided by the private sector - input supply and
mechanization (Chapter V), animal breeding and veterinary services (Chapter VI),
the wood and fishing industries (Chapter VI), and marketing and processing
(Chapter VIII) . There are also some activities where public and private services
could complement each other, reaching different market niches or providing
stimulus through competition - research and extension (Chapter IV), agricultural
credit (Chapter V), technical training (Chapter IX). This chapter proposes a
strategy to increase private sector participation.

B. Policy Preconditions

9.2 The first step to promoting private sector participation is to maintain
macro-economic and sector policies that foster competition and promote private
investment. Private services can only operate in an environment of supportive
macroeconomic policy and enabling legislation and regulations. Recent
macroeconomic adjustments and the overall legal framework are generally conducive
to private investment. The ongoing liberalization of the exchange rate system
and of external and internal trade, including the removal of subsidies and
quantitative restrictions on imports and exports, will play a key role for
agriculture.

9.3 Effective competition requires that all operators have equal access to the
market. At present, Government-supported agencies benefit from access to
interest-free working capital. Effective liberalization and privatization of
marketing arrangements will require improvements in the availability of credit
for traders. Another major source of discrimination for processing activities
has been the allocation of foreign exchange at preferential rates. With the
unification of the exchange rate, this source of inefficiency and discrimination
between enterprises should disappear. More generally, all types of enterprise
should be subject to the same rules and regulations. At present, there is a bias
in favor of public enterprises. Public enterprises, foundations and rural
cooperatives should operate on a fully commercial basis under the same
competitive environment as the private sector, without undue government
interference or subsidies and in a transparent and accountable manner.

9.4 At the sector level, the program of liberalization, including the removal
of subsidies and price controls, is a necessary precondition to private sector
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interest in activities like extension and input supply. For input supply, the
present controls on entry (licensing of new firms) and the privileged access by
parastatals to domestic production and to imports would have to be abolished
before the private sector would be interested (Chapter V). As a complement to
this enabling environment, Government should define its objectives and policy for
each subsector in order to define the roles of public and private sectors and to
program investments or privatization as required. The SFYP (Chapter III)
provides an appropriate medium for a statement of Government proposals, which
would then allow the private sector to plan accordingly.

9.5 In some cases, specific legislation is required to protect private sector
rights before any interest is likely to be expressed. This would be the case for
intellectual property legislation for research (Chapter IV), and breeders' rights
legislation for seed production (Chapter V). It is also essential that, when
public and private services are both offered, public sector tariffs are set at
levels that do not compete unfairly with the private sector - for example,
tariffs for veterinary services (Chapter VI).

C. Privatization of Parastatals

9.6 Production. Government's current economic policy is to privatize most
production, processing and marketing activities currently managed by public or
parapublic institutions. This is in line with international experience that
privatization improves welfare significantly, as has been found in countries as
diverse as Chile, Malaysia, Morocco and the UK.' Already over 200 enterprises
have been privatized, and Government has created a Ministerial Privatization
Committee to oversee implementation of the program. In agricultural production,
Government runs extensive agrobusiness interests and is proposing further
investments in the sugar sector. At present, these businesses compete unfairly
with private farmers as they have privileged access to credit and inputs. They
could be run as well or better as companies in private hands, and their
privatization should be a priority. During 1993, Government began to offer
enterprises for sale, but the response has been slow2. The experience
underlines the need for a case by case approach, and careful study of the project
before selecting the method of privatization. New sugar estates are unlikely to
be a good investment for the country. In Chapter VIII, a study of the relative
advantages of beet and cane and of Iran's comparative advantage in sugar
production is proposed. Investments in the new plantations should be postponed
pending this study. Government enterprises in fisheries and forest industries
are early candidates for privatization.

9.7 Marketing and ProcessinQ. Government enterprises are dominant in marketing
and processing wheat, sugar, oilseeds, cotton and tea. The scope for

I/ This experience is analyzed in detail in the World Bank report "Iran: Industrial and Mining
Sector Study" (March 1993), which contains a full description of the privatization challenge
for Iran, and recommendations on how to pursue the process.

2/ For example, Djiroft Agroindustry was advertized for sale but elicited no response.
Reasons suggested for lack of interest include overstaffing (650 personnel where 200 could
do the job) and exclusion of foreign interests even on a joint venture basis.
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privatization and price liberalization in these industries varies on a case-by-
case basis, depending on their economic and financial viability and the extent
of consumer and producer subsidies. A series of studies has been proposed for
the industrial crops (Chapter VIII) which will identify the appropriate
protection regime. Once this is established, the process of liberalization and
privatization should begin.

9.8 Inputs. In input supply, the scope for privatization is considerable, both
of production and of marketing enterprises - fertilizer, pesticides, tractor
production and distribution, feed production and marketing.

D. The Private Provision of Formerly Public Services

9.9 Where the economic and legal frameworks exist, the participation of private
agents in service provision should be encouraged. This can be by a variety of
means:

contractinF public services to private agents3, for example some research
(Chapter IV), meat inspection and compulsory vaccination (Chapter VI),
forest inventory (Chapter VI), rural infrastructure (Chapter VII).

promoting the development of private institutions and services, for
example, technical training by industry bodies (Chapter IV), cooperative
marketing and input supply (Chapters V, VIII), private soil laboratories
(Chapter V), trade organizations providing support to market development
(Chapter VIII).

making it profitable for the private sector by increasing charges, for
example for seeds and for agricultural credit (Chapter V) or for
veterinary care by the public service (Chapter VI), to levels that would
be attractive to new private sector entrants.

transferring public programs to private hands. The scope is substantial
for artificial insemination (Chapter VI).

3/ This is already practiced for studies, which are commonly contracted to consulting firms.
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Chapter X - DeveloDment of Public Services

A. The Future Role of Public Services

10.1 Under the announced adjustment program and following the recommendations
made in this Study, Government's future role in the agriculture sector will
evolve into a strategic one, limited to: the policy framework, planning and the
allocation of public revenues, natural resource management, much of research,
extension and plant and animal protection, rural development, manpower
development and social monitoring.

10.2 The revised role for the public sector puts the emphasis on improvement in
the remaining public services. From the discussion in the Study it will be
evident that public services to the rural sector in Iran are quite comprehensive
in their coverage. Material and financial constraints exist but are not very
prominent and staff are generally skilled and committed. Technical standards are
good but have suffered from the isolation of the country for the past decade,
which puts a priority on renewing international links. However, there are
significant constraints to services achieving their objective of improving the
productivity of the Iranian farmer. The service-by-service constraints have been
analyzed in Chapters III to VIII; this chapter examines some of the general
issues constraining public agricultural services.

B. Reorienting Public Institutions

10.3 As the economy gradually adjusts to a market-based system, the ministries
will need to evolve, directing resources away from the old control and command
functions towards services responsive to producers' needs. The SFYP provides an
opportunity for Government to take decisions and to allocate the appropriate
resources. With the new organigrams approved in April 1993, a start has been
made. The next step is a process of study to prepare staffing plans, job
descriptions, a training needs analysis and human resources development plan, and
a program for developing facilities.

10.4 A particular challenge is to ensure that all essential services are
provided in a coordinated and cost-effective way. There are some areas which are
neglected - for example, small farm production systems, traditional irrigation,
on-farm water management - and there are areas like extension and education,
physical planning and watershed management where there would be significant gains
from closer cooperation among public institutions. Building cooperative
mechanisms is perhaps the most difficult challenge, as cooperation does not come
easily among autonomous public institutions (MOA, MOJ, MOE), nor between services
within the same institution (research and extension, for example) . The best
solution would be reorganization to bring services into a coherent framework that
addresses farmer needs and national needs of sustainable development in a cost-
effective way. As a minimum, there should be unification of:

* research and extension services, preserving the best of both (Chapter IV)

* livestock, forestry and crop production services (Chapter VI)
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* planning and management of land and water resources

Options for achieving this fusion include the reintegration of all these services
under an existing ministry - research, extension and commodity services under
MOA, land and water resources under MOA or MOE. MOJ's particular mission in
rural development would be untouched by these changes.

10.5 These institutional changes need to be accompanied by the maximum of
decentralization to local level coordination structures (the provincial level has
several coordination committees), with emphasis put on joint activities, like
MOA's Joint Projects (Chapter IV). This needs to be linked to the mobilization
of effective participation and demand through farmer organizations like
cooperatives (Chapter V) and other groups (Chapter VII).

10.6 Within public institutions, there will be a need for different skills and
programs. Within the planning function, skills in economic analysis will be
required as comparative advantage becomes the basis for policy making (Chapter
III). Government will increase its planning and guardianship for physical
resources and will require skills to ensure environmentally sound and sustainable
development. Social and economic monitoring will also be increased in order to
predict effects of adjustment on the rural population (Chapter III). Above all,
skills in fieldwork and in interacting with farmers will be called for.

10.7 A corollary to these changes is the need to reassign, retrain and lay off
staff. A comparison between the present higher level staffing of MOA and the
staffing of core public services (Box 2.2 in Chapter II) suggests that little
more than a third of present posts would exist within the public service if all
the recommendations in the Study were followed. Many posts will move to the
private sector (e.g. input supply), but some may be redundant. The staffing
review proposed above should identify posts that will be suppressed, match as
many staff as possible (with appropriate retraining) to existing or new jobs in
the public service, and make adequate provision for those transferring out of the
public sector.

10.8 Finally, the new orientation of services needs to find a voice through the
growth of an information culture. MOA and MOJ need to disseminate information
freely both within Government and, most importantly, to farmers and the general
public. Key organs for communication include the research/extension/education
complex, the policy studies and statistics complex, and programming and budget.
However, all departments should have a mandate to provide information and
outreach services.

C. The Costs and Financing of Services

10.9 As the adjustment process proceeds it will bring changes in prices and it
will be necessary to keep the costs and financing of public services and
investments under careful review.

10.10 The total bill to Government for its services to the rural sector is
considerable - Rls 1.7 trillion (US$ 1.1 billion), equal to 12% of agricultural
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GDP and 15% of Government spending. Public finances are likely to be constrained
in order to contain inflation. The cost of public services will also go up with
the move to market-exchange rates and with the generally high inflation. It is,
therefore, advisable that Government prioritize its spending on the most
productive programs that are of an essentially public service character,
encouraging the maximum private sector delivery and trimming down programs that
are less cost-effective. Candidates are subsidies of all kinds, which should

only be retained where the objective is clear and of sure economic benefit or
social priority; investments in production, processing and marketing (Chapter
VIII) like the sugar estates, which are better left to the private sector; and
the rural infrastructure and rural industry programs (Chapter VIII), which have
benefited from exchange rate "subsidies" - the challenge will be to identify the
cost-effective parts and ensure that they are fully funded as relative prices
change. In order to ensure that the full range of public expenditures on the
sector is captured and that expenditures can be compared and prioritized, it is
recommended that a Public Expenditure Review be carried out for the sector; the
Bank could assist in this task.

10.11 On the financing side, current initiatives in cost recovery (e.g. for
irrigation water), cost sharing (e.g. for infrastructure), and community
participation (e.g. for soil conservation) indicate ways of reducing the burden
on Government and passing on market signals to public services. The maximum
emphasis should be given to increasing cost recovery - e.g payment for veterinary
services (Chapter VI), cost sharing - e.g. in rural development investments
(Chapter VII), and maximizing community participation - e.g. in soil conservation
programs (Chapter VI). Side benefits in seeking greater contributions will be
market signals that will alert Government to which services are most valued,
reduction in wastage, and an increase in a sense of ownership amongst
beneficiaries.

D. EmRowering the Farmer

10.12 In the past, many farmer services were planned centrally and delivered top-
down. The ministries were involved in price fixing and resource rationing, and
much time was devoted to administering allocations better left to the market,
such as cropping patterns and the use of inputs. With the new economic
orientations now coming into play, there is awareness of the need to make
services more farmer-responsive and to help development of farmer institutions
like cooperatives. Changes have begun - for example, MOA's Joint Projects, MOJ's
community extension and popular participation initiatives. At the same time
there is recognition of the need to decentralize public services as far as
possible so that they can respond to local situations. Progressive evolution of
all services in these directions will be an important challenge for the next few
years.

10.13 Bottom-Up Approach. At present, agricultural services are to a large
extent harnessed to centrally determined production policy. Seed and fertilizer
supply and extension advice are concentrated on cereals production, even where
this is not of interest to farmers or economically the best option. In the
future, services should be concentrated on crops and themes that economic
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analysis shows to be high priority in each region. The farmer should be a
partner in this process, too; his voice should be heard in the reorientation of
services. The mapping of these changes has been a principal focus of this study
- research and extension (Chapter IV), input supply (Chapter V). Clearly, these
adjustments require considerable cultural and institutional changes - research,
extension, input supply have to learn to respond to demands from farmers and to
learn new diagnostic and participatory techniques, economic analysis has to be
builL into agricultural programs, decisions on the composition and financing of
services and programs have to be decentralized to discrete agro-ecological zones.

10.14 Farmer Orqanization. There has been little attempt to help the emergence
of autonomous rural organizations. There are traditional producer organizations
but they are poorly integrated into the relationship between public services and
farmers. The cooperative movement has become an arm of Government for input
supply and produce procurement. The potential of farmer groups and cooperatives
has been a theme of this Study - as partners of research and extension (Chapter
IV), as partners in rural development (Chapter VII), as farmer-level marketing
operations (Chapter VIII). The promotion of such groups within a genuinely
autonomous framework, with a limited supportive and enabling role for the
Government, should be a priority.

10.15 Decentralization of Ministry Services. MOA has made an effort to
decentralize. Of total higher level staff (47,800), only 15% work in head
offices, and 85% work in the provinces and the field. The planning and budgeting
system puts about half of recurrent resources and a quarter of investment
resources under the control of the provincial units.' In 1993, MOA has further
decentralized, bringing together currently independent provincial branches of
central services (research, seed production, fertilizer distribution) under the
Provincial Agricultural Departments. This process is worth reinforcing with the
maximum delegation of authority and resources to provincial and local levels,
increased inter-agency cooperation at the field level and more empowerment of the
cooperative structure.

E. Targetina Services

10.16 As the better-off farmers respond to market incentives, the focus of
Government programs should shift increasingly to smaller farmers, poorer areas
and specific target groups. This shift has already begun - for example in the
extensive rural infrastructure program, in the focus on deprived areas for
development programs, in the orientation of some research towards improvements
based on traditional technology, in the programs for nomads. Continuation of
this shift will be a necessary accompaniment to the structural reform process.

10.17 Agricultural services during the war period were de facto targeted by the
emphasis on maximizing output of strategic commodities. This gave an automatic
bias towards farmers best endowed to meet production targets of this kind.
Typical is the "Six Tons Club" of larger, highly mechanized and input intensive

1/ See ASN, Annex 6, Attachment 1.
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cereal farmers. The FFYP was very much a production-maximizing document - equity
and poverty alleviation are not mentioned as goals for the agriculture sector.
The small farmer was largely neglected, although the rural development program
had a countervailing impact, benefitting communities with prospects of long-term
economic viability. The SFYP provides an opportunity to revisit policy and to
refocus programs. Given that larger farmers will be increasingly served by
markets, there is an opportunity to shift the emphasis of public services towards
smaller farmers, poorer areas, improving the productivity of women's farming and
of traditional systems. This shift is in line with Iran's comparative advantage
- the best returns are available in low cost productivity improvements by a large
number of small farmers (Chapter IV) - and will contribute to poverty
alleviation.

10.18 A necessary function of Government during the adjustment period is to
protect vulnerable groups in the population without distorting economic
incentives. The impact of changing relative prices on the poor will be cushioned
by the safety net, which is required in rural areas as soon as possible. The
introduction of the safety net should smooth the transition for vulnerable groups
of the population.
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Chapter XI - Investment Proposals

11.1 A revised role for the public sector puts the emphasis on improvement in
the remaining public services. Many recommendations have been made throughout
this study on how to accomplish this improvement. Some of these require simply
a policy decision, many require studies, most require some kind of investment.
This chapter lists potential projects, components and studies for Government and
donor financing, based on the Study'. Support to livestock, rangeland and
fisheries services is not listed, as this is already provided under RLDP.

11.2 A program to develop services for farmers with a particular focus on small
farmers is top priority. This program would reinforce essential public services,
redirecting them towards the neglected smaller farmer and developing the farming
systems approach. The program should include support to research (master plan,
human resources development, facilities, research grant scheme, joint projects);
to extension (information policy, human resources development, equipment, pilot
projects); and to development of farmer organizations (cooperative development,
traditional groups).

11.3 Priority should also go to the inputs sector, where assistance should be
given to the process of transfer to the private sector, and where there is a need
for reinforcement of Government's residual role. The program could assist the
chemical inputs business, including the privatization process for the Fertilizer
Company, the parastatal pesticide formulation firms and SASC; support to the
development of a fertilizer institute; promotion of private soil laboratories;
and development of the PPO within a revised legal framework. The program could
also focus on development of a national seed industry within a seed policy and
strategy. Following legislation to protect breeders' interests, the program
could support private participation in seed production, and reinforce public
capacity in producing foundation seed and in quality control. A third component
could help the process of privatization of the equipment manufacturing and supply
business, and help build structures for research and coordination in
mechanization.

11.3 A further priority would be a program to assist the process of adjustment.
This would include investments in the institutional development of MOA and MOJ,
including a study of the structure of MOA and MOJ, preparation of institutional
development plans; a Public Expenditure Review for agriculture; support to
planning, policy analysis, information and statistics; studies of privatization
of parastatals; and studies of the industrial crop subsectors.

11.5 A fourth area for investment could be in horticulture development, where
substantial growth is expected and where MOA's recent reorganization has set up
an institutional framework for commodity specific services. Components could
include upstream services in research and extension and downstream services in

1/ A full list of project ideas is given in Appendix 4.
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market development. Priority should be given to development of sustainable
private services.

11.6 Other project ideas require more analysis before they can be defined.
Support to rural financial markets would require further financial sector
liberalization, but the upcoming rural financial markets study could identify
areas of potential. Development of informal and semi-formal financial markets
could be rolled up into the support to farmers organizations proposed above.
Support to rural development is a priority given the high rate of population
growth and the risk of very rapid urbanization. It could be possible to identify
support to a long term plan for rural infrastructure and to a program to promote
the development of rural enterprises.
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IRAN: Services For Agriculture and Rural Development Study

Summary of Recommendations

Chapter
Reference Action TvDe of Action

III. Policy Analysis and Resource Allocation

F. Issues and Proposals
-develop an information culture Policy/Investment
-sharpen analysis of public spending Policy/Investment
-develop economic and socio-economic analysis Policy/Investment

and planning skills
-integrate planning and resource allocation functions

for rural sector Policy
-prepare remote sensing master plan Study/Investment
-rationalize allocation of responsibilities for

agricultural statistics Policy

IV. Farmer Information

B. Agricultural Research
-clarify mandates of the different institutions Policy
-get MOA and MOJ working together in practical

projects Policy
-develop a research policy and master plan Study
-introduce MIS and external review Investment
-reinforce links with IARCs Policy
-encourage private sector research, inact intellectual

property legislation Investment
-implement a human resources development plan Investment
-improve conditions for staff Policy/Investment
-introduce a research grant system Investment
-upgrade facilities Investment

C. Agricultural Extension
-move to a Farming Systems Approach Policy/Investment
-prepare an agricultural information policy and Study
an action and investment plan

-help grassroots farmer organizations to develop Policy
-involve farmers in planning, implementation,
monitoring Policy

-use diagnostic and rapid rural appraisal techniques Policy
-deliver programs by highly geared least-cost methods Policy
-implement a human resources development plan Investment
-create an extension support group Investment
-prepare agricultural information policy Study

D. Women, Extension and Agricultural Services
-mainstream efforts to help rural women Policy
-improve the database Study
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Chapter
g2ference Action Tvoe of Action

-improve training Investment
-make research and extension relevant Investment

E. Technical Training
-conduct tracer studies, review policy, organization
demand and value for money Study

V. InpRuts

B. Fertilizer
-move to border prices as soon as possible Policy
-privatize the Fertilizer Co. Policy
-replace licensing of firms with registration on

demand Policy
-place fertilizer imports on open general license Policy
-conduct a fertilizer sector study and workshop Study
-prepare a sector development plan and training
program Investment

-raise output price levels to border prices Policy
-promote private sector investment and competition,
including soil labs Policy

C. Plant Protection
-adapt legislation Study/Policy
-open up business to the private sector Policy
-prepare a development plan for PPO Study/Investment
-develop integrated pest management Study/Investment

D. Seeds
-prepare a seed policy and strategy Policy
-increase seed prices to market levels Policy
-introduce legislation to protect breeders'
interests Study

-study partial privatization of the Seed Company Study
-encourage private sector participation Policy

E. Mechanization
-prepare a coordinated national strategy Study
-privatize the parastatal manufacturers Policy
-privatize Bongah's commercial operations Policy
-confine AERTTC testing to prototype equipment Policy
-revive adaptive research Investment
-set up a program of study and training Investment

F. Rural Finance
-set policy of deposit/lending rates for AB to
cover costs Policy

-conduct the rural financial markets study Study
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Chapter
Reference Action TyDe of Action

-prepare a five-year business plan for AB Study/Investment

G. Cooperatives
-prepare a development plan Study

VI. Livestock. Forestry & Fisheries

B. Livestock
-privatize the breed improvement program Study/Policy
-transfer feed production to the private sector Policy
-liberalize meat imports Policy
-improve hygiene standards Study/Policy
-increase cost recovery of veterinary services Policy
-develop private veterinary services Policy
-separate vaccine production from quality control Policy

C. Rangeland
-strengthen and enforce land use regulations Study/Policy
-improve cooperation between MOA/MOJ Policy
-phase out subsidies on feed and concentrates Policy
-broaden research to monitor range conditions Investment
-provide information, education, extension for

farmers, livestock owners Investment

D. Forestry
-employ outside firms to accelerate inventory Study
-privatize forest industry plants Policy
-focus forestry extension on priority areas Policy/Investment
-limit government to incentives and management supportPolicy
-give priority to ensuring sustainable maintenance Policy/Investment

in anti-desertification programs

E. Fisheries
-privatize large-scale operations Study/Policy
-concentrate public services on cooperative

artisanal fisheries Policy

VII. Rural Development

B. Popular Participation
-study traditional groups as basis for Study
popular participation

C. Rural Infrastructure
-transfer responsibility for operations and maintenancePolicy
-review achievements and prepare development
plan Study/Investment

D. Rural Industry
-provide information, training, help, not finance Policy/Investment
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Chapter
Reference Action TvDe of Action

-evaluate industrial estates program Study
-establish programs to promote rural enterprises Policy/Investment

E. Nomad Support
-set up structures for institutional
coordination Policy

-maintain cost-sharing and other incentives to
ownership of programs Policy Chapter

VIII. Marketing and Processing

B. Liberalization
-study need for protection, use tariffs not quantity

restrictions Study/Policy
-study relative advantages of sugar cane and beet before

developing cane factories Study
-introduce quality differentials for tea Policy
-remove consumer subsidies on industrial crops Policy
-close excess industrial capacity Policy
-consider privatizing parapublics involved in
industrial crops Study/Policy

-work with private sector on market development
plan for fruits and vegetables Study

IX. A Greater Role for the Private Sector

B. Policy Preconditions
-create equal access to foreign exchange and
credit Policy

-operate public enterprises without subsidies and in a
transparent and accountable manner Policy

-introduce safety net for vulnerable groups Policy

D. Private Provision of Formerly Public Services
-contract public services to private agents Policy
-promote development of private institutions and servicesPolicy
-raise charges for public services to make
competition possible 'Policy

-transfer selected public programs to private hands Policy

X. Development of Public Services

B. Reorienting Public Institutions
-prepare institutional development plans for Study/Policy/

MOA and MOJ Investment
-unify research and extension; livestock, forestry and

crop production services; planning and management of
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Chapter
Reference Action Tvpe of Action

water and land resources Policy
-decentralize to local level co-ordination structures Policy
-plan according to comparative advantage Policy

C. The Costs and Financing of Services
-carry out a Public Expenditure Review Study
-emphasize increasing cost recovery Policy

D. Empowering the Farmer
-reorient services in line with comparative advantage,
interests of farmers Policy

-make services responsive to farmers' needs Policy
-promote farmer groups and cooperatives Policy
-decentralize public services Policy

E. Targeting Services
-shift focus of government programs to smaller farmers,
poorer areas, specific target groups Policy
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ADDendix 1

IRAN: Services for Agriculture and Rural DeveloRment

Reorganization of Services - April 1993

1. In April 1993, the Government announced a reorganization of MOA and MOJ.
The new organization charts are attached. The rationale for the changes is said
to be to bring services into line with the post-liberalization needs. One
feature is the removal of a number of departments to become semi-autonomous
"Related Organizations". Some of these may be privatized, for others the
objective is greater freedom in management.

2. For MOA, the new structure has nine Deputy Ministries (DMs), the same
number as before. The DMs for Administration and Finance and Parliamentary
Affairs appear little changed. The FarminQ Affairs DM has lost its tutelage of
the input supply organizations and area development agencies (some of which
become "Related Organizations"), and has instead a number of services divided on
crop specific lines. The old Agro-industries DM has disappeared - and the agro-
industries have become "Related Organizations"; instead there is a Resource
Utilization DM, responsible for land tenure and agribusiness. The Infrastructure
DM, formerly preoccupied with small rural engineering works, now has
responsibility for water management and on-farm development, filling a notable
gap. The old DMs for Training & Extension, and for Research have disappeared -
and the Research, Training and Extension Organization figures as a "Related
Organization". The head of this organization has the rank of Deputy Minister.
The objective is apparently to bring the three services under one umbrella with
some autonomy of management. There is a new DM for Technology, whose attributes
are apparently to promote the development of farm mechanization and agricultural
processing and to transfer Government businesses in the sector progressively to
private hands. The Horticulture DM, formerly a slim structure, now appears with
four services specialized by type of crop. The Planning and Procrramminc DM has
new services dealing with organization and the financing of development
investments. The old CRRAE, ADSB and Planning Department are all brought
together under this DM. Completely new is the Market Rectulation DM, covering
marketing, transport and information - its functions will be largely in support
of cooperatives, and it absorbs the old CORC (Chapter V).

3. MOA intends to combine the reorganization with decentralization of
authority and resources. Under this policy, the Provincial Agriculture
Departments (PADs) receive new responsibility for all MOA services in the
provinces. The PADs will continue to report direct to the minister, as before.
The Agricultural Bank no longer reports to MOA, presumably as a prelude to its
conversion to an autonomous financial institution. The Fertilizer Company and
Seed Company have been merged into an autonomous agency, the Agricultural
Services Support Company, as a prelude to privatization.

4. The personnel implications are being worked out. No redundancies of
higher level staff are expected, but there is a process of internal reassignment
and retraining. It is intended over time to reduce the high ratio of support
staff to higher level staff. Reduction of support staff will be effected through
a hiring freeze coupled with natural wastage. Overall, MOA numbers will reduce
through privatization.
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5. For NW, the differences appear less striking. A number of semi-
autonomous organizations were already outside the MOJ structure and this status
is confirmed in the new organization - VO, FRO, NAO, Shillat (Chapters VI, VII) -
are all "Related Organizations". By contrast the research institutes which seem

good candidates for semi-autonomous status, which they enjoy under MOA, are
listed as MOJ services. The Fisheries Research Organization does not appear on
the chart, whereas an Engineering Research Center does.
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ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN

Organization of the Ministry of Agricutture
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* Related Oranizations
Moghan AgroD4ndusclaI Co. Research, Training & Extension Organization V
Halt Tappeh Sugarcane Co. Plant Protection Organization
Djiirot Agro-lndustry Co. Iran Tea Organization (ITO)
Shahid Rajai Agro-Industry Co. Non-Urban Lands Organizsaton
Shahid Beheshti Ag. Industry Co. Soil & Water Engineering Senvces LT. Co.
Sefid Roud Agr-lndustry Co. Agricultural Support Services Co.
Fars Meat Corp. Co. Aircralt Special Serices Co.
Central Organizaton for Agricultural Machinery Bongah
Rural Cooperaives (CORC) Sugarcarne Dev. Co.

Silkworm Prod. Co.
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Appendix 2

IRAN: Services for Agriculture and Rural Development

Land and Water Management'

A. Land

1. Traditional Land Exploitation. Before the land reforms of the 1960s
Iran was a country of large landowners; less than 5 percent of land was owned by
peasants. The peasants had customary rights of using the village ploughland and
water resources - nassacih rights. NassaQh rights gave access to fixed areas of
different qualities of land, which could be scattered throughout the village; the
plots were not, however, specific but could be reallocated each year. This
system of cultivation rights was associated with a system of traditional groups,
usually known as boneh, that worked together on farming and irrigation
operations. The development of groups was favored by the need for operation and
maintenance of the irrigation system and by the need for rational management of
the quite small plots. The landowners encouraged the boneh as they made the
management of the share-cropping system easier. Membership of the boneh gave
access not only to the landlord' s fields and irrigation water but also to village
wells, woods and pastures. Usually the landlord provided three factors: land,
water and seed, and got three fifths of the crop; the peasants provided two
factors, oxen and labor, and got two fifths of the crop. The landlord also had
general responsibility for securing and maintaining the irrigation network,
providing credit and planning the production campaign. In contrast to the
nassaQh-holders, about 30 percent of the rural population were khoushneshin,
landless - mostly laborers, but also peddlers, money-lenders, artisans etc.

2. Land reform. The successive land reforms of the 1960s and 1970s
completely changed the character of Iranian farming. Peasant proprietorship
became the norm - 96 percent of arable land is now owner-occupied - and the role
of the landlord in providing management, inputs and credit disappeared. Some of
this role was taken over by the Government - farmers were obliged to join
cooperatives which were to provide inputs and credit, extension was organized to
help with management. But some of the distinctive characteristics of Iranian
farming can be traced to the reform and pre-reform eras:

* distributed farms were small, with a ceiling on holding size - 65
percent of farmers received less than 5 ha. As a result, the
typical Iranian farm today is a small peasant holding.

* existing larger holdings persisted in a reduced form, so that today
there is a "kulak" class of independent largeholders - 13 percent of
farmers (350,000 families) own 40 percent of arable land. This
class provides a critical share of output - farms over 10 ha

1/ This appendix, based on the working paper prepared by Mustafa Azkia for this Study, is intended
onLy to outline issues that affect farming and agricuLturaL services and to identify an agenda
for further work on these very complex topics.
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contribute 42 percent of agricultural value added and 77 percent of
marketed output.

* ownership was distributed in proportion to existing nassaqh rights
and was not of a particular piece of land but a share of the total
land distributed in the village - this form of "floating" ownership
is called moshaa. In some villages the boneh informally allocated
fixed plots to individuals, but in many areas to this day land is
not individualized but reallocated annually by the boneh.

* about 40 percent of rural households did not receive land, leaving
a very sizeable class of landless laborers.

* the cooperatives, and to a lesser extent the extension service, were
created as administrative substitutes for a traditional system of
service provision.

3. At this same time the state created a modern agribusiness sector,
238,000 ha of irrigated land operated by 15 large companies, both private and
parapublic.

4. After the Revolution a new phase of land reform was initiated, with the
objective of helping the landless. About 600,000 ha of land (often marginal) has
been distributed to about 100,000 families. The process was originally managed
by a revolutionary body called the "Seven Man Committee"; in 1984 this was
incorporated into MOA's Land Affairs Department. Continuing support is provided
through the Moshaa Production Cooperatives (Annex 17). At the same time the
Government is pursuing an agribusiness strategy with the creation of new
enterprises at Moghan and in Khuzestan, where seven sugar estates are planned on
84,000 ha.

S. Institutions. The Land Affairs Department in MOA is now incorporated
in the Resource Utilization Deputy Ministry (Appendix 1).

6. Land Tenure. The dominant form of tenure is now moshaa, with individual
freeholds also important; in total, 96 percent of land is now owner occupied.
Leases exist, generally annual - rents for irrigated cereal land are Rls 100,000-
150,000, for cash crop land Rls 200,000-400,000. Less prevalent is share-
cropping. The old nassaqh rights could generally be transferred to one male
heir, so that there was inheritance but no fragmentation in cultivation rights.
Land ownership was inherited according to traditional inheritance law - but the
holdings seem to have been generally so big that there was no problem of
fragmentation. After the land reform, both division of moshaa land on
inheritance and its sale were prohibited in law. There is an informal market in
land. Freehold land carried over from before the reforms could be cadastrally
surveyed and registered and there is a formal market in this land, largely
orchard.

7. Issues. The most important issues appear to be:

* fragmentation of holdings, which makes modern management and soil
conservation more difficult. Government is encouraging solutions:
common farming is promoted through the production cooperatives, but
these have been costly and not very successful; and consolidation

m:\iran\i rags\1and-wa



through a program of formal support and investment - this program,
despite ambitious objectives, has been very slow and again costly.
There is widespread "informal" consolidation through purchase - this
is particularly prevalent around cities where market gardening and
suburban development push up land values - and by agreements
brokered at the village level, often informally helped by the ASCs.2

* credit access is difficult with the moshaa system. Recent
legislation authorizes AB loans on moshaa collateral, but it is not
clear that this will change much in practice.

* the moshaa system discourages investment in the land as there is no
vested transferable title to a particular plot.

8. Recommendations. The encouragement of land consolidation is clearly
important; equally clear is that formal projects are likely to be time consuming
and expensive to little effect. What is needed is more support to the informal
process; this could be provided in conjunction with MOJ's village development
activities (Chapter VII). Also needed is the development of a land market
through the recognition of individual titles on former moshaa land and the
promotion of cadastral surveys. These surveys could be provided by the private
sector under Government control. A third recommendation is to review both the
economics and the social appropriateness of the agribusiness developments in the
light of Iran's comparative advantage and rural development objectives, with
either of which these capital intensive schemes seem little in harmony. Finally,
Government could examine the case for privatization of the existing parapublic
agribusinesses.

B. Water

9. Resources. Iran benefits from Total Wattr Avel LaD. f9& 62ricu1tur*
substantial water resources which have been IMiWgg1
developed for agricultural use over several Oanat 9.1 BCM
thousand years. The aanat3, often stretching Tubewelas 29.6 BCM
for many miles, were painstakingly dug and Sprigss 8.1 OCM

Large dam schemes 15.6 BCH
maintained. Under the pre-Reform system the Other modern schenes 7.6 BCM
landlord provided irrigation water and the
nassaqh-holders cooperated in their boneh in TOTAL ZWOBCM
operation and maintenance. After the
reforms, the aanat system declined because Source: NOE, 1992 Estimate.
responsibility for operation and maintenance
was fragmented, and the labor-intensive
maintenance became very costly. At the same
time, Government assisted a rapid development of tubewells.

2 / A 1985 survey showed that 24 out of 58 ASCs polled had assisted villages with this process,
helping with planning, physicaL demarcation etc

3/ A oanat is an underground tunneL bringing water from a mountain aquifer to an agriculturaL area.
Oanat are prevaLent in central, south and east Iran where water is scarce.
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10. Institutions. MOE (Chapter II) has overall responsibility for water for
agriculture. MOE works through the Regional Water Authorities (RWA).
Distribution and control of irrigation water is the responsibility of the Water
Distribution Division in the RWA shahrestan office. On modern schemes, RWA runs
a management unit which is responsible for operation and maintenance. There are
some pilot attempts to privatize these units. For traditional schemes, RWA
appoints and pays a "sarabyar" (water master) for each river or stream, who is
responsible for controlling offtakes from the diversion bars (sardahaneh).
Distribution of this water between villages (each with its water right or
haQhabeh) is the responsibility of the abyar (water man), again an employee of
RWA. Within the village, the headman (kadkhoda) is paid by the villagers to
distribute the water and to organize maintenance. At the farm offtakes, the
farmers may get together to employ a distributor (tilmai). Water charges are
assessed by RWA and generally collected through the village structure. Wells and
aanat are generally communally owned and are maintained by the beneficiaries.
RWA is responsible for licensing and for monitoring extraction.

11. Issues. Irrigation development has been very slow, with only 60,000 net
hectares of irrigated land coming into production 1979-1990. The pumping of
groundwater, assisted by subsidies on pumps, credit and fuel, has damaged aanat
viability, depleted the aquifers, and led to salt water infiltration in some
areas.

m:\iran\irags\land-wa



Appendix 3

IRAN: Services for Agriculture and Rural Development

Domestic Resource Cost Analysis of Agriculture and Livestock

I. Overview

1. The Domestic Resource Cost is the ratio of domestic resources and non-
traded inputs used in the production process, to the net foreign exchange
earned or saved by producing the good domestically. If it is less than one,
then the country has a comparative advantage (lower domestic than
international cost) in producing the good; the net economic benefit is
positive. If it exceeds one then the country would be better off producing
something else that uses its domestic resources more efficiently.

2. Domestic Resource Cost Analysis was carried out using crop budget and
livestock model data in the Staff Appraisal Report for the Iran Irrigation
Improvement Project Annex I, II. To approximate varying land and yield
conditions, crop budgets from Moghan, Zarrineh Rud, and Tajan were used; for
traditionally irrigated rice only, a crop budget from Behbehan was also used.
The simple Balassa method, using only the costs of resources directly applied,
was used to aggregate costs. By way of comparison, financial costs and returns
were also calculated; this ratio is less than one if profit is positive, and
greater than one if profit is negative.

3. Several caveats apply. First, as in all DRCs, the analysis considers
only economic efficiency, and not risk, welfare, distribution, or other policy
goals. Second, caution should be used in projecting DRCs into the future. The
crop budgets used are static: they show current input choices and output
results given current prices and incentives. Should input or procurement
prices change, then these quantities will change as well. Thus the DRCs
provide guidance towards, rather than absolute measures of, future cropping
patterns.

II. How the Figures were Calculated

1. Shadow and financial prices for all inputs and outputs except for land
are shown below in Table 1.

2. The price of land was calculated in two ways. The financial price of
rental land (100,000 rls rainfed, 400,000 rls traditional irrigated, 600,000
rls modern irrigated) was used as the shadow price of land and water together.
The financial price for irrigated land was assessed at 2% of gross revenues,
the "cost recovery charge" used by the government for irrigation projects.

3. The financial price of capital was taken to be 6t per year, and the
shadow price at 13%. These figures are taken from Chapter 1, Box 1.7.

4. The price of foreign exchange was taken at the market rate of 1,500
rials to the dollar. Note that several of the nonviable crops (traditional
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irrigated rice, modern irrigated alfalfa) will become viable if the rial falls
in value to 1715 rls/dollar or greater.

Table 1:
Input and Output Financial and Economic Prices

Output financial economic Input financial economic
price price price price
(rls/kg) (at 1450

________________ rls /$ ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

wheat 158 307 Urea 19 223

barley 140 251 DAP 22 307

alfalfa 100 150 Pesticides 2000 3000
(liter)

rice - Seeds (varies) (1.5*
amol 300 367 financial

price)

tarom 396 441 Tractor 1000 1900
(hr. equiv)

cotton 441 857 labor 3000 3300
__________ ~~(m.d.) _ _ _ _ _

sesame 1050 1170 land (ha) (varies) 100,000
600,000

sugarbeet 37 47

apples 170 265

vegetables 125 195

meat 1800 2900

III. Results from DRC Analysis

1. Figures 1 through 6 follow, showing economic and financial costs for
each of three land types; the financial returns are shown twice, first valuing
land at its shadow (rental) price, and then valuing land at 2% of gross
revenues. The final figure shows DRCs calculated for varous modes of livestock
production (lamb and calf fattening, and traditional migratory herding).
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Modern Irrigated Land
Land at 600,000 RIs/ha
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Rainfed Land
Land at 100,000 Rla/ha
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Traditional Irrigated Land
Land at 400,000 Rio/ha
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Livestock Production
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Appendix 4

IRAN: Services for Agriculture and Rural DeveloRment

Proiect Ideas

A revised role for the public sector puts the emphasis on improvement in the
remaining public services. Many recommendations have been made in the Study on
how to accomplish this improvement. Some of these require simply a policy
decision, many require studies, most require some kind of investment. This
Appendix lists potential projects, components and studies for Government and
donor financing, based on the Study. Support to livestock, rangeland and
fisheries services is not listed, as this is already proposed under RLDP.

Support to Planning (Chapter III), with the following components:

* reinforce physical planning, through training and equipment for ADSB,
support to GIS and mapping, development of a remote sensing master plan
and financing of investments

* reinforce policy analysis and economic and social monitoring, with a
particular focus on poverty assessment, with training in microeconomic
techniques, equipment and consultant studies

* reinforce statistics and information, including support to MOA's
Integrated Informatics Plan

SUDDort to Research (Chapter IV), with the following components:

* prepare a research Policy and master plan based on a farming systems
approach and linked to the annual programming system

* draw up a human resources development plan and finance education, training
and career development

* improve research management with computerized management systems and
external quality control

* upgrade research facilities by replacing and upgrading laboratory
equipment, machinery and vehicles, completing some installations and
building up libraries

* study the appropriate legal framework for the protection of intellectual
property

* finance a research grant scheme to promote university, non-Governmental
and private research

* expand the program of Joint Projects
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SuRRort to Extension (Chapter IV), with the following components:

* prepare an agricultural information policy and investment plan

* conduct a skills gap analysis and finance the resulting training program,
with a focus on diagnostic and listening techniques

* carry out pilot projects in the farming systems approach and then draw up

and implement an extension strategv

Support to Chemical InRut SuIRlY (Chapter V), with the following components:

* study options for privatization of the Fertilizer Company, the parastatal
pesticide formulation firms and SASC

* study a possible fertilizer institute, and support of its establishment,
if worthwhile

* support establishment of private soil laboratories

* study the appropriate legal framework for the pesticide sector

a prepare and implement an adapted mandate and development plan for PPO,

including upgrading of the pesticide residue laboratory and provincial
quarantine facilities, and provision of an incineration plant.

SuRDort to Seed Production (Chapter V), with the following components:

* develop a seed volicy and strateqv

* study leqislation to protect breeders' interests

* study and implement ways of encouraging private sector participation,
including partial privatization of the Seed Company

* reinforce public capacity in producing foundation seed and in aualitv
control

SupRort to Mechanization (Chapter V), with the folloving components:

* develop a national strateav and coordination structure

* study options for privatizinq ITM Co., ICM Co. and Bongah

* give AERTTC the mandate for mechanization research, and finance the

development of the institution and the research program

* develop a program of scholarships, study tours and technical assistance
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Support to Agricultural Credit (Chapter V), with the following components:

* carry out a rural financial markets stud

* develop a policy and business Dlan for AB

* prepare a human resources development plan for AB, and finance education,
training and career development

Support to Farmer Organizations (Chapter V, Chapter VII), with the following
components:

* prepare a new cooperative policy, legal framework and development plan

* implement pilot cooperative development programs

* conduct a study of traditional farmer groups and their potential as
partners in participatory development

Support to Forestry Services (Chapter VI), with the following components:

* accelerate preparation of inventories and manaQement plans

* study and implement privatization of forest industries

* conduct a socio-economic studv and pilot prolects leading to a national
forestry extension program.

Support to Rural DeveloRment (Chapter VII), with the following components:

* prepare a long-term plan for rural infrastructure and finance the
resulting investments

* evaluate the industrial estates program and set up a program to encourage
private sector promotion of rural enterprise

Support to Marketing and Processing (Chapter VIII), with the following
components:

* study the viability of the industrial crovs (sugar, cotton, tea, oilseeds)
and prepare a vlan for tariff protection, rationalization of industrial
capacity and possible privatization

* prepare a plan for market development of fruit and vegetables, including
a market information system, quality standards and external market
promotion.

1/ Already programmed with finance under the Irrigation Improvement
Project.
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SuRport to Institutional Development (Chapter X), with the following components:

* study the structure of MOA and MOJ, and prepare institutional development
plans, including staffing plans, job descriptions, training needs
analysis, human resources study and development plan, and a program for
developing facilities.

* conduct a Public Expenditure Review for agriculture.
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Table 1

IRAN: Services for Acrriculture And Rural Development

Table: Key Human Capital Indicators for Iran

Iran Middle income Middle East and
economies North Africa

GNP per capita (US$) 2.490 2,220 1,790

Population
Av annual growth of pop (X) (1980-90) 3.6 2.0 3.1

Health
Life expectancy at birth - male 63 69 62
(1990) - female 63 64 60

Population per physician 2,840 2.250 2.410
(1984) nursing person 1,110 970 1.800

Nutrition
Daily calorie supply per capita (1989) 3,181 2.860 3.011

Education
Adult illiteracy (X) (1990)

total 46 22 47
female 57 27 60

Females per 100 males (1989)
primary school 84 90 75
secondary school 71 105 68

Source: World Bank 1992 DeveloDment and the Environment. World Development Report 1992
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Table 2

IRAN: SUBSIDIES TO AGRICULTURE

Fertilizer Subsidy (1991/92) Seeds Subsidy (1991/92)
Quantitv Subsidy Value Quantity Price Value

tons Rls/ka. Rls mil. tons Rls/ka. Rls mil.
Imports 962,000 260 250,120 Sales Proceeds 230,000 250 57,500

Local 1,208,000 91 109,928 Cost of Production 230,000 180 41,400
Total Subsidy 360.048 Total Subsidy 16,100
Source: Study, Chapter V. B Source: Study, Chapter V. D
Pestcides Subsidy (1 991/92) Tractor Subsidy (1 991/92)

Quantity Price Value
No Data Units mil. Rls RIs mil.

Cost of Production 13,000 13 169,000
Sales Proceeds 13,000 5 65.000
Total Subsidy 104,000
Source: Study, Chapter V. E

Credit, Subsidy (1369) Combine Subsidy (1991/92)
Value Quantity Price Value

RIs mil. Units mil. Rls Rls mil.
AB interest income 49,000 Cost of Production 750 46.0 34,500
Notional income at Market rates 132,360 Sales Proceeds 750 29.9 22,425
Total Subsidy 83.360 Total Subsidy 12,075
Source: Study, Chapter V. F Source: Cree Report, Table 8
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Table 4.31

Total Budget
Ministry of Jihad (MoJ) 1371 (1992/3)

(Rls Million)

Investment Recurrent Total

Central Ministry 23,741 27,710 51,451

LAD 12,605 5,812 18,417

Veterinary 16,275 13,613 29,888

NAO 19,600 3,400 23,000

Reconstruction 149,912 59,520 209,432

Shillat 15,924 -- 15,924

Meat Organization 6,000 -- 6,000

FRO 81,002 21,070 102,072

Iran Leather Company 6,000 -- 6,000

Total 331,059 131,125 462,184

Source: MoJ

Note: Figures vary slightly from those in the breakdowns in Tables 4.2 and
4.3.
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Table 4.2

Ministry of Jihad (MOJ) Investment Budget 1371 (1992/3)

(Rls '000s)

Item Plan/Chapter Title National Ostan Deprived Art. 29 Total
Areas

1 New Government BuiLdings 3,273,000 3,273,000

2 Public Education 1,876,000 1,876,000
ELementary 104,000 104,000
Middle School 506,000 506,000
High School 330,000 330,000

3 Government Employees Housing --- --- 250,000 --- 250,000
Plans

4 Urban Development 6,000,000 --- ---- 6,000,000

5 Environmental Hygiene 5,000,000 14,000,000 27,120,000 46,120,000

6 RuraL Development and
Reconstruction 5,350,000 11,238,000 2,500,000 4,200,000 23,288,000
Rural Services 5,100,000 11,238,000 2,500,000 4,200,000 23,038,000
Research & Investigation 250,000 l-- --- -

7 Comprehensive Development of
Nomadic Regions 900,000 12,500,000 --- 5,500,000 18,900,000

8 Tech. & Vocational Training 900,000 -- -- --- 900,000
Industrial Training 500,000 --- 500,000
Agricultural Training 400,000 --- --- 400,000

9 Agr. & Natural Resources 81,182,000 15,273,000 --- 42,862,000 139,317,000
Forest & Rangeland 43,023,000 10,573,000 --- 27,408,000 81,004,000
Animals and Poultry 16,200,000 4,700,000 --- 7,000,000 27,900,000
Fisheries 6,029,000 --- --- 2,200,000 8,229,000
Research 15,930,000 --- --- 6,254,000 22,184,000

10 Roads and Transport 12,100,000 17,000,000 31,285,000 745,000 61,140,000
Construction of Forest Roads 3,600,000 --- --- 745,000 4,345,000
Ports 7,200,000 --- --- --- 7,200,000
RuraL Roads 1,300,000 17,000,000 31,285,000 --- 49,585,000

11 Electricity 2,760,000 8,800,000 20,200,000 --- 31,760,000
Power Generation 2,500,000 --- --- --- 2,500,000
Rural Power Supply 260,000 8,800,000 20,200,000 29,260,000

12 Industries 2,300,000 2,300,000
Food Industries 1,000,000 --- --- 1,000,000
Handicrafts and Textiles 1,300,000 --- --- --- 1,300,000

13 Regulation of Basic Goods 6,000,000 --- --- 5,300,000 11,300,000
Market III I I I

TOTALS 122,492,000 82,084,000 83,231,000 59,400,000 347,207,000

Art. 19: Meat and cheese ... Government has saved $46 million by not importing and wilt spend on
development = $35 million

Source: MoJ
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Table 4.3

Recurrent Budgets
MoJ and Related Organizations 1371 (1992/3)

(Rls. Million)

National Ostan Total

FRO 2,469 18,601 21,070

LAD 434 5,378 5,812

Veterinary Organization 903 11,246 12,149

Veterinary Organization 825 -- 825

Veterinary 460 -- 460

NAO 360 3,040 3,400

Ministry 18,900 -- 18,900

(Islamic Culture) 1,000 __ 1,000

(Discount Centers) 6,500 __ 6,500

(Ag.Engineering Centers) 2,500 __ 2,500

(Technical Training) 1,800 __ 1,800

(Farmer Training) 510 _ 510

(Natural Resource Development) 2,000 -- 2,000

(Training Centers) 4,500 4,500

Rural Development -- 59,520 59,520

Total 43,161 97,785 140,946

Source: MoJ
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